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Fee cuts mean student cuts
During the lifetime of (his Govern-
ment Sir Keith Joseph has acquired a
reputation us 11 minister who does
lint always practise what he
preaches. He found nt the Depart-
ment of Industry that political reality
often diii not allow the kind of ac-
tion associated with his ideology.
“Lame ducks'* were rescued and ail-

ing industries were nut left to the
mercy of the market in the way
which hud been threatened.

Lust week Mrs Nicky Harrison,
chairman of the Association of Met-
ropolitan Authorities’ education
comm itce. pointed out the latest,

less welcome, example of his incon-
sistency in Hie decision to halve
undergraduate fees. Mrs Harrison’s

|

statement was a worthy, if belated,
attempt to focus intention on a mea-
sure which slipped through with little

comment shortly before Christmas.
At first sight it mny have appeared

to be a rare piece of Rood news for
the hard-pressed student, but the
Department of Education and Scien-
ce has not disguised its objective: lo
cut the number of students entering
colleges and polytechnics. The mar-
ginal cost of providing extra places
on degree courses was less than the
£‘AJl ) fee. thus providing an incentive
which had to he removed.
How this squares with the free

operation of market forces, let alone

the Government’s stated view on
marginal costs in fee calculations, is

anything but clear. When full cost

fees were introduced for overseas
students, those who argued that the
new level should rather reflect mar-
ginal costs were given short shrift by
ministers. Now. however, the Gov-
ernment finds it convenient to use
the argument it rejected previously,
Riid incidentally will widen the gap
between home and overseas stu-
dents’ fees yet further.

Since the majority of home stu-
dents huve their fees paid by local
authorities, the only beneficiaries
will be those students from EEC
countries, who were able to pay less
while those from the Commonwealth
and elsewhere suffered the introduc-
tion of full-cost fees. Not surprising-
ly, EEC students were the only
group lo grow last year. No doubt
this trend - and the resentment
openly displayed in less fortunate
countries - will continue in 1982.

But (he most serious objection to
the latest tinkering with fee levels
must be its effect on home student
numbers. At a time when the 18-
year-old population Is rising to
record levels, it is nothing short of
scandalous (hat institutions should be
discouraged from trying to keep pace
with rising demand by raising staff/

student ratios und increasing their

own efficiency. A Goverment
pledged to minimize official interfer-
ence intervenes to prevent just the
sort of entrepreneurial initiative it

advocates elsewhere for the sake of
relatively small savings and with
scant regard for educational factors.

_
There has been no suggestion

either from the Council for National
Academic Awards or, publicly at
least, Her Majesty's Inspectorate
that standards are suffering from in-

creased student recruitment. Nor is

there any evidence that unqualified
applicants are being admitted to de-
gree courses, so the only justification
for the change can be economic.
With the gross cost of keeping a
student at a polytechnic during 1980-
81 quoted by the Government at

£3,730, the saving compared with un-
employment benefit for the student
(or the school leaver whose job he
takes) is minimal.

Britain's place in the league table
of participation in higher education
is notoriously low, its unemployment
notoriously high, yet a golden oppor-
tunity to improve both has been
thrown away. It is a sad commentary
on the value placed on higher educa-
tion by the Government that neither
Sir Keith nor his predecessor, Mr
Mark Carlisle, consider it their duty
to encourage participation in the
system.

Engineering policy is failing
At a lime when many departments
face imminent closure or massive
cutbacks, it is perhaps difficult (o
spore much thought for the problems
affecting those who teach engineer-
ing or technology at our universities.
After all, these disciplines were
promised u slight rise in student
numbers - while many others were
to receive h&Tsh reductions - as part
oF the Government’s commitment to
those subjects deemed to be most
directly lefevant to the nation’s pro-
duclivity.

Given the upheaval induced by the
present administration’s haste to
pare hack higher education, it is
perhaps not surprising that even
these modest intentions have not
been realized. First, the figures used
by the University Grants Committee
as ns baseline were based on en-
gineering student intakes for 1979-
80, and did not take into account the
slight rise the following year. As a
result it was realized the UGC's
proposal represented "a reduction , in
engineering student numbers.

Admittedly this effect Is slight.
Nevertheless it puts piiid to the no-
tion that there are many positive
redeeming features in the Govern-

'

ment’s policies regarding higher
education.

Combined with cash cuts of
around 10 per cent inflicted on 'each
department, this means there are
now slightly fewer engineering stu-
dents and they are being taught on
considerably reduced budgets. No
doubt, (his was not the Govern-
ment’s intention, but it should now
at least be clear that its aim of
protecting the training of the coun-
try’s future industrial manpower is
Tailing.

.
Against this background, the per-

sistent attempts by engineering pro-
fessors to introduce Four-year courses
as the nbrinal route for their stu-
dent?* education must seem distinctly
optimistic, although there 'can be no
doubt their resolve has met with
sortie . success. Half of Britain’s uni-
versities. have now. introduced at
least one - enhanced engineering
course and several, such as South-
ampton.and Nottingham, have set up
lbur

:yei|r degrees in all their en-
gineering departments.
Enhanced courses were originally

put forward in the Finnistori report
an

l j
engineering profession as a

ipethod for introducing greater direct.

engineering experience, as opposed
to more theoretical work, and were
then backed by academics. The idea
was also supported by the subs?-S Conference on Engineering

itirin and Training, organized
by the Department of Education and
Science, which significantly proposed

.
that funds be shifted from other
areas of education to help achieve
these aims.

It can hardly be argued now that
by cutting funds with less, severity for
engineering education, than for other
disciplines, that this “shift of re-
sources" is being realized. Admitted-
ly some small-scale adjustments
could be undertaken to help en-
gineering departments - such as us-
ing some research income or consul-
tancy fees to boost department re-
sources, increasing equipment grants
for engineering research or even ear-
marking UGC fqnds in general.
These are measures of self-help,

however, and it would be false of
this Government to think it is treat-

(Aceording to usually well-informed
sources Lord Rothschild is now
apparently in the process of writing

to relevant individuals and organiza-

tions asking: a) about the value of

the SSRC; b) whether or not ‘know-

ledge exists in the social sciences in

the same way ns in the natural sci-

ences).

Dear Lord Rothschild,
I have now spent time considering

K
our urgent request for information,

lay 1 deal with your second ques-

tion first; is it possible to nave

‘knowledge’ in the social sciences?

There is unfortunately no unanimi-

ty on this matter among my col-

leagues. Dr Monty Perlow is of (be

opinion that “any definite know-

ledge, qua knowledge, presupposes

the ascription of validity to one 'real-

ity’ selected from the multiple reali-

ties of the phenomenal world”. He

feels - and quite strongly, I believe -

that this depends upon a successful

bracketing of the ‘natural attitude’

(so I think you’d have to count Dt

Perlow as a “no”).

A more positive note is struck by

Professor Gladkind who asserts that

he has recently found some social

science knowledge in a computet

read-out which has been processing

the results of his investigation into

whether or not the working class is,

relatively speaking, as badly off as il

ever was. He tells me that be now

“knows” that this is indeed the case

- but as everyone always did seem to

know this anyway, I’m not certain if

it counts. However, as I say, a defi-

nite “yes” vote Here.

I’ve had a very long letter from Dr

Prolicks in which he forcibly remind!

me that “social science at the mo-

ment is characterized by its pre;

scientific concern with the subject

(by that, of course, he means the

“subject”, not '‘the subject”). D

r

Prolicks is not however completely

fatalistic. Hp is still looking .forward,

as I understand it, to ah epistemolo-

gical rupture, which may make mat-

ters clearer.

Blit I’m afraid it’s another thumbs-

down from Dr Herman Hewtif, wlio

seemed initially angered by thego#’

lion and eventually replied by throw-

ing a note through my door.

general this seems to maintain tnai

there is no absolute truth, in inl -

and here' a crease • makes readui8

difficult - “truth is the product .« a

fpsipn of horizons, only to .be ms-

covered in the interpretive circle l
1

think).

through the efforts of the professors
and staff involved.
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'W successful, which is always the ’ccLnrif^!hn,L\2
a?c5!,'thaJ welcome. Despite ourWcioite trt a society, moye cdmfoT'

'£ -555L“
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enthwlgsm for pragmatian,
abfe .with mediocrity. It is a ]iitlc

: ff* fop^s-l-the British have- an equall^sSong
bureaucratic, which i : l* .... Sr cu ‘ ‘a igndre submissions to- the . enthusiasm if

Professor Hannah' Mass i* at
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sent on leave, but; she did telephone

to say, “Critical social science

indeed- produce knowledge
that such knowledge anses irt V®

ideal speech situation", TBl
£,1

actly clear about this “situation . “r
I think it means when everybody

raore-or-less equal. So you l! see tna

this is a “yes” but a bit ;
on tne

utopian, side ot tilings.

.' •tyell, that makes It three to WJ
agaiqst ."knowledge" I’m afraid,

&u

I*m pleased to tefi yoa .tWt the vpw

is.much clearer over the .value
JJJ.

SSRC/ All my colieftgues felt *2“
a ’ good . thing and, f bclfew.«
/shown this in a most practical

dubbing together and raising Mjjj
of £25

. which I liow .
enclose.

use this in any way ybu -Pt*-
apbrdpriate (and do' rememt*

tnete’s much' ihore where that cam

from).
! ‘ .......

Your "humble servant, . .. .

Professor G. LAPPING..

Shake-up for Scots tertiary system
by Olga Wojtas

Scottish correspondent

Proposals were announced today for

a system of central control over all

Scottish public sector higher educa-

tion which mirrors the plan For Eng-
land put forward but temporarily

shelved last yenr. The recommenda-
tions have been put to the Scottish

Secretary by the Council for Tertiary

Education.

The 90-page document released to-

day is the result of two years' inves-

tigation. At present, the Scottish

Education Department funds seven
education colleges and 14 central in-

stitutions, while further education
colleges are financed by local author-
ities.

The council recommends that a

national authority be set up to allo-

cate funds within a system of col-

leges with two distinct types of man-
agement:

• Directly funded colleges with
autonomous governing bodies, com-

prising the colteges of education, the
central institutions (apart from Leith
Nautical College which is to be
downgraded to a further education
college) and three FE colleges which
specialize in advanced work.
• FE colleges managed by local au-

thorities. and no longer funded from
the Rates Support Grant but by the
Scottish Secretary advised by the
new body.

In effect, all the directly funded
colleges will turn into central institu-

tions, a move proposed bv the

Education Institute of Scotland in its

initial submission to the Tertiary

Council. There is likely to be strong
criticism of the report from the Con-
vention of Scottish Local Author-
ities, whose prestige institutions

would be removed.
The report recommends that local

authorities make annual bids for

funds. They would have “substantial

freedom” in allocating (he grant. It

splits advanced and non-advanced
FE, proposing that the grant to

directly funded colleges should con-
tain a sum earmarked for non-
advanced courses which could he
transferred to local authorities, while

local authorities could run additional

non-advanced courses in directly

funded colleges, if that share of their

grant were then transferred to the

colleges.

The report's recommendations for

dual management arc criticized in a
brief minority statement by some
members of the Tertiary Council
who say it will inhibit flexibility and
resource sharing. Il will perpetuate
the division into first und second
class colleges, “which is a conspi-

cuous failing of the present struc-

ture,” endangering the development
of non-advanced FE. and obstructing

the rapid expansion of adult educa-
tion.

The main report says community
education is a matter for local au-

thorities who should he free to use

their own and directly funded college

facilities, if the cost comes front their

own I'unds.

It suggests liniso is between the new
authority and the University Grants
Committee on course provided by
the Scottish universities and the rest
of the tertiary sector, to discuss the
number of student places needed in
each subject at degree level, and
their appropriate divisin among in-
stitutions.

• The intake or secondary
teachers to Scotland's seven educa-
tion colleges should be slashed from
this year's 1.350 to 5011 by 1985-80.
according to the Scottish Education
Department.
This is the first lime that the

SED's annual consul! nlion document
has given projections beyond the
coming session. The cut in secondary
intake is more nr less balanced hy
primary intake, which the SED prop-
oses should rise fmm 580 this session
lo 1.300 by 1985-86.
One of the main reasons for the

cut appears to be the increase in

unemployed teachers.

Shelve new courses,

orders Sir Keith
by John O'Leary
and David Jobbins
A virtual moratorium on new adv-
anced courses in polytechnics and
colleges in all subjects except en-
gineering was imposed this week by
Sir Keith Joseph, Secretary of Slate
for Education.

In a . circular to local authorities
and voluntary colleges, Sir James
Hamilton, permanent secretary to
the Department of Education and
Snence, outlined new course approv-
al arrangements for 1982. The
changes will be subject to review by
ine National Advisory Board.

.
Only minor modifications to full-

time courses will be allowed- unless
the new course is either self-

financing and put on for a particular
company or “sponsor" or to replace
an existing course in engineering in
me light of proposals made in the
nnmstqn report. Even these excep-
tions, will only be allowed with the
mppoit of the Regional Advisory
Louncu and after the acceptance of
evidence of student demand.

Part-time courses will also be
Slacked unless there is evidence of
unmet student demand and capabil-
ity to mount the course within ex-
isting resources. ' Those courses
already approved by an RAC will be
nemptea, ./
The new arrangements are a stric-

ioen^
approvals circular issued in

iiVj follow evidence Of rising
student recruitment In the' public sec-
tor which .was given to the Public.
^uiUS Cqmmtttee earlier in the

Sir-James told MPs that while
universities were bn forget with stii-

IS>uPftqhglgi colleges . and
Po|ytec*ni<^

:
Rati--recruited * 9,000

foOfe than,.expected
^niiam Waldegravc, unHe?*

higher education, this,

re told foe Comtrions Select Com-S -O" EduCatidn, that student
,tjp by 8,000 on the

The tHES ! . /
"unr'"SFHS*”' of the. pre-

wSH,ftr
l

ke
-
Bl?fr|bution of this.

figure forecast and warned that this

would place strains on institutions.

Sir Keith told the MPs that he had
rejected pleas from the Association

the University Teachers to meet the

cuts imposed by the University

Grants Committee through natural

wastage. This would be “far too de-

ferrerr and would end any hope of
restructuring, he said.

He said he had no ideological

objections to research into social sci-

ences. His decision to switch £2m
from the Social Science Research
Council to the other research coun-

cils was a reflection of his view that

the “effectiveness of research into

the hard sciences was higher". The
final cut in the SSRC budget is in

fact £l.lm although Sir Keith origi-

nally wanted £2m.

He told the committee: “At a time

when the science research bodies,

though almost entirely maintained,

are still faced with some awkward
decisions, I--' decided to shift some
money from the social sciences”.

The question was what should be

supported by the taxpayer and what

should be consumer-contractor re-

lated. This was why he had psked

Lord Rothschild to report on the

SSRC in the same way he had in-

vestigated the other research councils

in the early 1970s. ...

Questioned about suggestions, that:

SSRC he said: “I do not have'objec-

tioris. But I am disposing of tax-

payers’ money".

He rejected the suggestions from

Labour MP Mr Martin Flannery that

he had been under pressure from the

Treasury to cut out certain social

science subjects. “At a lime of press-

ure on resources I have wondered

whether the work 'done in all re-

search councils is exactly
.

equiva-

lent,” he said.

The difference was. what could be

tested In the laboratory. “1 am not

convinced if it is
1

the duly of the

taxpayer to support via the Depart-

ment of Education, the Treasury and-

the SSRC work which serves a pro-

fession which is not overall desper-

ately short of money, for example

accountancy.”. Management Studies

was 'another example where support’

could be sought elsewhere.

Reagan budget ‘a disaster’
from Peter David loan programme. Stricter eligibility

WASHINGTON rules ana a smaller government sub-

P resident Reagan this week sent sidy would redtice the programme to

Congress his budget for 1983 which $2,5Q0m instead of the 53,4U0m- it

would reduce federal spending on would cost under present rules,- he

education by more than a fifth and- said..

on ffoanrial aid to higher education “Pell" grants for needy and middle

students by neilrly a naif. income students, the other main
The budget, which must be source of government assistance for

iprbved by Congress, also included higher education, are also to be re-

ans to turn tne Department of duced dramatically from 2,188m thisans to turn t

President Carter, into a non-cabinet

foundation^

.

University leaders said the budget

would be a “disaster” for higher

education. Its sharpest cuts arc in

the grants and loans systems which

help millions of students pay tuition

fees.

The science budget has been

'

spared and increased in some areas

to modernize research facilities.

Spending on social science research,

singled out for disproportionate cuts

when Reagaii first came to power, is

to receive a tiny increaso.
' Mr :

Terrel Bell, the Education

Secretary • said the budget would',

shift resources from higher eduqatjpn

to' the schools, by . reducing the :

amount spent pn the popular student ;

i'v 1 riwiiu i.™n
smaller grants programmes will be
dropped. , . .

Explaining the government's 'deci-

sion to close the Department of
Education, Mr. Bell said federal in-

terference in education had become
increasingly intrusive rind expensive.
“We intend ta reverse that- trend,

and (0 return decisions about hdw
and what to tench back to where
(hey belong - to teacher?, parents.
State and local officials, nna educa-
tional institutions,” he said. I

;
The foundation Is to 'start work in

1983 with a staff, of 4.800. ~1,40Q less

than the present Education Depart-
ment! hfearly 30 federal, programmes
and responsibilities would' bp irons-,

farted to ’ other departments; 23
;

> • continued on • jpage 3

Talks start on
ways to

limit tenure
by Ngnio Crequer
Vice chnnceiinrs meet today to dis-

cuss two proposals to limit academic
tenure: the inclusion of a redundancy
clause in lecturers' contracts, iind the
extension of probation.

These arc two options to be consi-
dered by the Committee of Vice
Chancellors and Principals which is

under pressure from tne University
Grunts Commit tec to limit the te-

nure extended lo new lecturers.

A working party has been examin-
ing provision outside the UK where
limited tenure, in the form of fixed
term eontrueIs. is more common.
One proposal is to introduce a

clause ror redundancy or financial

exigency in contracts us sufficent

reason for dismissal, alongside "good
cause”. But to do this, universities

would need to amend their charter
and statutes, which requires approval
of the Privy Council. Such a move
would he resisted hy he Association
of University Teachers.

Another suggestion is to extend
the lecturers* probationary period
and some vice cnuncellors favour in-

creasing it up to It) years.
But tliev disagree as to whether

this would mean renegotiating the
national agreement with the AUT
which provides for a three-year pro-
ationary period, with a possible ex-
tension to four years. The agreement
covers all universities except Oxford
und Cambridge.
Any move is likely to lead to a

legal buttle and there are some vice
chancellors against making any
Changes.
The vice chancellors are also fu-

rious about the contusion over im-
plementing

.
the new redundancy

scheme. UGC officials maintain that
universities which offer compensa-
tion to lecturers more generous than
the national scheme will not be reim-
bursed foi* the total amount.

But during the discussions hefore
the scheme was announced, the vice

chancellors believed they would only
forfeit the smaller amount, the dif-

ference between the Lvvo sets of fi-

gures.
Both the CVCP and the AUT

have asked for clarification from the
.

UGC and this will be discussed by
tfie main UGC': committee.

,
next

week. If the strict interpretation is

-

upplied some dozen .universities,

which, acted quickly and introduced
their, own scnerqes without waiting
for the Government announcement
will face; acute financial embarrass-
tnent. ,

'
•

Oxford, is considering the implica-
tions of its early retirement scheme.

Polytechnic directors called this

week for the same redundance com-
pensation for polytechnic lecturers as

that offered to university academics.
Three lecturers made- redundant

hy the Institute of Orthopaedics qre

considering offers of compensation.

UGC secretary
Mr. Norman Hardyman, who was in

charge of the scieuce ; branch at the
Department af Education and Scien-
ce. form 1975-1979, is 16 becotjie

Secretary of the University Grants.

Committee next month. Mr Hardy-
irtnn, who is nged 52, soent five

years' in - the universities .Branch of
the DES arid -is presently o'n loan to

llie Department of Health and Social

Security. He takes over from Mr
Geoffrey Cockcrill who Is retiring in

r ott Fleet /Martin ^utoer 6^ hov^ to \ Interview toitfc jX Academic Book
lV

1

'
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Lab safety:onus should be on individual
by Robin McKie
Science Correspondent

Risks in rcsenrcli laboratories should

be reduced and conditions improved

to deal with new dangers, a Royal

Society group has urged.

The study group on research safe-

achieved, nut by recourse to regula-

tion, which can be both expensive

and inhibitory, but by the encourage-

ment of the exercise of responsible

judgment at all levels", states the

report.

Tire group varns that too rigid

regulation m;_ .1 cost the scientific

the Royal Society to ntake sure reg- should recognize that safety training

ulatfons are best suited to the needs is essential for those holding their

of scientists. studentships. ...
, ,

.

‘‘Research in academic institutions Similarly professional and quai-

ls largely undertaken by trainee re- ifyine bodies should consider

search workers, and their education whether there is more they could do

in safety, both formal and informal, for safety m research, especially in

The study group on rescarcn sate- regulation mv cosi me scientific

ty, chaired by Sir Ewart Jones, states community dearly in terms of missed

in its report that although research opportuniiies. “In the public sector.

laboratories are safer than many
other workplaces, conditions should

be improved, particularly by ul Inwing

greater individual responsibility.

“Scientific research is so vnried in

its nature and scope that .safety,

compatible with reasonable freedom

to explore the unknown, is best

the only source of revenue to meet
the costs of increased levels of safety

procurement is likely to be through

reductions of expenditure on re-

search itself".

The Health and Safety Executive

is of paramount importance", the re- relation to education and the prepa-

port adds. “Although much is already ration of codes of practice,

being done there is room for im- The group also recommends an
D

i e. 1 • -fc «n fha pplinti Ann
provcmenl and for keeping abreast

of new developments”.

The group urges that all researchers

- particularly those concerned with

should seek to establish cooperative

links with researchers and also with

- particularly tnose concemeo wun
indisciplinary work - should have a

thorough training in understanding

improvement in the collection and
analysis of accident statistics, to

assist in identifying particular

hazards in research and that the

national systems of morbidity and
mortality records, an essential tool in

the study of long-term effects of tox-

South Bank Polytechnic has laun-

ched a major inner city project

which will create 100 jobs for young
people funded by the Manpower Ser-

vices Commission.
The £476,000 grant will help the

new South Bank Inner City Centre
start converting and constructing

buildings for community use in souib

London.
The polytechnic is fighting inner

city decay in Wandsworth, Lambeth
and Southwark. Much of the work
will be in Brixton, where the

hazards and in operational practices, the study of long-term effects of tox-

in particular the research councils ic substances, be enhanced.

Redundancies
unnecessary

says union

polytechnic has a large campus.
The 100 young people employed

by South Bank Builders Ltd will

by Olga Wojtus

Scottish Correspondent

Dundee University's special commit-

tee tin fmmtviiil planning. which

proposed using 33 posts lias been

usked by the senate for more de-

luded reasoning following a docu-

ment from Dundee's Association of

University Teachers which claims

that no redundancies arc necessary.

Since the expanded report will

have to be considered again by both

court and senate, it is highly unlikely

that any decision will he taken this

term on its recommendation llini the

department of medical hiophysics he
axed m the end of next session, with

u loss of 1
1
jobs, and lliut a further

22 jobs go by 1983-84.

I lie union says the redundancy
strategy would lead to a substantial

extra Toss to cover compensation and
legal costs. It proposes a variety of

alternatives, including freezing a

proportion of vacated posts, and
slightly increasing the 4U per cent re-

engagement limit to encournge earlv

retirement.

If these suggestions are im-

work on projects including turning g

E
arish hail into a base for the Lam-
eth Cooperative Centre; building

small business units in Brixton, m
adventure playground, a nursery and

a cycle track.

They will be advised by four com-

munity planners, two architects and

two quantity surveyors who were res-

cued from the dole queue.
South Bank Builders have already

converted 40,000 square feet of dis-

used factory space into a base for 23

small businesses.

Social work course

loses recognition

Glue-sniffing

investigated

SSRC to fund new research

into drug addiction
The Scuttlsh Office has given £26,000 Addition to alcohol, tobacco, and
to Dr Stewart Asquith and Mr Peter drugs in Britain is on the increase and is

plemcnted, it says, the savines will

overshoot those from (he policy of

enforced redundancies “by a com-
fortable margin.”
However, the senate has approved

the • special committee's broad
strategy, saying it deplores but rec-

ognizes the fact that redundancies

may ensue..

Didcutt of Edinburgh University’s so- to be the subject of a major new
clol administration department to In- investigation by the Social Science
vest (gate glue -sniffing. Research Council.

The research, funded Jointly by. the. The SSRC has agreed in principle

Scottish Education Department and to provide a budget of up to

the Scottish Home and Health De- £360,000 over five years for the re-

parUneuI will collect published mote- search, which will encompass the
Hal nn glue-sniffing and then examine cost to the nation, the impact of
responses to the problem from police, Government policy, the role of in-

doctors and soda! workers. dustrial lobbies, and the meanine of

how such research would be under-

taken if the SSRC was abolished.”

he said.

He said there was little doubt about
(he need for such research:

• Britain is estimated to lose

The Central Council for Education

and Training in Social Work has with-

drawn recognition of a social work

course in Queen Margaret College m

Edinburgh which was criticized last

year for being too crammed.
The 42 students at present taking

the two-year course leading to the

certificate of qualification in social

work will be able to complete their

studies, but there will be no further

intake from next session.

The council was expected to m
the course recognition for andilwr

five years, but told the college to

review the course. Assessors, who
The SSRC has agreed in principle • Britain is estimated to lose

review uie course. r» .

to provide a budget ofup to fl.OOOm Ihnfti* the- umrtntert Srwi nm m.e r;.« f«r nL „„ the social wofk content weax, a ia«
£360,000 over five years for the re- effects of alcoholism, with up to

search, which will encompass the 750,000 people having serious drink

)roblems.
Government policy, the role of in- # Smoking costs Britain 50m lost

of cooperation between sodal work

and sodal science staff, and com-

placency towards field work.

Mr pEdrolt said there were widely health education.

dustrial lobbies, and the meaning of working days and an estimated 95,000

sociological Professor Griffith Edwards, pro*

wurMiig anu nu cauitiaicu 7.<,uuu .
• -

8
remature deaths each year. ^OHlpUtlflE 111
1 Some 5,000 drug addicts were tre- rdiffering medical and sociological Professor Griffith Edwards, pro* • Some 5,000 drug addicts were tre-

yiews or solvent nbuse. Some people fessor of addiction behaviour at the ated in 1980 but addiction to heroin
said It could cause brain damage and Institute of Psychiatry in London, and and allied drugs js known t<? be in-

ii i* ^
C

.

0,"crs " vas rc~ chairman of the new SSRC panel on creasing, and one million people
latlvely harmless,

“Even in academic Journals
rind sensationalism creeping

creasing, and one million people

1X71... Jn lino sensauonHii5ui creeping intoWhy Britain needs gUie^rfimna with titles like «sex-crazed

“°P* fiends » said Dr Asquith. “The
trainee technicians . starting point we are taking is that if

addiction, said the SSRC was ideally take valium,
you I placed to launch such as initiative. Professor Edwards emphasized the
Into British research into addiction weBritish research into addiction was special contribution of social scien-

"not very active”, the panel says in ces. “We will be concerned not so

The reputation of British universities

and their ability to carry out teaching
and research could be seriously dam-
aged by the present cutbacks in tech-

dope fiends , said Dr Asquith. “The its preliminary report, although the much with medical questions such as

?.i-2SL
are taking is that If problems' of addiction have become whether smoking causes cancer, but

its difficult to pin down what the acilte only in the past IB-15 years, issues such as now is the tobacco
effects are, it may well be difficult to International research however is de- industry organized, or how is taxa-
pln.down how best to respond to It.” scribed as “varied, distinguished, and tion policy going to promote healthA consultative document Issued by [exciting.’

ntcian training, a special group set

up by the Institute of Science Tech*

the Scottish Home and Health tie research .is a. very good ex-

up by tpe institute

nolqgy has. warned.

parlmenl In 1978 estimated 1300 new ample of what the SSRC can do arid
tcasM of solvent abuse a year in Scot- ought to do. and which no other

tion policy going to promote health
education.

“All these are social science ques-
tions because they concern how soci-

summer
A computer summer school Is to w

set up this year by two London com-

puting lecturers. Dr Colin TerreUi®

the College of St Paul and St M«7i

and Mr Derek Bush, of

Polytechnic. The school will bejw

as a series of weekly courses beW«o

July 10 and September 11 «

J

offer' anyone of age 13 a chance

learn about computers.

Union men to stay

Two student union officers at-

AT a recent meeting the ISTs hnl Mr Dldcotl said It was diftl- funding body can 1 do, or is likely to,, influence addiction.”
laboratory fhanagement • discussion cun- to Know

'
what the actual figures attempt to do,” Professor Edwards The panel -identified four major

group urged the institute to raise the *lnc* glue-sniffing dfe not come said.
. areas where addiction becomes a so-

qught to do. and - which no other ety works, and how sodal pressures citv of London Polytechnic havesur-

funding body can do, or is likely to,. influence addiction.” yjved attempts to remove them
attempt to do,” Professor Edwards The Panel identified four major office. Opponents of vice

ts$oe with the Secretary of State for tn*° * category for which statistics

Education. Sir Keith Joseph.- and. to
we^ a

0U
t VEducation, Sir Keith Joseph.-.and. to

demand protection from the dits for

both, trainee technicians and also

overseas technicians seeking. {xperi-

He felt the project would help dal science issue: providing' a social
ndicate toe new multlaiseiplinafy as opposed to an individual view:
mmlltPA 1 flninhiM • hainn I Im .! a 1 L

were routinely eolketed. : vindicate the new -multidisciplinary as oppo
Dr Asquith and Mr Dldcollhape to committee structure being 1 im- reviewm

Interview
.
children On the dreumst- plemented by SSRC. and help acquit tion; am

UllltC. uupuiicuu — r
lin [nn

Mr Vernon Williams and unto

newspaper editor Mr Jeremy .SIS

eride.aild qualification in Britain.

rthp' group, warned,.that although
him 'OniJiMAp '«mah k*' nklalnk#!short-term savings may be obtained

by' eutiiog ihe/number, of trainee

te^atdijnk fhe''long-term effects un
the cotmlry'x-icchhkal services had

:

*Wdi sniff glue and the council in the eyes of Lord Roth- and examining thewhy the v do It, and also to talk to schild. currently reviewing the coun- and market forces isome retailers and manufhclurers. cil's work. "Frankly 1 do not know demand of drugs

Teaching academics to teach

reviewing treatment and rehabilita-

tion; analysing the impact of culture;

and examining the role of industry,,

and market forces in the supply and
demand of drugs,

newspaper editor Mr jcicijij

,

failed to gain the requisite Wo£«*.

majority in a cross-campus bftl

Labour move .

i.^0rl tSSth la «K

AUT agrees

sickness scheme
A scheme to safeguard the pension

KATE"MTS* 1«
United Kingdom, has beenjd P

^
Dundee University. It alre^y ,

beqrt O^rfeQljed.; EdstihgxiaffienuU i Surrey 1J niwnlty is to offern bourse awareness and skills' of participants

i»:SaSfWSl’SS-«' leurhiUg

ai,d resenrch in teaching nnd, gU ijly toougS i.. hjh WtS
frfiratwrLewis Ellon, head of the ~ ' ‘

1
ll°ved 10 ’eclose 10 a8reeme,>t -

, Q
1 Of Educmfoitol Tcchholoay

wluch pitis, the courses says that re

uunaee umversuy. “ and
members, from cler^l, ^memners irom cierik-w*

manuol staff and- students IrqP!

university, and art .-college.

W^ jMmtaiarjy ccmrerecd ihal cuU-l wliich rutis! the*

tthj rptmiitUun. pf UK '

wHeRtfr Mid ‘ universities because!

Tiie course uses .Sjjecially prepared

Bioscience e:

s’ formed

. It- is tp be financed by the
academics 1 Ih'iough 0.2 per ‘ cent ex-:

* i
- i jKviM \* Vv rVTT

M

rra on their superannuation scheihej ,
-four departments. uin«Hentt

Mpmhnrt nf Aeertii)niUn :

. nf The new department o . «
Members of; the Assodntion of

University ,
Teachers expressed pnger

at the' slow progress being made at
their wintdr : council in \Reading: be-
fore- Christmtis. 'This week general
secretary Mf Laurie . Sa'

‘

es'vpotylpchnics even?

i-i-fi
' i

- ai SP f-iF*'

superannuation schen\e
have to. bp completed before it can
fake effect. The hold-up occiirred
because . tpe .Civil - Service Depart-
ment argueq it <puld be taken as a
precedent in other, parts of the public

l
!

'

'li.!*. \
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Birmingham faces

£750,000 shortfall
by Charlotte Barry

and Patricia Santmelli

Birmingham Polytechnic is planning

lo axe the equivalent of three de-

partments in the face of major cuts

which could lead to compulsory re-

dundancies in the next 12 months.

It faces a £750.000 reduction next

year, as the city council's ruling

Labour group has said ii cannot

bridge the gap between the

polytechnic’s advanced further

education pool allocation and its

1982-83 budget.

The polytechnic management is

drawing up a restructuring plan set-

ting out the number of courses which

will have to close in the next four

years. This will be presented to the

governing body on February 22.

Birmingham has suffered a 4 per

cent reduction in its pool income

for 1982-83 on top of a budget cut of

£820,000 last year. More than 60

vacant non-acaoemic staff posts have

been frozen in the last year, and 34

out of 670 teaching posts left empty.

The polytechnic fears strong critic-

ism from the Council for National

Academic Awards when it visits

Birmingham next year. Two years

ago the council cast doubts on the

polytechnic’s ability to meet its

academic programme because of the

shortage of support staff.

Middlesex Polytechnic, which faces

a £lm shortfall next year, is negotiat-

ing with the three London boroughs
ofHaringey, Barnet and Enfield for

an extra £500,000 to help bridge the

gap caused by a 7 per cent cut in

pool income.

Unions at North-East London
Polyechnic were meeting polytechnic

management today to discuss plans

drawn up by director Mr Gerry Fow-

ler to find £lm savings. The
polytechnic expects to receive up to
£6Qi}.U0Q from the boroughs ol

Waltham Forest, Barking and New-
ham to offset the £l.fin shortfall

suffered ufter the recalculation of

this year's pool allocution.

Bedfordshire County Council's
education committee has turned
down a £1.501) .Olin package of cuts

which would have seriously damaged
Bedford and Luton colleges of high-

er education.

The composition of the council is

so finely bnlanced that no definite

outcome can be predicted and the

package might still be approved.
The proposal results from a drop

in the authority's pool allocation

from £5m in 1981/82 to £3.3m for

19R2/83, while its net contribution

has gone up from £5.2m to £b.2m,
leaving the authority with a net in-

crease of £2.7m.
A shortfall of over £2m led to the

plan to cut £1,500.000 from adv-

anced and non advanced further

education provision. Council officers

have met with the Depnrlmen of

Education and Science to protest at

the increase. The figures took no

account of Bedford College's prog-

ramme of diversification Following

the run-down of teacher training,

they say.

The packnge would lead to the

loss of 29 full-time teachine, a 10 per

cent reduction in the employment of

new teaching staff affecting Barnfield

A laboratory has opened at Edinburgh’s Royal Infirmary Tor Sick Children with funding of £121,000 to try to

improve treatment for cystic fibrosis, ihc mast common inherited disease. A three-yenr grant has been made by
the international pharmaceutical company Lilly industries to Dr J. A. Raeburn of Edinburgh University’s

department ofhuman genetics (left). Dr W'. M. McCrac of the department of child lire mul hcnlth (centre) and

Dr I. P. Gormley of the Institute of Occupational Medicine (right).

and Dunstable colleges of further

education. This would achieve a total

saving of £355,000.

In Hereford and Worcester, a

net increase of £2.2m in the authority

share nearly led to the closure of

Pershore Horticultural College.

Labour MPs campaign
to sack politics teacher
by Paul Flather

and David Jobbins

Eleven Labour MPs have joined a

campaign to remove Mr Andrew
Brons, chairman of the National

1 1
years at college it is a fact that Mr

Brons has taught his subject admire

ably and with complete academic ob-

jectivity.”

Mr Drake is bound to come under

increasing pessure with left-winguiuiia, uininiiHii ui me iiwiuiwi iiiucuaiug — —

o

Front, from his post as a politics Labour MPs leading their support to

lecturer at Harrogate College of the campaign to dismiss Mr Brons.

Further Education. Mr Stan Inorne, MP for PrestonMIMIWI L.UUWQI1U1I< ITU ilinil »
B . VT7 „

Students at the college this week South, said: “I think the local authority

launched a week of action involving will have to face up to the fact that it

lunch-time lectures and stalls on cannot go on maintaining Mr Brons in

“racism, race, and culture”, culmi- his present position in view of his verjr

nating in a national picket and de- vocal statements stirring up racism,

monstration next week organized by he said.
, ,

students and the Anti-Nazi League. Mr Brons said this week: The ac-

picket and de- vocal statements stirring up racism,

:k organized by he said. • _
J-Nazf League. Mr Brons said this week: The at

A student taking politics A level, tion of these MPs shows how up-
8(0p

who taked not tone identified, has democratic the Labour Party is, in 5^
been

-

allowed to miss Mr Brons’s contrast with the National Front. We ^
lectures for “conscientious reasons.” seek nobody’s dismissal on political

p„p,
Mr Peter Drake, principal of Ihe grounds,” Coll

college, said he had agreed reluctant- He is almost inured to the long
c|gj|

ly to the student’s request, providing running and sometimes violent cam- coui
she undertakes private stuay in the paign to secure his removal. "It is a B ted
library during the six hours of tes- little bit of light relief - an Interest- y\

sons she misses each week. '. ing diversion from the cunculum. the
Mr Drake said he had warned the He maintains his abilility to teach to \

student that she was seriously is far less hampered by his position in

jeopardizing her chances of passing the. NF than for someone belonging _

!

her exam, but agreed because she to one of the mainstream parties,

had “conscientiously objected^ to Mr Mr Brons' name was removed M
Brons beliefs;

• "
' from election addresses circulated to

He said he personally deplored the 75,000 members of the National The,

view* of the National Front, but as Association of Teachers in Further erov

:

w»ege
.

principal, he defended Mr and Higher Education, on legal he

as- a lecturer. Tn his advice.

Poly orders

inquiry into

cash controls
Governors of the Polytechnic of Cen-

tral London have ordered an Internal

inquiry Into the methods of financial

planning and control which led to Its

cash crisis.

The court of governors this week

told its finance and general purposes

committee to examine these methods

and provide new procedures for

drawing up budgets and authorising

expenditure.

The tlghtenlng-up exercise will draw
on (ha results of the external audit

carried out by Inner London Educa-

tion Authority officers. This said the

main cause of the polytechnic’

£500,000 deficit was lack of accounta-

bility and control and tbe absence of

a comprehensive Internal bndgel.

The. committee will also examine a

new Internal audit report which criti-

cizes several areas of the polytechnic

for lack of proper financial control.

Mr Rune Storm, the polytechnic’s

finance officer, has been given com-

plete control over finances in all

areas, and be will have the power to

stop spending on any budget which is

being exceeded.

A number of governors criticized

papers submitted to the court fay Dr
Colin Adamson, the rector, which

claimed the recovery plan was on

course and the deficit would be elimin-

ated by the end of the year.

They were angry because they felt

the figures did not provide evidence

to back this assertion, arid said the

calculations were incomprehensible.

Monitor delayed
The establishment of a permanent

group to monitor student mobility in

me Commonwealth has been delayed

until the summer.

IFarming bodies in danger
hy Robin Mckie
Science correspondent
A last-minute attempt has been made
by staff and academic bodies to save

the two threatened Agricultural Re-
search Council institutes.

This week, the Institute of Biology
wrote to ARC members urging them
in save the Animnl Breeding Re-
search Organization in Edinburgh
and the Long Ashton Research Insti-

tute near Bristol. Directors of both

institutes will pleud for reprieves at

next week's council meeting.

The council's secretary. Dr Ralph
Riley, said that only two-thirds of

the £3m which needed to be saved

by the ARC would be achieved by

closing the Edinburgh station ana
axing two research divisions of the

Bristol institute. Even if this went
ahead the- council would sti|l have to

find a further flmsavines, although

these would not have to be; made by
such drastic means. 4

He said the closures were neces-

sary because inadequate compensa-
tion for inflation required the council

to save funds, particularly ff it

-wished to- move into new research

areas Such as neuroblolqgy, photo-

synthesis and genetic manipulation of

plants. More than 200 staff at the two

institutes could be affected but Dr
Riley said he did not know if com-
pulsory redundancies would be ncces-

sary.

The council's secretariat is to pre-

sent a 150-page document urging the

closures to next week’s meeting. A
final decision will not he made until

March 23. its next meeting.

Dr Riley suid cutting out the insti-

tutes would save « great deal of

money and some of this could be
used for other research. In its letters

lo council member’s the Institute of

Biology says it would be better to

trim budgets at several research un-

its. TTie institute, also criticizes the

ARC for not properly consulting the

directors and staff of . institutes in-

volved.
Mr . Peter Weaver, of the .Bristol

institute, said two divisions, were
threatened — the pomology, or soft

fruit, groups, and the fruit and wine
division. The first group carried out

vital -research into new varieties of

soft fruits. In the ease of.strawberries

one variety — Cambridge favourite -

was in general use throughout the

country and - unless new varieties

were available the entire national

crop was susceptible to eradication

by new diseases-

*Tomato’ ruling condemned
Students at Sussex University were
this week considering reprisals, in-

cluding occupation of the admin[sta-

tion block,
.
because two : students

were expelled and 11 disciplined af-

ter tomatoes were thrdwn at Qr
David Owen. MP.
“We are absolutely shocked at

these .dedsidns. : It appears a .total

over-reactjdn /and we find It corn-

dent union vicepresident said.

He was speaking after n disciplin-

ary. panel of four senior dons expel-

led two students, suspended, one for

the rest of the academic year fined

four more between £20 and £50
each, and severely, reprimanded six

more.. . : . . .
•

’

•

’

The penalities were imposed be-

cause the students had disrupted!

a

, meeting on January 22 'called .to con-

sider charges against!
1

students, ac-

cused of throwing tomatoes and eggs

at Dr Owen at a university debate.

The student union . has hired a
lawyer and all 13 students have

appealed against the penalties.

- v . nf Mnonies Chemical engineers criticize course
emiCS Cml tor boycott Ol iVIO

Sheffield University's chejniqal im- and staff commitment to iei

mill (arrant nn ntnrc . .i-urim ilanKw miarco line linn ilc. mirnl nnaiiipfir no. The. ser
Leading ^cau&ririoB^Jjave launched a

1

lo persuad?mhej3 not to
: Wend; conferences run' by^the..
,
Moonics* Unification Church.
,. rChfaneeliore, polytechnic

heads of Oxbridge col*-

' j.’*'*? have received a letter , asking
arratlgiiig a boycott of r

td he neia in:Philadelphia

• ra5l>
- s year. The sponsors of the

inference, the International Cultural

• said to be funded' by
• ' lh*_Moonle9;'. .

: ;
• - •

\.Se, j-e(tcL[Was Sent by Mr Casey

r- i{wt^i-
n j9^

1

Seyenqaks School, Who
'r S.TOv^re; (han a; year trying fo

-• [and- .academics
, irom.ittYoiWmprtt uIik '

7- 1 ,\hX9*ycmerit with the. church-

jj^^^^ itu^ersity lectbrers arid

u.;-; ;• \ a »

1

^.XKiX' : ;

-
•

•

;

attended a conference organized by

the Moonies in Seoul Inst June de-

spite approaches from Mr. McCann

and fellow campaigners. A total ot

22 academics were invited.
.

.

. There Dr Mose Durst, president

of the Unification Church in the Un-

ited States, repeated assurance
previously given to Mr McCann that

recruits to the sect who were Already

committed to higher Ration
courses wpuld be encouraged, to rc_

turn to them. However, a number of

students still has'® not retMrn^ o

courses in Britain after jojnipg the

Ch
One' of the best, known atlendere

of conferences .

organired .by .the

church. Professor R* -fr^ohes.

Aperdeeq Uniyersity^ has
,

fold the

sect that he will accept no more

Invitations until this pledge is fulfil-

led. He said in a letter to 77ie Times-.

“I wrote to tlie Reverend Moon In-

forming him that rnuch as I valued

his excellent conferences 1 could no

longer attend so long us the. unifica-

tion church continued, to interrupt

young people's edqcnlion causing up-

set to universities and distress- in'

families.”
. i,

Four British academics attended a

conference sponsored by the

Moonies \n Hawqii at thq end .of ilpst

ye
Now Mr .

McCiuin. has asked vice

chancellors and directors - to draw,

attention ;
to the church s Record

when academics revive invitations

to. ; Philaaqlphia.
'

.. .>

Sheffield University's chemical en-
gineering degree course Jins bud ils

professional ,aqcrcdilntion withdrawn.

It: is undorstpod Inc decision . was
eonfinned this week at a meeting of

the Institute of Chemical Engineers.

The institute criticized, the course

syllabus, examination Standards set

and staff commitment to teach che-

rpical engineering. The. senate de-

cided. to suspend student enrolments
moves 'are . afoot to- redesign the

course- The institute would review
[accreditation of the 1

,
course three

-years after any new course striicttire

was implemented. '

Reagan budget ‘a disaster’
Continued from IVaiit'pnge’! ‘

. ,
tion

;
on quality in cducaUon; on

would be eiimlnRtcd and unneces- education research arid on deyelop-

sanr’
1 boards and commissions obo- nienl On postsucondary educnlion.

Ilshed; Itsll983 budget ? is tri be The 1983 budget propbsnl includes

$8,800iri 'Ihsieud,: of present -J43,000m for researeh and develop-

Sli.3d0rii, .* mfent across all government depart-

Major botitris- arid
1

conihjilssions to ments, an increase of S4,20ft over

be abolished include advisory cpiin- 1982^ T^ie biggest increase is ill ;de-

dls on adult arid' continuing educa- fence reseafchT
.• I • . • ..

• t i i • --.-v vs- r>r.» -i.i r h,
•
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Inquiries at UMIST
over property sale
by David Jobbing

The University of Manchester Insti-

tute or Science and Technology faces

three separate inquiries into its

purchase and renovation of a man-
sion ns residence for its principal.

Professor Robert Hostel dine.

Officials from the Auditor and
Comptroller General’s office arc ex-

pected to investigate the purchase of

the house, l-lighuank, and additional

expenditure when they make a

routine visit tn the institute next

month.
UMISTs president. Sir William

Mather, is carrying out his own in-

quiry.

And the University Grants Com-
mittee had called for n full state-

ment of the facts surrounding the

purchase of Highhank. and the sale

nf a house donated to UMIST as an
official residence but later sold.

The UGC is particularly concerned
that UMIST did not notify it that it

intended to sell the fiisthouse. die

Cedars, when it was decided that it

was too Tar from the campus to serve

as an official residence.

UGC cliairmnn l)r Edward
I'arkcs, told die Commons public

accounts committee this week, "litis

sale was not notified to the UGC
and I his apparently is in contraven-

tion of nur own rules regarding

capital transactions ... It should
have been so notified although it was
originally not purchased with our
funds. In the absence of this in-

formation the UGC’ did make u
grant towards the purchase of Ifigh-

hank."
Tlte issue of Hiehbauk wsis raised

by PAC chairman Nlr Joel Barnetl, a

former Lalwur Treasury Chief

Secretary.

The UGC provided OOJXXI to-

wards the purchase of Highhank,

which cost £65,000, not knowing that

the Cedars had been sold for

£67,(KX1. It was apparent that that

grant would not have been forthcom-

ing if the rules had been adhered to.

Since the purchase three years ago

the cost of the acquisition, adupta-

tion and furnishing of the house had

escalated towards £.100,000.

At an earlier FAC hearing. Sir

Jumcs Hamilton, permanent secret-

ary at the Department of Education

and Science, told MPs (hat the

"worst thing" would he to leave the

process nf restructuring the universi-

ties to natural wastage. “Ar least by

giving sonic money for restructuring

we huve the possibility of trying to

reshape the system."

The hopes of
^
better planning

across the binary line were outlined

by Dr. Farkcs. "The UOCs inten-

tion is to cooperate with the new
national advisory body (for the pub-

lic scctOT ) in every possible way to

achieve some sort of rationality

across the binary line ... I must
confess myself a little disappointed

thnt the committee (the top tier of

(he NAB) itself has shown no desire

to have » continuing relationship

with the UGC. but perhaps this will

develop in the course of time."
'

Dr Parkes said the UGC had pas-

sed a report on university accounting
practices to the Committee of Vice

Chancellors and -Principals, and ex-

pressed the hope that they would
move towards a consistent form of

Recounting to mnke comparisons be-

tween institutions more intelligible.

Tax reform would help colleges

by Paul Flather

British tax laws should be reformed

immediately so that direct donations

and gifts to educational institutions

arc (ax deductible, following the ex-

ample of American tax laws.

This is the view of Professor

George Huxley, professor of Greek,

at the Queen's University of Belfast,

who said this week such reforms

were vital now that the University

Grants Committee was no longer an

independent grant-giving buffer.

Professor Huxley said the present

tax free gifts. Institutions have to

reclaim the (ax which can he a labo-

rious process, and benefactors can-

not immediately sec how much good

they are doing,” he said.

He recalled a recent excavation lie

led to Greece which was entirely

financed from funds given by indi-

vidual benefactors to the University

of Pennsylvania. "A system similar

to that used in America is bound to

increase the amount of money don-

ated to universities."

He said such reforms were all the

more important because of the pre-

sent round of education cuts, to sup-

rules on covenants, which allow lax- plement grants from the UGC now

free gifts to be made to charitable that it had abandoned its traditional

institutions over a minimum period role as a buffer between politicians

of four years, were too complex. and scholars.

**I do not think the covenant is an Support for the proposal came
adequate substitute for a system of From University College, London.

E. P. Thompson and Str Monty Finnlston are among those honoured

OU honours for nineteen

Artists angry
over student

exploitation
Professional designers are angry ab-
out what they see asmovesby some art

colleges to step up the commercial
exploitation of their facilities and their
students' skills lo boost income.
The Society of Industrial Artists

and Designers has written lo the
Department of Education asking for

endorsement of an 1975 memoran-
dum that the livelihood of profes-
sional designers was not to be
threatened by cheap student cummis-
sjfons,.

The society’s letter. based on
; evidence compiled from a survey of
200 art and design colleges, to. dis-

cover hour . Ear the dcnberule ex
: pfoitatidn of students' work had

s°J»‘
The survey was prompted, by lust

year's rumpus at the Royal College
nf Art. which was i criticized- by the

Govcnneht for allegedly neglecting

.. to do enough to help British design-
One report urged, the1 Royal Col.

- lege !to set up a commercial .office

So that designs could -he. sold for

profit’'; This view was endorsed by
Df' Rhodes Boysdn. then under
secretary for higher education!. Such

:
tin r office is being- established.

The society hus pqfqted out that

apdJrt. a, memorandum on "live prt»

,i t i
ln.l973/fitf.^tthtefof

itiannl itutufciftb.

Mw- memorandum is aimed, ui safe*

iigl : the livelihood of professional

Beamish Hall

to take in

youth centre
Beamish Hall adult residential, col-

lege in Durham has been saved from
closure, but must merge with a near-

by youth centre and lose half its

liberal arts courses.

Durham County Council decided
Hot to close Beamish after a 'cam-E to save one of Britain’s best

ii short-term adult residential

colleges. Instead, it will house (he
Winston Stubb House residential

youth centre whose warden, Mr
Michael Home, will become deputy
principal of the hew college.

Sir Monty Finnlston, chairman of the
inquiry Into the engineering profes-

sion, and Dr Edward Hutchinson,
honorary president of the European
Bureau of Adult Education, are
among' 19- men suFiromm awarded*
honorary degrees this year by the
Open University.

The honorary doctors also Include
Sir Kingsley Dunham, emeritus pro-
fessor of geology at Durham Universi-

ty; Professor Meredith Hiring, emer-
itus professor of mechanical engineer-
ing at Queen Mary College, London;
and Professor Jack Lewis, warden of
Robinson College, Cambridge.

Also on the lid'are Dr Christopher

Hill, former master or Bnlllol Col-
lege, Oxford; Mr E. P. Thompson,
writer, historian and nuclear dis-

armament campaigner; Professor
Reyer Hooykaas, president of the In-
ternrtfoiial : Commission, on tha-Hls-k
lory of Geological Sciences; and Mr
Robert Beevers, former OU director
of studies (regional tutorial services).

Honorary Masters of Arts Include
Dr Ronald Hope, director of the Col-
lege of the Sea; Major-General Peter
Girling, former OU director of op-
erations; Miss Hilda Jones, former
principal of Denman adult education
college; and Mr John Robinson, for-
mer education secretary to the BBC.

I

which launched a £4m npwai
October. Mr John Toveli
secretary, said donations

’and
were becoming a more and
important source of funding
appeal has raised £500,000 soft,

"1 would go along with this i*.
If there were easier ways of
such donations I am sure

it »
encourage more people lo give
small or large mnounts to unit*
ties. But there have to be uk
guards to protect any -system A
direct payments from abuse V
added.

Professor Rundolpli Quirk vu
chancellor of London University to
already drawn attention to the' im-

portance of alumnus support in

America, both to keep old bo«m4
girls interested in their college^, n] t
us n financial sheet anchor.

High grades

in demand
Students had to have higher A level

grades to get a university pbee

through "clearing” last year, Ibe

Universities Central Council oo

Admissions has said.

In its nineteenth report it up
there was, as might have been n-

pecled “a slight increase" ia tv

animation performance. Of 2k5fl

candidates who were considered for

clearing in 1981. 9,703 were ooi re-

ferred to any university and 6.735

were accepted (45.4 per cent of

those referred).

Nearly 1 ,500 applications for ari-

cine, dentistry or health were cons-

dered during clearing and 410 vat

accepted.

The number of home appHatiw

for entry increased by 4.J per ert

compared with 1980. and this wri

per cent larger than the incite#

the 18-nlus age group.

UCCA says that the figure* b

overseas students - showing a fu»

applications of 35 per cent

acceptances by 20 per ceW

clearly a result of the higher feci

The need for economy af
affecting UCCA. It has decided fa

posts in the central office will

unfilled when vacant, acknww
ments of candidates application

be made to schools in bB. w
applicants’ fees arc to go up to

“UCCA Nineteenth Start.

Price £1.25 from PO Box ft **

tenham, Glos., GL50 INY.

It-

inn g
and i f

DC

Mr Kenneth. Stephenson; principal suggestions in the House of Lords
or Beamish, said the decision not to “Wt their week of action against the

Lords claims untrue, say students
Student leaders have reacted angrily

‘

.ords

close' the college came as a' surprise

just as the council put the finish'

(ouches to

mg
next year’s .'education

budget.' Closute 'would have. saved

Government
_
grants policy Is de-

signed
.
to disrupt universities, col-

leges qnd polytechnics.- ..

In ia letter to The Times the

that NUS had coiled for a week of
disruption and went on to point out
that the union was “wholly financed
out of .public funds - diverted from
their proper purpose of providing
student amenities.
He described the NUS call as ”cx-

the education committee just oyer National Union of Students says that Cessively foolish" and Lord Elton
£11X1,000. ' peeiv including Government spokes- added: “It is to be honed (hatSMr Stephenson said:; **1 am, gping F)

an^ Bltpn have got the wrong -

to do my best to make the dual NUS says its week of action,
institution Work, Obviously '-,1 will bymqs on March .1. with a
want, to keep as much adult educe- lobby of -ftriupneni, is Instead de-
jtion ns possiblq, but:; I Won’t', be

. ,

,0
J
™nvin<

f®
the public that

nry Lord Glcunmnra

enp^*9

fk
1JUUIIV IWIW 1 ,UM- -w

_
1

. - i- .lu.ii inn (

x

great muny students were

real hardship, not getlingj

ent and not buying books.

dents will not disrupt institutions and
courses, and thus hinder their own
academic progress'*. • .

.

Opposition spokesman Baroness

!?« will be ““mke^SKou,

Tn this public relations

week of protest is about tn»g
way in which they can n** •

grievance felt,” he ftddcd,
nfBuUteHnypjogJ^^

Robbins.
involved in past

concern of Lord

Elton commented: •ft Is ihtef
*

D1IUI1 tumiliwintw. -* ~
-J. -ftt

seek to deny freedom of spew

instance to visitors who atm.
allowed jij totally free hand 'berime hardship will be inflicted -oh to i^liaTbout a“nd suS ,3 ‘hodv nio dWj-
the provision Will have to be 50;50. young people who want lo study if thatThe week Would

natilo?“' .^“^L^^dents bv^-
My policy will be to retain the papu- *> grant Uease of 4 per cenl.is exue ’ -L“J*MS8 W?

I
Lor

^.,B^!off roxk tlw initial clnim I?o^#r Labi” education *cret-

I think Ihose students

demonstrate m a small

affinity with Adblf Hitlef pn ** a--.

Diaii'

i

“wSe5

elp Fewer A levels studied in sixth forms
Sl MartinS Schiidl of Art hqs nsked' ^ih' foSis A level «

'4ve' rouraes;

stndi^.

courses

. ... following O
R{SA . examinations

course a( the .Loft-|

kind1 murd thQ livelihood ofjirofeuianul dpn college iit|iCfirsl.o/iia ki
1 a^skriert anti artisiX; The

.
problem the; country. Tl;.win:ilrn'to' Ideeneh

: ^''liw'Tjeefl
.

exacerbated l»y the : rices* and okiena the studdntV underi'
’

! < ; :> iidni Whkh.hiB led ooimnetiial etfnv l Ing of art

for-cher — -r I

und^rttarid-

f.''iirt«C-

l/d-: ;a ?:•!?.

1 I'#;;:,'',

_____
‘
i ' :.\vv:;-.yw&x ThT^birch bt-duiu; wavs uf tlral perfnr

,

rriar)t¥ In^bn
mg/KUlpturei- printmaking ® photo*
grapity. v-.,3

'

r
'

; !

.Students, who Tnusi beui;'ieflst 2i
years old, .will ;a«end one: .day>iati
jwd eyemngr. 4

i*'
d -1

?
01

i
oln

&'-i
o

Bi.-f*. iSv! .i.frij'
:

:

:
;r.i#tjfog, np obmi^ferrinl

, offices ins(dc leaving sctiooi: tho

*«». ^«l. overed .air enliiqdc

M. f }{. -Bj '
•' V.j i^ef,)brortlt^ -iho ^tqea ipW nomd

,

Mchvfiii .s^hadi;' .opi

but were held back by
* ^ p

qualifications and iobs^

“

Insufficient information on^

rent opportunity avatiawe.
. -^

The report concludes that
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by David Jobbins

As students at a Scottish university

this week decided whether to reaffih-

ate to the National Union of Stu-

dents, a London University college

voted 2-1 to stay out.

The decision at King's College will

undermine the hopes expressed by

National Union of Students leaders

that the corner in the disaffiliation

battle had been turned. The crucial

vote is at St Andrews, where polling

was taking place yesterday.

At Kings College, the vote against

reaffiliation was 743 to 390 out of a

student population of 3,000. The de-

cision was quite clearly against the

wishes of the college union execu-

tive.

King’s left NUS two years ago on
a 600-400 vote, and the reaffiltation

move last year failed by 800-400.

President of the student union, Mr

King’s votes

to stay out
ofunion
Richard Yarwood described the deci-
sion as shortsighted and selfish. He
felt the crucial issue was whether
reaffiliation was worth the £1,200 fee
involved. "I think we should be in

NUS. The responsibility is not just
to the students of today but to those
of tomorrow. But a lot of people do
not look at it like this."

Students were offered the choice
of refusing to reaffiliate or reducing
the resources available for sports
clubs and societies or wages for one
staff member.

Their decision was immediately

IS pres

David Aaranoviich: *'£1,200 is not a
lot of money to pay for nariona!

representation. This means they arc
contributing nothing but enjoying
the benefits of a national body and
therefore living off (he backs of ull

the other colleges.”

At Salford University students

voted 15-1 to stay in NOS.
Mr Aaronovitch is spending three

days at St Andrews. Leaflets say

there has never been a stronger need
for a national union than now.
NUS is also endorsed by education

spokesmen from all four main poli-

tical parties. Sir William Van
Strnubenzee. chairman of ihe Con-
servative backbench education com-
mittee, says NUS is absolutely neces-

sary. while Mr Neil Kinnock.
Labour's spokesman, said it was in-

formed and influential.

Anti-NUS
campaign runs
out of cash
by Paul Flather

A campaign against compulsory
membership of student unions has
run out of money and may have to

close if an appeal for funds falls.

Mr Paul Soden, 23, who launched
the campaign last year after he was
barred from a course at Manchester
Polytechnic has written to all suppor-
ters asking for money.
He has already spent more than

£411, the equivalent of one term's
tuition fees, on telephone calls, post-

age, leaflets, and publicity for the

Students Against Compulsory Student
Union Membership campaign.
He Is now counting on a meeting

with Mr William Waldegrave, the

under secretary for higher education,
probably next month.
Mr Tim Hall, who Is running Ihe

campaign, said: "Wc hope Mr wal-
degrave will take up our fight against

what we think Is (he worst dosed
shop of all”.

The campaign has run Into serious

difllcultles with bills and legnl costs

still to pay. Some 500 copies of a

pamphlet on the need to reform stu-

dent unions cannot be sent out bc-

cuase there Is no cash for postage.

Mr Soden is still considering an
appeal to the European Court ofHu-
man Rights In Strasbourg. Manches-
ter Polytechnic has refused to review
Us decision to bar Mr Soden until he
agrees to join the union.

Library cuts hit

part-time students
by Patricia Santinelli

A massive reduction in funding for

public libraries over the last three

years has decimated provision for

adult and part-time students, the

disadvantaged and the unemployed,
says a National Book Committee re-

port published this week.
A Guide to Public Library Spend-

ing In England and Wales shows that

although public libraries comprise
only 1.4 per cent of total public

expenditure, they have since 1976/77

lost 1,268 members of staff, 427
branch libraries and 36 mobile lib-

raries.

Since 1978-79, the provision of

public library books has been cut

back bv 20 6er cent in the London
boroughs, 18 per cent in the English
districts, 23 per cent in the English
counties and 25 per cent in Wales. In
some local authority areas however,
the cut in book Funds amounted to

more than 40 per cent in real terms
and in the worst case to 70 per cent.

The worst hit areas for 1981/82 in

comparison to 1978 are Barking and
Dagenham, Barnet, Merton, Devon,
Durham, Kent, Rotherham, Brad-
ford, Dyfed, Merthyr Tydfil and
Rhondda. The report shows a wide
variation in spending with some local

authorities spending four times as
much as others on libraries.
The chairman of the' National

Book Committee, Lord Roll of
jpsden, has written to every chief
librarian and chairman of a library
committee to express his aoncern
Over the cuts. .

He said: “We are dismayed by the

fact that the overall in provision has
been so severe and that in some
areas expenditure on libraries and
library books has been drastically re-

duced. We hope very much that all

local authorities will try to maintain
and improve this most important ser-

vice for 1982/83".

Mr Arthur Slock, director of the

National Institute of Adult Educa-
tion said that the erosion of public

library facilities was getting extreme-
ly worrying' and that the institute

was very concerned at these latest

figures.

During the last 10 years library

staff had been geared to deal with

inquiries on local adult education

classes, the Open University and
other forms of independent study, he
said. Many adult education tutors

relied on students using library

books to back up classes and lec-

tures, and were worried this might
not continue. •

The report also warns that the

cutback in book purchases - five

million fewer books were bought in

1980 compared with 1979 - is now
halving the number of copies

printed. This was affecting the home
and export market.
“The situation may lead to the end

of creative writing and publishing

and bookselling. Libraries will no
longer be able to act as the promo-
ters of culture, even to the limited

extent previously possible. If this

trend should continue we foresee the

closure of many bookshops, distribu-

tors, libraries and publishers" says

the report.

Budget cuts have made universities more conscious than ever of the

need to look after the pennies In the hope that the pounds will look

after themselves. Bristol University is one of those trying to cut bills

by encouraging staff to snitch off lights, and electric appliances. The
fortnightly newsletter Is featuring the adventures of Dave Supersflve to

bring the point home.

Prejudice against schizophrenics condemned
by Brian Deer

The University of Warwick’s medical
Dr Thomas Dann, has been
by psychiatrists for claiming

schizophrenics should riot be allowed

1° jb^n °f .

.

continue residential
academic courses.

In a letter to the
, British Journal of

Psychiatry, Dr D'ann wrote: “It is no
Kindness to send such people to uni-
veraityj and it often Causes distress to
jnem, their families at home and
tnetr co-students!

.

Universities are! riot places of
peace and stability, ht warned.
*ney are places vVhere robust mental

health is required.”

But in a letter published in the

same issue, the journal’s editor, Dr
John Crammer of Ihe Maudsley Hos-

pital, London, said it would be “a

terrible net of blind prejudice," if Dr
Dann's advice was followed.

Dr Crammer said last week that

he had never published a letter of his

own before, but he felt very strongly

about the matter. “I wanted to

answer •• to some , extent what I

thought was a very foolish letter.”
'

Consultant psychiatrist Dr Colin

Brewer, who until recently saw

patients from Birmingham University,

said there was “little truth" in Dr

Dann’s argument and that borne life

or work could be. just as stressful as

university.

"You don’t just push people off

university
.
courses just because of

one breakdown. You try to give

them a chance,” he said. 'T’ve

treated quite a few. students with

schizophrenia - some cope and some
don’t. •

Dr Dann commented that he was

referring only to three or four stu-

dents a year - who were requited by
university policy to withdraw from

courses tor the reminder of the ses-

sion, following- a breakdown. (Times

Health Supplement.)

I Leexjs Poly needs cash for athletics

nnd; m0re
vide information

Bv
about

jt fut

be made
ties, particularly ^

'

-future E3

thatthem^p

a

'SEj

i^s Polyteclwfc htiS-asked the city
.^uncll to provide £250,000 to bring
jts athletics facilities

' up to national
teague standard. -

- ;ftjnblHou* scheme at the

niS, I

S’-
/F

flrk '-CBmpiia of thd i : rfc-

school of physical
and npman iriovement stu-

Provide sports facilities

athletics dubs,, schools arid3nttf

^

h
?’

pubUc> fls we!I M

•
PP^bcbflic. proposes tb re-

- renovate the track, ex-
floojights and 1aridScaping, and

»\-®SS£& of p,,ylng flelds

from next year’s leisure services and

education budgets. If the council

fails to back the scheme, £30,Q0U

already promised by the Sports

Council will be withdrawn.

Carnegie school is the pldest men s

physical education college in' the

country, but now, caters for both

sexes. It merged .
with

,
Leeds

Polytechnic in 1976. Me™por^;Of th*

academic staff include 7Nick White-

head, manager of the British athle-

tics team, and Wiif Palsh, the team s

former coach.
,

Its science sports laboratory,

headed by Dr John Humphreys, ev-

aluates tpe: fitness .of^ipternationai

athletes
,

including Olympic •.gold

medallist Sebastian Coe.. *
- .

Mr Clive Bbnd, head of. Carnegie

school, said: "It makes sense to

make this into a centre of excellence

for athletics. It will give us the facili-

ties we desperately need, as without-

a decent track' we can’t teach our

courses or have competitions: We
have to improvise and we shouldn’t

have to be In that position as one of

the leading schools of physical

education in the :
country."

The development . of athletics in

Maths shop offers

second chance
Scotland's first walk-in numeracy
centre opened this week iri Edin-

burgh to advise and tutor adults in

basic mathematics.
Dr Ralph Jordinson of Edinburgh

university's mathematics department
formed the idea of the centre after

seeing an article in The THES about

an “education shop” in London.
- The centre ia sponsored by the

mathematics department, the Scot-

tish adult basic education
.
unit,

Lothian region adult basic education
unit, and Edinburgh University Set-

tlement,. a voluntary organization

which promotes community action

within the university.

The centre stuffed by 19 Volunary
tutors will open every weekday
lunchtime, Saturday mornings and
three evenings u week.

.

Nato warns
of threat

to science
by Robin McKic
Science Correspondent
Scientific research in tho West could

he "cndnngercd and destroyed” if

urgent moves are not undertaken by
governments, Nato's science -commit-
tee has warned.

In a message to scientific author-

ities of member countries, the com-
mittee states that for some years “a
crisis situation" has been developing

in a large number of university ana
public laboratories. “The great slow-

down nnd even almost total hall in

recruitment and .the sharp turndown
in financing procurement of top

quality equipment hove spread un-

case in the laboratories, seriously in-

hibiting their competitive spirit , it

states m a report. Research Manage-
ment and Zero Growth.
The committee, which is described

as being devoted entirely lo coopera-

tion in non-military science, calls on
politicians, leadens of industry and
scientific organisations to restore

growth to research funding. Scien-

tists must also be prepared to aban-

don certain specialist subjects and
apply their expertise to new topics

That may appear very remote from
their usual activities.

"The scientific ' community must
also admit that not all scientists are

of equal value and that resources

have to be concentrated in the hands
of the best among' them.” The report

adds that scientists must also be pre-

pared lo accept a 'pooling of rneir

research equipment, including the
"internafionalizing" of large,- and
even medium,- pized equipment
which should be financed

J
on a bi-

lateral or multinational basis.'

The committee consists of a senior

ciyil resenrch scientist from each of
Nato's 15 member countries - Bri-

tain's representative is currently for-

riier- Science and Engineering Re-
search Council chairman Sir Geof-
frey Allen - and has distributed its

report to all member countries and
their related industrial and civil sci-

entific authorities.
'

The basts of the problem stems
from the rapid rise of scientific

spending in the 1960s' which has been
followed by. a levelling off of funds.

This has caused a cutback in recrojt-

itient and ah aging of the existing

research population which is taking
up increasing amounts of salary

budgets. This affects not just the
hiring of bright new talent but limits

funding for new equipment.
The amounts left for equipment

rocuremeiH and maintenance are
ing reduced id almost -zero”, says

the report.^ .'

e

Park and Tempi!
Newsom 'have forced the Leeds City

Athletics. Ctab apd polytechnic

athletes to .
travel 15 mjles to the

village of Cleckheaton to use Its

track; for British league meetings. -
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T.H.E.S.
subscriptions

The surest, most convenient way to get

theTHES eachweek is to take out a
subscription.We are aware, andwe
deeply regret, that in the recent past

this subscription service has not
worked well. It has now been completely
overhauled, computerized and relocated

at a new address (see below).

In futurewe are confident that it will

provide all subscribers quickly and
regularly with theirweekly copy of the

paper, which remains essential reading

for everyone In higher education.New
subscribers are invited to begin here, by
filling in the couponbelow; former,

frustrated subscriberswe urge to begin
again andresume their subscriptions.

NEW SUBSCRIPTIONRATES
The following postal zones are listed for your
convenience.U youtcountry Is not Included, please
contact your local postal authority to ascertain your
correct zone as specified by the British Po9t Office.

United Kingdom only by surface mail.
6 months (26 issues) £LL25 •

12 months (52 issues) £22.50.

British Postal Zone ‘A' Including Algeria, Egypt;
Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates.
6 months (26 issues) £22JO
12 months (52 issues) £4420.

British Postal Zone S’ Including Argentina, Bermuda,
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North American news-

Budget proposes to cut grants
from Peter David

WASHINGTON
President Reagan’s 1983 budget

proposals, which must be approved

by Congress before becoming law.

sharply reduce the already battered

system of grants and loans which

most American students use to subsi-

dize their college courses.
.

One of the biggest cuts is in the

basic "Pell" grants programme which

provides awards to nearly three mil-

lion students on the basis of a means

test. Higher education groups esti-

mated last week the programme
would be cut to $1 ,400m, some
S900m less than the sum agreed by

Congress for 1982.

which provides part-time jobs for

students, will be reduced by 27 per

cent, cutting 250,000 students off the

jobs rolls.

In addition to these 1983 cuts, the

new budget nsks Congress to make n

new $136m cut in student aid in the

1982 budget provisionally agreed by

Congress this winter.

The new budget is the fourth time

the Reagan administration has

turned to student aid as a means of

making big cuts in public spending.

First, in the 1981 fiscal year.

“Pell” grants were cut by $500m and
national direct student loans by
$l00m. Then the president's Recon-

More than a million students reduced s

would cease to be eligible for the

grants. Students whose families

earned more than $14,000 a year

would be excluded and the maximum
grant paid to very poor students

would be cut from $1,800 to $1,400.

Three smaller grants programmes
are to be ended entirely. They are

the supplemental educational oppor-

tunity grants for students at high-

K
rice colleges, national direct student

>ans ana state student incentive

grants. About 600,000 students cur-

rently benefit from the three prog-

rammes.
Guaranteed student loans, through

which the government subsidizes

low-cost loans to more than three

million students, will no longer be
available for postgraduate and pro-

fessional students - who now make
up nearly 20 per cent of all bor-
rowers.

A substitute programme, auxiliary

loans to assist students, would carry
a 14 per cent interest charge instead

I of the guaranteed loans' 9 per cent.

The college work-study programme,

ciliation Act last August dramatically

reduced spending ceilings on Pell

grants, guaranteed student loans and
social security education benefits.

Finally, a budget resolution for

1982 approved in Congress last De-
cember imposed new cuts, reducing
student aid IS per cent below the

level of the Reconciliation Act.
To these three cuts the new

budget adds an additional reduefa
in the current year and dramafcm
in 1983. *

Assessing the impact of ft
budget, the American Council «
Education suid nt least half the &
dents in higher education wm
federal financial aid. Over 3.3m beu.

filed from one of the need-based gnu
programmes and. 3.5m recent

guaranteed student loans.

The Reagan administration's prop-

osed reductions for 1983 would
re-

move the eligibility of over one nfl.

lion students for “Pell’’ grants,- and

limit eligibility to those with famif}

incomes below $14,000.

“In dollar terms, about half of the

aid presently available to needy stu-

dents would be eliminated, leaiiq

assistance available primarily for it*

dents nt the poverty level (in re-

duced amounts) and virtually eliW

nating assistance for most studeets

with family incomes in- the $MjQU-

$25,000 range.”

Federal appropriations for student grants and loans

1,800m

<$3,700m

1,500m

k$3,300ui (continuing resolution)

s$1,800m (Reagan's request)

Source: American Council bn Education

Reagan ‘will stop poorer
students going to college’
The huge student aid reductions

. the decision to stop giving guaran-
announced in

.

President Reagan’s teed loans to postgraduate and pro-
19M budget Will lead to “disaster'’ in fessional students would damage the
higher education, American umverel- flow of skilled manpower into Indus-
ty leaders said last week.
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Overseas

Yugoslavia keeps pace with the West
by John O'Leary

.
students from the completion rates among degree stu- women does not dispose of the dan-

, !?l
anLia! workers repre- dents, who took an average of six or gers of market domination over hieh-

Yugoslavia. with relatively slender seated only 20 per cent of thSTn seven’ ZSTStTEL
financial resources, has matched and higher education in spite of a policy during the 1950s and still took an
even exceeded the rate of education- of cutting the proportion from the average of more than five bv the late
al expansion ot western European homes of wealthy and well educated 1970s. The government has set a
nations, according to a newly- parents. The figure had risen by target of four years
published report by the Organization almost 3 per cent in five years. The examiners advise the Yugo-
for Economic Cooperation and De- Among the causes of continuing slav government to examine more
velopment. low participation in this group might carefully both the effects of the loans

gers oi marKot domination over high-
er learning." the report says. “To
put the issue sharply, we may ask
whether the self-managemen! revolu-
tion may liberate academic life from
the tyranny of the political state only
to enslave it to the social market.
The decentralized system of self-

fortnight’s visit by three OECD “ex-

aminers" including Professor A. H.
Halsey of Oxforcf University. It re-

corded a dramatic increase in the

number of students in higher educa-

tion but found that progress towards

equality of opportunity remained

slow.

those willing to teach in remote readily marketable products of high-
areas may have their debts waived, it er education." because of the danger
is thought possible that the system of over-emphasis on utilitarian stu-

equality of opportunity remained opportunity.

slow. The report also criticizes

Share-out of research

may have an effect on educational dies compared with cultural subjects,
opportunity. "A shift of class power from
The report also criticizes slow businessmen to working men and

ger exists that full-time administra-
tors may wield power us u result,

rather limn the teachers, students,
citizens and political organizations
which were meant to benefit.

jackpot starts row
from Geoff Maslen which Peter isn’t being robbed to

MELBOURNE pav Paul, he's being robbed to pay
More than 320 hopeful Australian Peter,” said Dr Lowe. “We can't

from Geoff Maslen
MELBOURNE

More than 320 hopeful Australian

academics who set out last year to

collect shares of A$16m offered by
the federal government for centres of

research excellence have not had
their prayers answered. Only 10 of

the applicants will receive special

grants averaging AS 1.6m each. The
money - a promise by the Australian
liberal party before tne 1980 election
- will be used to set up special

research centres at seven higher
education institutions.

Despite the competition. Victorian

institutions appear to have scored
remarkably well in getting more than
a third of the promised cash. Mel-
bourne University- will be able to

establish two centres - one to in-

vestigate plant fertilization and dis-

ease, the other to explore .the di-

agnosis and treatment of cancer,
Moriash University will have a cen-

tre looking fll . various economic
questions and the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology will share
AS2m with the University of New
South Wales in a study of microelec-
tronics.

Other centres are to be established
at Sydney University (two), the Unl-3 of New South ’ Wales (two

ng the one in association with
KMIT) and one each at the Uni-
J^tsity of Adelaide, Western Austra-

J
1* wd. «t the Australian National
University.

The idea emerged, from the former
universities commission in 1975 in
tw form of special postgraduate cen-
Jes. There were to be 20 to 30 of
fnese spread around Australia. Ex-

> concentration of equipment and
researchers of,international standing,
when the,.concept Reappeared in the
^rerol manifesto, the number had
been cut back.

Last week, while the successful

W* celebrating, * others were
^incizing the -whole idea of special
research centres. Dr Ian Lowe, vice-
president of the Federation of Uni-

Staff
' Associations, said his

52 i’-!')1* opposed to the
Pwciple- of financing research cen-

<
accused the goy-

iHCnf ^ttlng rnoney to unlver-

rentre? !
f could pay for the

is a . novel procedure in

blackball those academics who have

accepted these grants but we think

its unfortunate that universities

which lamented the proposal when it

was first floated, fell over themselves

in their rush to lodge applications.”

Dr Lowe said he was concerned at

the apparent bias towards commer-
cially orientated areas of research,

particularly in biological and medical
work, at the expense of basic re-

search in the humanities. Six of the

10 centres are concerned with medic-

al or biological studies and only the

Monash University centre is in the

social science field. This emphasis on
applied research was not surprising

considering the predominance of

people with business interests on the

committee set up to recommend the

research centres. Dr Lowe said. . .

The committee - set up last May -

was chaired by Mr S. B. Myer,
chairman of an Australian chain of

clothing shops. Other members were

a Perth business man, a management
consultant, and the chairman of the

Universities Council, Professor D.
Dunbar.

.
j

In its report to the government,

the committee acknowledged the

weighting given to medical, and

biological research but said Austra-

lian scientific activity was very strong

in these areas. It had chosen to give

higher priority to individual resear-

chers who were likely to break en-

tirely new ground at the frontiers of

a subject, rather than to those fol-

lowing well-established techniques.

The committee noted that if more i

money had been made available it
;

could have selected at least twee the

number of centres it had.

The executive officer of the com-

mittee, Mr Reg Gillett. said the

committee had concentrated on indi-

vidual researchers because it was
asked to assess their academic' bril-

liance. The people selected were at

the top of Iheir respective fields and

it just happened that more of them
were in the biological areas.

He said the committee, with

advjce from Australian academics,

had whittled down the initial 330

t

applications .
to 30. and h8d then

sought assessment to these, from in-

ternational leaders in the relevant

disciplines and from, at least one of.

the assessors nominated by each

proposer.

I iy

Warsaw
stays

closed
Plnns lo reopen undergraduate
courses at Warsaw University had to
be abandoned last week because of
continued student unrest. Reports
reaching Sweden Indicate that stu-

dents attending the special opening
lectures explaining the martial law
regulations nad heckled and catcalled

the speakers.
Duplicated Leaflets from the ban-

i ned Independent Students' Associa-
tion (NZS) have been circulating in

Warsaw, calling on students of the
world for help in their struggle for

academic liberty. The majority of
activists of the NZS are now in-

terned and the organization itself

outlawed (and not merely, like Soli-

darity, suspended). .

The extended closure of Warsaw
University, was followed by an
announcement by Jerzy Urban, the
government press spokesman, that

innrtinl law - restrictions in Wroclaw
luive had to be tightened up due to

student unrest nt the Technical Uni-
versity. Wroclnw is a very sensitive

area - it was there that the 68-year-

old Professor Tudcusz Koszccki died
of it heart uttnek while trying to
defend his students from a police

ullack'jusl before Christmas.
* The reprisals, however, have been
nationwide. Around 35 per cent of

the students of the Krakow Mining
and Metallurgy Academy are known
to have been expelled under the new

•'h#- 1 its* .

”•
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.
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Lord Carrington, Britain’s Foreign Secretary, receives an honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws from the president of the University of the
Philippines, Dr Edgardo J. Angara. The award was conferred last

week in Manila while Lord Carrington was on a tour of South-Etat
Asia. ••

China’s Great Wall of trees
from Thomas Land

GENEVA
China has embarked on a tree plant-

ing project intended (o turn a fifth of

its territory into woodland by the

end of the century. Its new policy is

assisted in a big way by Canada, a

world leader in the field, under a

three-year agreement of scientific

cooperation which was recently

signed in Peking.

The Chinese campaign was de-

scribed during a recent conference

concerned with the relentless decline

of the earth’s remaining forest cover.

Many fear that. In the long-term, the

trendy could .-lead
' tq

,
permanent

,

drought affecting the wheat growing

plains of the northern hemisphere.

A forerunner of such a disaster,

making tens and
.
perhaps hundreds

of thousands of people destitute,

appears to have hit China already -

but scientists say that the situation is

still far from being irreversible;

Hence the notional afforestation pro-
ject to stop land erosion and to con-
trol flooding as well as industrinl

pollution.

China’s memorandum of agree-

ment with Canada calls for coopera-
tion in forest management, 'silvicul-

ture and regeneration, control Qf
forest pests, tree genetics and tree

improvement, forest-Rre control,

forest harvesting operations and
stand tending. It provides for ex-

change visits of scientists attached to

the leading universities of the (wo.
countries and for collaboration In re-

searclj. !« 1
'

China plans a great wall of trees at

least 4,400 miles long. The choice of
pollution-resistant species provides
the Chinese scientists and their

Canadian collaborators with an
opportunity for a gigantic experiment

. in environmental management.

political “verification" procedures - a

percentage which is likely to be re-

flected throughout the country.

There is an increasing number of

arrests in academic circles. This dif-

fers from the “internment" at the
imposition of martial law which for

“almost everyone". General
Jamzelski has said, will be .whhout
prejudice to future careers. Arrests

for acts against the mnriiul law reg-

ulations - strikes and protests - will

be more seriously penalized and will

mean n permanent police record.

Convictions for such activity have
•been reported across the

-

board of
.adudemic .life from the prestigious

Nuclear Research Institute at Swterk
outside 'Warsaw to the tiny Tree
Genetics Institute of (he Academy of
Sciences at Kornik. *

Several prominent academics,, in-

cluding Dr -Klemens Szaniawski. who
worked on the draft of the netv High-
er education bill, hove, been released
from internment. At least one.
however. Dr Wladyslavv Bartoszews-
ki, n professor of history at - the
Catholic University of Lublin has re-

'

fused to sign the prescribed oath of
loyalty ana has elected to stay in

internment.’.

The continuing clampdown puls at

risk Polish students stranded in the
West. Mnny of them had been NZS
activists, others have had their visas

'

expire and are no'\y technically

abroad illegally.
“ One suen activist, lylarek Cibbr-
owski, now in London, is attempting
to organize some kind of relief pros-

.

tramme. Thore pro some . 500 such
:

Polish students in Britalij, he says, of
whom perhaps 100 wbuUj like' to

continue their education -here op a

!
temporary basis.- Although some col-

leges have expressed willingness to

admit them, the problems are im-
mense, from the prolongation of

visas to the organizing of emergency
scholarship funds ana work permits.

for 250,000 graduates
m : However, economists are not certain
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avoid future problems, , there was a.

need toplan higher education based on
;

the socio-economic necessities oi roe

cauhtry for a population that will surge

to 90 million. He estimated that some .

JO per cent of this number will aspire to ;

complete higher education studies,' .

• / But: demographic and :econpmic

factors., and incongruence in higher ,

ieduca tion plans, as - well as
;
gclual

'

ancL future growth of universities,

Many professionals might have to be

retrained. He also said there could

be a large excess of professionals in

certain sectors if. the economy slowed

!down.. .

;
.

'

:

,

Substantial finandijg for institu-

tions could only come From sustained

' economic growth. The .government’s

education plan' projects a. reduction

qf enrolment on the university level

front
’ tbe T970-80' level :

of 1Z;5 per

-cent to' 10.3, with directioni of yduth

^to technical studies Instead to pro-

vide- industry with trained personnel.

Officials are confident' that the Plan

will wdric, but edqcators hBVe. thqlj*

^-doubts.: -3V t ?
’

Nationalists plan Urdu university

from Brian Ellis
' ISLAMABAD

Proposals are being formulated for
an Urdu medium university in a

• Although = the ’ government
1

is

.accelerating Urdu as tbe. indigenous
natiohaMunguage, its appeal and use
are problematical. Apart from Pakis*
tunis - who for a vunely of reasons —

,

tan. Nationalistic as well ail', religious .

considerations have a role to play in:

this. ...
_

.
.

./ ;

The Federal Education Minister,.

Mr M. Hoti,- said that.,a II- developed
and prosperous nations:, had given

<

encouragemeriLddd status' to their re-
spective languages. Ai such Urdu

;

deserved all encouragement for it?

ditp status in Pakistan. •:

guege.i- Urdu remains essentially a
provincial language:

' Used ibosil frequently ih the Pun-
jab, even hpre it vies with Punjabi
tor provincial prominence,, while in

o)her ports of the country its appeal
is: subordinate to iother languages
,eg Plushto ln the North West Fron-
tier Province, Sindh 1 fn Sindh and
Baluchi in Baluchistan.
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One of the most significant educa-

tion and training projects devised for

developing countries, but which

clearly has wider applications, may
retire to exist in May. ns a result of

government spending cuts.

The self instruction material prog-

ramme (SIM ) was designed for

medical laboratories in remote areas

of the Third World by Dr Elsa

Woodward who is currently

seconded to the Medical Research

Council's Clinical Research Centre in

Marrow. SIM is due to lose its grant

from the Overseas Development
Administration, which has had to

wind up its general development

fund.

SIM aims to develop the all-round

job competence of new laboratory

workers who have only basic literacy

and numeracy and no scientific educa-

tion. It consists of a mixture of in-

structions, information and practical

exercises designed to exploit the stu-

dents' work environment us nn aid to

learning.

This approach makes funding diffi-

cult because the programme cannot

be slotted into an established categ-

ory such ns medicine or education.

Yet the project could piny nn im-

portant part of the World Health
Organization's Primary Health Care
Programme which hope* to achieve

health c.tre for nil by the year 2.00)1.

WIJO is well aware llint to fulfil

this ambition it will need a massive

investment not in hospitals hut in

small . rural, community lieu Ith cen-
tres. most of whose laboratory,

health and 'nursing stuff arc trained

locally.

WHO is collaborating with Dr
Elsa Woodward, on five packages
for laboratory workers to use in

many of its regional divisions. It ex-

pects that these will eventually he
translated into other languages, par-

ticularly Arahic and French.
Dr WimtiwanJ. is a biochemist

seconded to the CRC from the Lon-
don 1 Iflspitul where she first became
involved with staff (mining for hos-

pital laboratories. She found conven-
tional methods unsatisfactory and
started to experiment with self in-

struction ideas.

“These small scale studies were
„

' encouragingbut abusy hospital labora-

tory could not suppprt full time re-

search into training, she says. “When
a National Health Service regional

scientific officer tried to set up a

research project along these lines it

failed because the Nils research funds
are for clinical studies and not labora-

Science

made
easy in

the Third
World
Patricia Santinelli

describes the

success of a

laboratory

workers’ teaching

programme which
may run out of

funds

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT

cian who Imd attended aPP the Pacific Paramedical (W,“
Wellington. For him, too, the $»
pnekoe had opened new horizon,

“1 would like to continue ris

such papers in the future,” be ww*
“I think there is some doubt an
whether this training centre will |»

[
„ involved. But I think what tmtnl ,

to know any medical background
i

'

relation to health.” -

For Dr Woodward such rejpojwt

have been a direct encouragement h
continue, knowing that she is on the

right truck and that to stop now-a
she will undoubtedly be forced toil

no other funds are forthcominc - -

would not only be sad (or her but,
tremendous loss to existing SIM
dents and the thousands of otbes

who might profit from such matuiil

Villagers in Tanzania; Their
chance of adequate health care

are threatened by the Overseas
Development Administration’s
decision to cut aid to

the SIM teaching programme.

Dr Mitchell's recognition that some also currently being tested in Tanza- contents immediately,
special new (mining facilities were nia by one of the ODA technical Perhaps the self discovery aspect
essential if the rural areas were to cooperation officers and in New Zea- has been one of the most Important
benefit from the instruments on any land at a training centre for Pacific achievements of SIM. Students who
significant scale, she said. “He was Islands health services. In addition U have used It appear td have de-
oble to arrange CRC and MRC ,will shortly be assessed by WHO in veloped both emotionally and inlel-
fundinu of the SIM project for the its regional divisions. lectually and gained in confidence,

Sf«r thftT°.hL
h:

JSPTLi® fi«l experimental pack- judging from letters received by Dr
clear that the SIM approach had a age which was linked to a colour!- ' Woodward. •

•
,

much wider application. ' meter it became clear from the stu- In fact their enthusiastic response

fundinu or the SIM project for the
first 21 months, after which it was
Wear that the SIM approach' had rf

much wider application.” meter it became clear from the stu-
Dr Woodward stresses that with-, denis keenness and interest that she

out the special environment of the had hit on a formula which inspired
CRC it would have been impossible them both to become more efficient
to get the project off the ground, and to continue their education.
,

. « • and lo continue their education.
As part of the MRC, it provides a This was confirmed with the pro-

broadly based research environment, duction of the first purpose built

achievements of SIM. Students who
have used It appear td have ’ de-
veloped both emotionally and intel-

lectually and gained in confidence,
judging from letters received by Dr
Woodward. • •

• ... - ...
In fact there enthusiastic response

to the SIM and their demands for
more packages would be the envy of
many academics and institutions. To
quote, for example, from Simon
Correa who worked at an MRC out-

ideas such as the SIM; even if there
is finance, they are difficult to in-,

vestigate and accommodate.
It.a not easy to find staff with the

', right mixtUre of skills and experience
and if such a person is'found, it is

difficult to arrange
.employment.

• It WaS pure chance which brought
• .Dr Woodward into contact with Dr

F, L. Mitchell, head of the division

;
of clinical chemistry at the CRC.

. The division 1muTa conventional in-

fiwhjt ii <o bbiain funding Tor mul- Ing countries through the MRC's tro- Bad™ * PWin| Jllfir

asara rwrrinte &ul
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li

.
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”ia?r,a f0r essential , learning and writing skills, about. Despite the fact that It waslaboratory workers Ml the developing t considers good and bad health and hard enjoyed t
’’ he wrotecounines was that it would need an ntroduces the concent of diaonnik IrlSLu ’ xl
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1 package tries to grab students' hear: -When I first started urine the

learning in a work environment And

!

that this aspect of learning is not one
f.

that educational institutions vrodd

know much about or would irniaDj 1*

regard a9 their legitimate interest. \

“The difference is that you anw
learn about some aspect of a job ai W
college, but when you learn on th* r

'

J

ob you actually have to be respond i

tie for the results of yoUr action.

'

She adds that conventional leiro

ing at work is difficult to monk
and often interferes with work op-

‘

erations. The SIM includes various

provisions for monitoring and sin

the student learns on nis own, it
-

offers a flexibility which makes it

easy to fit in with work schedules.
,

Dr Woodward says one of tbe at-

jor difficulties in designing sod

i

material is that it must be simple lot

the reader and so you must constatrt-

ly review and analyse what you sk

doing to avoid making incorrect

assumptions about students' knw-
|

•edge.
,

. ...

Another dimension which n»

have a major impact on future de-

velopments of the SIM programme,

has been added through collabora-

tion with the WHO. Up to now, Dr

Woodward has worked motif <*

her own, but she has now beeoai

in a new role as consultant and coor-

dinator for the five packages ««

missioned by WHO ahd Jong pre-

pared by five hospital biochcmiffi

under her direction.

The five packages cover subject

which are interdependent and nw

to be closely integrated, w*
involved developing spenal tetaffl-

ques because, the collaborators »

in different parts of the

• Unlike the first SlM. jne^P»;

ages are aimed at students wnq

,

a little scientific knowledge, W.®*

same
.
principle of giving lue

sound grasp of basic ideas jjjUJjJ

ins them to apply these in their

.lob is to be followed, • »

It would . be sad

ground work of such a nature .,
still needs considerable dcwjepjjj

__ nrtiirt^H *Ilf
inl

.

eres
(
and stir their imagination by

in conducted the majority of her tests, using simple and reassuring language'and -mainly because of the MRCs con-' from. the beainnina Its "softlv
B
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”ral and the suitability of the ly.” approach
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SIM l- felt like doing the impossible, not only a future In the dewg*
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aroused and I felt proud of every single tremendous applications, m, w
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Charlotte Barry on

The bus
that
runs

on the

rails
Just over live years ago trade unions

at Lucas Aerospace canvassed sup-

port from 180 academics in this

country and abroad for their radical

alternative plan to fight factory clo-

sures and redundancies. Only three

showed any interest.

One was Richard Fletcher, prin-

cipal lecturer in engineering at North

East London Polytechnic, who
offered to share his work on the

the uncertain future of CAITS A man who predicts

futures for all

Hiwfcuiv.*

The road-rail bus stopped on Its tracks. Below: CAITS co-director

Richard Fletcher (centre) works on the prototype.'

development of a road-rail vehicle

with the Lucas Aerospace shop ste-

wards combine. This approach led to

the setting up of the Centre for

Alternative Industrial and Technolo-
gical Systems (CAITS) at NELP in

1978, backed by a £7,000 lump sum
from the Joseph Rowntree Trust.

During the last four years the

work done by CAITS under the shop
stewards’ alternative corporate plan
has attracted worldwide publicity and
interest.

The centre has helped protect and
create lobs by identifying products in

the fields of transport, medical tech-

nology and energy conservation that
coun be manufactured by private

companies which are declaring peo-
ple redundant because of falling,

orders. It has branched out into in-

dustrial and trade union studies,

cooperative development 'work, and
spread its ideas through conferences,
lecture tours, seminars and work-
shops.

Tne unit, which has just published
a report on the first four years, is the
product of a unique partnership be-
tween academics and trade unions,
rather than management. Its two
voluntary co-directors are Richard
netcher and Mike Cooley, a mem-
ber oF the Lucas shop stewards com-
bine till, he was sacked from the
company last year. The centre’s co-

P“a oy the polytechnic, which pro-
vides the

: premis4s.

'

.Since 1978 CAITS has received
about £60,000 from the Methodist
vhiireh, War on Want, the Culbenk-
tan' Foundation, the Science Centre

-West, Berlin and others, which
P?ys for a small research and admi-
nistrative staff.

. , .

;

.

Op the technical side, it promotes;

n
flas

I
r5m Workers W tne shop

hoor. Mike George explained: “We
*r

®-. *?en °n the idea of so-called
jjjjnwy people comifig up with 'con-
wpu Resigns -

• not just paper
clear, ideas about alterna-

tliat c°n meet the social

whimunity.”
most renowned has been the

m*d/rajL bus wi(lj pneumatic tyres
™n on ,‘PsphaIf ' or tracka,

which L(icas workers see as'the first

at NELP with the help of a student

from Middlesex Polytechnic on a

nine-month placement. Lucas en-

gineers helped to build parts in their

spare time and the bus joined the

People’s March for Jobs on Its trek

from the North of Englond to Lon-
don last summer.

Since then both the National Coal

Board and the National Union of

Miners have shown keen interest in

the possibility of adapting the road-

rail idea for use in pits in an attempt

to cut down accidents.

Other technical development pro-

jects at CAITS undertaken in con-

junction with NELP’s school of en-

gineering have included a nut-

tapping machine, a hybrid internal

combustion engine, an electric power
unit for road vehicles and an electric-

ity generating plant for Third World
countries. It has also developed port-

able renal dialysis equipment, small

gas turbines and hybrid power packs

and tested their possible Impact on
the market.

. The Lucas workers’ alternative

plan was not only concerned with the

reconstruction of the aerospace in-

dustry to make belter use of redun-

dant workers, plant and equipment.

It was also keen to look at the-

broader social responsibilities of

British industry, and its relationship

to the national economy and local

communities.
During 1978 CAITS worked with

the Lucas unions to compile a 350-

Qe negotiating document Turning

istrial decline Into expansion

which was put to the company and

the Government after it threatened

to close three factories and make
2,000 workers redundant. Part of the

work Involved a review of the aero-

space industry in this country- and

worldwide, and suggested several

proposals for manufacturing alterna-

tive- products Such as kidney

machines, industrial gas turbines and

industrial ball screws.

Shortly after, the centre was asked

to collaborate with trade unionists in

Dunlop over possible alternatives to

the closure ot a factory at Speke.

This led to a review of the British

tyre industry in collaboration with

Warwick University’s school of in-

dustrial and business studies.

Similar approaches .' have been

tfniu ' a
’ -

. ,
IVJ Uiv IIIMI

.towatds; aq .ihtegfated public
'Wort svstem: • :

:

pWhen CAlTS was set up, Richard
had/ plready buifr a small-

P^Jpiypff. so a damaged buS
-^bDOghty rejftdred .and converted.

made by workers at Thpm/EMJ foj-

,

lowing the merger, at two of Bri-

tain’s four naval dockyards, and in

the Scotch whisky industry which is

suffering decline as a result of irndUi

national takeovers. •
. . .

CAITS has also become involved

in the development of cooperatives

and community industries. It helped

Triang workers spl up Taff Products

after jis factory Closed in South

Wales. The centre also advised on
the setting up of the alternative Lon-
don newspaper East End News, and
is involved m the Islington Coopera-
tive Development Agency.

The idea of the Lucas corporate

plan has spread round the world,

and it has been endorsed by the

British TUC, the former Labour
Government and the present Swed
ish and French administrations. Co-
director Mike Cooley was awarded
an alternative Nobel prize, and at

least six centres modelled on CAITS
are in the process of being set up in

Germany, the United States and Au
stralia.

In spite of its success, CAITS
faces an uncertain future. After an
administrative wrangle Inst yeur.

NELP governors agreed to pay the

coordinator's salary for n further

year and allow the centre to slay in

the polytechnic until this summer. In

the meantime, CAITS has been de-

liberating whether to renegotiate

with NELP tor seek another home.

Part of the problem stems from
disappointment in the lack of col-

laboration between CAITS and the

NELP school of engineering.

At the outset, it was envisaged that

students at the polytechnic would help

in the design of alternative engineering

projects and related activities, perhaps

as part of a third-year option or
dissertation work.

1

Mike George said: “We were,hoping
to be a catalyst to combine certain

activities in the engineering faculty and
business faculty, and conceived the

idea of having interdisciplinary groups
of students and staff. “Students would
not only be working on projects in the

atechnic but would also work with

id engineers and designers at

Lucas, That was what we envisaged,

but in fact very IfUle has happened.

Ironically, similar proposals are

olready being put into practice at the-

Unit for Development of Alternative

Products at Coventry (Lanchester)

Polytechnic, which is another Lucas

shop stewards’ initiative. The unit

,

expects to have 50 final year design
,

undergraduates working soon on 20

individual projects in the fields of
1

transport, energy • conservation and :

medicine matched to the skills of
.

1

- local engineers.

However, Mike George remains

confident in,spite of the nELP set-

backs.
1 “Polytechnics talk about being

connected up to the needs of industry,

but what about the.needs of society as

.

well?" he arid. “During a time of mass
unemployment nalong other issues,

there’s a need fpr further and higher

education to address that.

Paul Flather talks to

the American guru of

econometric models

Economic forecasters have u rough
time. The past fortnight alone hns
seen enough varying predictions tos-

sed out to give the profession a bntl

name. If there is one mail capable of
holding the bridge, it is Professor

Lawrence Klein, (he American guru
of modern econometric models, who
won the 1VH0 economics Nobel prize.

Forecasting hns been Klein's pas-

sion for more limn 3U years. Taking
time out from a fortnight’s visit to

London lust month to give two lec-

tures. he smoothly launched into u
catalogue of some’ of his mnjor fore-

casting successes. There wns the re-

covery of the United States economy
after the wnr. forecast against the

convcnlionol view that the 1930s de-

pression would return. In 1953 after

the Korean War there weie predic-

tions of a second crash to match
1929. but the models forecast Just n

slight downturn. Then in 1973 his

own model forecast worldwide de-
pression, nithough it underestimated
the inflationary spiral.

Klein puts mistakes down to fail-

ures in data compilation nnd statis-

tical revision. He is less inclined to

blame subjective factors or theoretic-

al assumptions. He has had too
much contact with models that work.
“1 take the view that when dealing
with human population and human
behaviour you will be right two-
thirds to three-quarters of the lime.

It's not like running quality control

on n product, when you guarantee
the result 99 per cent right, he said.

Political shocks such as- the Viet-

nam War. oil price rises dr the grain
embargo to the Soviet Union, itiakc

he has been supervising his models
ever since, l-fc even refused a top
slot in the Carter administration in

1976. after advising during the elec-

tion campaign. “Not all academics
should go into politics. Some should.
But 1 do not want to be a politi-

cian.
*’

He is -now working on Project

LINK, a massive enterprise to link a

number of international models to

produce worldwide forecasts. Coun-
tries involved include the US, Bri-

tain. Fiance, Italy. Finland, and
West Germany. The project has ex-

isted in embryonic form since 1969,
and lias not ns yet contributed fo any
major new understanding of fore-

casting.

Klein sits firmly in the neo-
Keynesian camp. In one of his Lon-
don lectures he launched a broadside
on the new monetarist orthodoxy
saying that the new wave of supply

111 fTTint-

test of any model is its ability to be
right, and he advocates far more
evaluative testing of British forecast-

ing models. His own Wharton School

mmm
Professor Lawrence Klein: confident.

side economics hod not undermined
the essential substructure of KeynC-

i ii'.;. nhTTTir® ,m i«r*,-i iinii a i iioi -i* iim

!

revised since 1962, came out well of

the 13 models just tested by the

Boston Federal Bank in (he, US.
Professor Klein is a Quiet, un-

assuming man, very definite in his

views, but modest and plainly nice..

Among forecasters he is an acknow-

velop the 'first Comprehensive model
of the US economy the Kleln-
Goldbcrger model - scepticism about
forecasting was rampant. There is

still scepticism, but modelling Is a

growth industry. - -

When he first built models he re-

lied on desk-top electrical calculators

alternative. It was necessary to stick

t'-: \'-Mi
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always up to date. Instantaneously

adjusted and accessed.

Klein first made his mark as a

student under Pari t Samuelson,
another, Nobel prize, winner, who Jed
him into the' heart of the Keynesian
camp. He published The Keynesian
Revolution in 1949. As a specialist in

economics and mathematics it was
only a short step to the world of
econometrics, and the statistical ap-

plication of the theories/

In 1953 he produced a'textbook on
econometrics, developed new anmr
pllng techniques while m the Survey
Research Centre. Michigan, and
together wi|h Arthur. Goldberger,
developed the first model ..of: the aJS
economy that worked, the Brookings
model * the prototype for mafiy'more
until :the 19b0s, Soon after he left for
Oxford largely; to escape the -McCuir*

Institute; of Statistics.;.' j
; ;

Wheh .money .became ..hvhiihble.he.

begafi work' ort- a model ot the' UK.
economy. • It was- hp t -at tqgeilier 'riio-V

cessFri, mainly^because of the; jpbor

drift}
1 and British model building did

dot [really
1 take-off aMln oittlL the

mid-1960s. 1 One of .Klein's students

.at Oxford was.Jim Bnll.-frow principal

of London Business School, -

/•Klein returned td America in 1958
to-jdjn the University of PeriitsylVa?

.

riia. where as professor qf ECorioihiCs

'

. have forced .economics to reassess

the importance of financing and cre-

* die. - But they could not explain the

effects' of Nixon’s 1971 economic
policies (based around tax cuts), for

-

. example or the oil price rises.

Monetarists in America with their

two US recessions, encouraged world

wide destabilization, and created a

very volatile system, he says; “It's not a

• very good record."
What (hen does he think of Mrs

Thatchcr7 “Her policies are too

harsh." He responds by quoting the

title of an essay by economist Roy

. says. ,Of course money management
and demand management are

needed, but so are structural policies

to promote employment, productiv-

ity, exports, and industry. 7

He is. complimentary about British-

modelling teams, bur believes them
too reserved for. the if own good. He.
says they deserved more/funds, and
called for a national data file to be

set up/ accessible to all parts of the

UK. He also suggests the creation of

small computer models for use by all

economics students.

What explains Klein's greatness,

alongside other Nobel prize winners'?

He has not produced any single work
that will always be remembered. Nor
was he the first model builder. But
he built die first successful large

scale. model. He also stuck doggedly
! to the task of refining the model,
' securing funding for his model, and
; of Using his model to rnnke deci-

. sions. 1 He is the supreme applied

: economist, and that alone would be

enough,. But while he bin

./.veloped; big machines, hq has never

.;
been capiiuicd ;by diem. ’

.

'

Finally it', would bd( do to Inte'r-

i' vjlew- the father of forecasting wfth-
' cut asking for some predictions. This
- will bil a year for recovery, indeed it

may already have begun, he spiel. lit

1983 a: bis tax cut, lower interest

rates, a fall iri the pound boosting
exports would aid recovery. But, he

,
[points o^i Wryly, it would .still not be
powerful .enough to make, an im-
mediate impact on unemployment,
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Martin Bulmer considers proposed changes in postgraduate training in applied social research

There are signs that the form and ^ „
content nf higher degree work in I Cl Vl wr
social science may change significant- A HV
ly in the next few years, moving

towards the model of the American

PhD. The Swinncrton-Dyer Commit-

tee of the Advisory Board for the

Research Councils has recommended

(THES .
October 16, 19H1) that soc-

ial science PhDs should he restruc-

tured to put more emphasis on re-

search (raining courses than on direct

research, partly tu improve the low

completion rates of these degrees. In

its recent annual report, the Social

Science Research Council calls for

reduced emphasis in the PhD prog-

original research and more emphasis

upon taught courses. All PhD prog-

rammes. it is suggested, should in-

clude basic provision for acquiring

competence in research methods und

techniques (THUS. October .in,

1981).

What sort of response will such

moves to alter the PhD receive in

university socinl science depart-

ments? 'the debate that these prop-

osals are likely to provoke will he a

stimulating one, but resistance to <
change is likely in he strong. For the

British tradition. of the I*hl5 (nt least

in arts and social science subjects)
-'»**• **••{

has always set itself against the re- however, as a preparation lor a re-

quirements of course work and search career, narticuiarly outside

methodological training which are the academic world, is questionable."

such a salient feature of (he North Some indication of the tensions

American PhD. The preferred model which there are between more

The art of social science

n By T>n‘

search. Frank Bcchhofer, reader in and Related Disciplines draws its

i of course work and search career, particularly outside sociology at Edinburgh and a cc- members from several departments,
igicul training which are the academic world, is questionable." author of the influential Affluent Committees offer opportunities for
licnl feature of the North .Seine indication of the tensions Worker study,, argues that the fruitful exchange and confer dip-YforHer study, . argues mat tne

American PhD. The preferred model which there are between more methodological tail cannot wag the

is that of the lone student intensively academic and more instrumental substantive dog. The absence of re-

piirsuing, under the guidance of. his. orientations to the PhD were pro- quired graduate courses in subjects
nr her supervisor, a piece of original vided at a conference which Robert like survey methods, statistics and
research in a chosen field over a Burgess of the University of War- computing, reflects the fact that

period of two or three years. In such wick and I organized on the teaching quantitative research is not central to

a pursuit, course work requirements of resenreh methodology to post- many substantive areas of the diSci-

are regarded as an extraneous and graduate students in sociology. (By pline.
otiose distraction from the true task research methodology is meant the Other evidence supports the argu-
of advancing the frontiers of know- principles and practice of empirical ment that to shift British sociology
ledge. social inquiry using the. social survey, closer to the North American model

It is tme that course work is (he field research, official statistics, his- is going to be a difficult and daunt-
basis for most Masters degTec lorical and other materials, and ine task. Writing in the August 1981

a
uired graduate courses in subjects

ke survey methods, statistics and
computing, reflects the fact that

quantitative research is not central to

fruitful exchange and confer dip-

lomatic and strategic advantages,

but they do not direct the activities

of their members very much.
Next up the ladder of complexity

is the university research institute,

situated within the formal structure
many substantive areas of the di&ci- of the university but having an exist-

pline. ence distinct from departments.
Other evidence supports the argu- Membership may overlap, but the

ment that to shift British sociology institute has its own board, director,
closer to the North American model budget and staff. Institutes command

It is true that course work is the field resenreh, official statistics, his- is going to be a difficult and daunt- considerably greater resources than
basis for most Masters degTec toncal ami other materials, and ing task. Writing in the August 1981 committees, mostly derived from
courses in social science subjects und associated statistical and computing issue oF The American Sociologist, grants from government, research
that these nrc comparable to the skills). Jay Demerath provides a subtle and councils and the foundations. They
American pattern. But Masters Tne nnners Imm line rnriforunri- »( i . : as iAmerican pattern. But Masters The papers from this conference
courses are usually an alternative to, have just been published as a special

not a prerequisite for, PhD work, issue of the journal Sociology (Vol.

illuminating comparison of sociology have their own offices, perhaps their
in Britain and America. The view is own equipment, and staff to direct
widespread here, he observes, that and conduct research (some of whom
methodology is both trivial and tri- mav be university teachers on leave

l¥y a“ruct less academi- 15, no -1, November 1981). providing methodology is both trivial and tri- may be university teachers on leave
Catly able students compared lo the ample evidence both of the. made- viaiizing. Sociology • is most worth- .or.-on part-time appointments). The
more prestigious PhD. The best stu- quacy of the traditional PhD as a .while when least operational, director has some real authoritydents fend -In meter freednm nf In. menne nf gmmnnn a umHa nm«i »r m ....... •. . ... _dents tend to prefer freedom of in- means of acquiring a wide range of There are farther reasons why it though there will be checks,
vldldua inquiry to what sometimes methodological competencies, and of may be difficult to move to a more Institutes vary in their degree of
seems like a fourth undergraduate the obstacles whwTi there are to structured PhD in disciplines such as -complexity. The recently eSlishS
year. Moreover, latterly SSRC sup- moving toward the American model, social administration, political scien- SSRC “designated research centres’*
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UIS,:S h°S hcert
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At

m 7i
osl elementary level . Pro- ce and sociology, which have- to do aim to strengthen research in par-

SIS'SaL- .h,
Of resMrch. ticutar field/by large programme

port for Masters courses has hceit

considerably reduced.-

sup- moving toward the American model.
At the most elementary level, Pro- ce and sociolos

fessor Marten Shipman of Warwick, with the orgai
former Director of Reseach and Sta- Tannin erainf

1

ptKWOi a singie. oopk-ienyit. Thesis. PerhajK such a situation is unsurprisV taught. 7Y6t one of the endemic iUsteTThe \waS 6roceplmn, • SSRC. has mg -when the
.
most widely used prc&lems of institutionalizing social almost aiwavs senior

tSJFts JWW5 A - V* Kienee research in British uiuversl- ^‘one way^ InT'wh
r

52?2- ,h»'. '°f *•**:***/ tried » »
ior academics,
which SSRC has
promote research

t°und art aidequatomlut.™. _ make, ^ked" to current research
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dowji imd: the .selection of depart*' Dr R, V. g: Clarke, a senior
hicnts for the receipt of quota . researcher at the Home Office Re-
awqnta rested, more; upon their search Unit discerns a different prob-

- geneiw scholarly standing than upOn lem with new PhDs recruited 16 gov-
cntfcrik suqr.as IW extent ofTheir eminent '.research: The problem is
commitment to <the. North American less that; they; lack 1 methodological
mode1 qf the Php. Now. jn a more /skill- rather that they. show a pro-
eugeal and bleak economic climate

*,
>. found failure , in annwinio nnd «t.

this nay well change,- One pressure

Dyer -and : SSRC - tq favour more sociology PhDs. Clarke"observes that
sfritctn red; > PhDs: Is. tjre

;
deplorably . the fatter often holds a. tnore' critical

^ /ihahy 6f ;tKe. state. When, perforce,
student^ •••.'•: they finh

.
dihplpytrient.' in govern-

Anhtluf ohvfaus .fBCtOf fafates to iftent. .the process of -

.
OnWifl* W the.- labopr maf- the more lifnitfcd lime

worq n?-. ' nnrrower policy horizons is dl
vlwmieiyes, -tumhig out .j The late PrbfpMor Philip Abram*

.b- soon -be^pme ..Unwersiiy of- Durham; In n ;! Counter-attack.
e^rf' f6r RbCsitons whether She burpose of lH«

^ dtadSt?
fir"n11* b l<5 cifodu^e 1UC>1 Sumovnuir

ihstitqles located ' outside the

Aitfmqm - PhD progreniitSf ?hD [s to orodute iucV^ < L*
a ' nee^ f

,
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universities,
,
\yith, graduate

1^9. teachingposts ‘(ft high-; produce Toseitreh oRlcerl' Ihrlhe sci*'
1
-' iuL'

^ .‘Stn^etits •/ njoying -out to.,-6radttcal

;criteria upSk',;cptifW :
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dvjl , -'^^.-‘•••-The---*triid i

litoff ^nd^

WWBl i t^advMCemcnt of knawlcdge jin^ iS

than research institutes, their <W
tors are research managers, aad%
are established on quite differ™
lines from an academic department
The prototype is the social survey

research centre. Conduct of sociij

surveys requires the most extern^
division of labour in the social scfca- fe-

ces. Staff are needed with spedsla
knowledge of sampling, quest™,

naire design, interviewing, aata pm-
cessing and data analysis. Coonfun-
tion of the work of research special-

ists, technical personnel (in fields

like sampling and computing) tod ;

field staff for interviewing, Is a com- .

pletely different sort of activity fraa

that of the scholar teacher. It Is one,

moreover, for which many academic

social scientists are singularly tin-

suited either by vocation, location in

a university teaching department, a
temperament.
The history of institutionalized sur-

vey research in British universities is

a dismal one. Attempts to date to t

establish a university base for such y
work have failed, for various reasoos I
which I discussed in an earlier aid- I
cle. (The gulf between research and ’>

policy. THES July 7, 1978). The
:

failure in 1976, .amid a flurry of

recriminations, to secure the survival [-

of the SSRC Survey Unit was merely
\

the last of a succession' of failures.

There is currently nowhere within i

university where a postgraduate stu-

dent can obtain first-hand practical

experience of professional survey re-

search. It is to be hoped that the

new Social and Community Planning

Research - City University Survey

Methods Centre (an SSRC desig-

nated research centre) will be more

successful.

Even so, there is nowhere in Bri-

tain providing facilities and training

comparable to the great American

centres such as the University oi

Michigan Institute of Social Research

or the National Opinion Research

Centre at the - University of Ciiicago.

(Paul Lazarsfeld’s Columbia Bureau

of Applied Social Research has dot

lost its own separate identity within*

larger body). From the point of vot

of research training, they, pnmde

opportunities (through progrinsnvtt

such as the Detroit Area Study)

PhD students to participate w *

complete survey and to gain un-

hand experience of large-scale re-

search. (For one example of **
such an experience can mean. «
Jean Converse and Howard Scon-

man’s- Conversations at Random: »r-

vey research as interviews see JM

ISR and NORC straddle g
academic and the practical wort®

rathe* in the way- that metwai

schools link theory and prartiw-
.

Some sort of -link between

academic inquiry and research prac-

tice, analogous to the teaching iws-

pital but on a much smaller

could do much to promote traimoj

in research methodology ih Bnwn.

The.' nucleus for- such,
‘SJ’g

schools” exist if closer links couW «

forged between departments tew«n|

.
postgraduates on the one hanfl

research enterprises and research in-

stitutes On the other. •
,,

.

• Yet to make that suggestion tt *

reminder of just bow
opposition to Uie Swinnerton-Ug

SSRC line on postgraduate ^^
Is likely to be It

some.disciplines (such as PoB5E,rat

ence and sociology) are amb^
about .the, worthy of research mei

;
dology, unlike their coun^rpj. .

North. Apiericfl.;.Nor iS it

: strength of resistance to. the

• involvement of academics

state and all its#i.'-W"Lffi
by conservatives j^d .^ ar^ L|JU«i

reater. interchange
resistance to integral ng.

social scldnce rfesearcH ‘irito

- tea'chlrig deparnfients, and w?..!Vg,
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Where once
convicts were
dumped, now it

is books,
observed one
Australian poet.

Peter

Quartermaine
looks at four
novelists’ attempts
to cast off the

colonial, stigma

The Commonwealth comeback
Peter Carey: extending reality.

Since Captain Cook and later Sir

Kenneth Clark .commented on the

strange beauty of the Australian

landscape, since the arrival of Prince

Omai from Huahine in 1774 pre-

figured that of Dame Edna from
Moonee Ponds in entertaining the

high society of London with exotic

ways, the remote underbelly of the

world has provided good scratching

of shrinking budgets and narrowing

horizons the absence of undergradu-

ates from ethnic minorities is prob-

ably more quickly noticed on courses

which focus on Commonwealth
topics, but it should provoke concern

on any course ana especially on
those covering English culture in the

in moments of self-indulgence.

Cast always in a role that flattered

...our own lead playing, Australis

could be relied upon for a comfort-
lag sense that, in the words of one of

Rabdolph Stovy’s poems, things are

,

‘Ifchat the best books say they are",

Needless to say, such books are by
.definition, not chance, published in

Britain, What is truer is that the
overseas view of what is happening

.
in Australian literature is largely de-
termined by the marketing policies

of British or American owned pub-
lishing hbuses, As the Melbourne
poet Vidpent Buckley has observed

.
where' once convicts were dumped,

• now it Is books”. Publishers- can
.

.largely define the terrain. “The map,
IjVill fint make it”, said Nobel prize
winner Patrick White’s manic explor-
er Voss ‘in '1957.
“Australian literature? Is there

. lany?" Is still a depressingly familiar
- response from those who should
: .know better; It betrays an arrogant

.

assumption about the origin of the
../best books which bodes lu for their

.
otov culture; Although London in

• jir8*- faay be, as culturally satisfying
as it whs

. when Dr Johnson wittily
equated’ it with life in 1777, today ft

is a capital whose past, including .the

exploitation apd oppression
which underpinned 14 wealth and

.
power in the. good doctor’s day, has

. U. vfith a vengeance,
'

-
3

-

.

report testifies to its

Siaimr&^spTar, tacome to terms with
Mat. Today, no white author, call

.

5>aak with Jqfiijsonlan authority- of
WBfid,. and : those

:iyiia ignore the
.°f

y
Linton Kwe?l Johnson

- Y'i “ important and
' aspects bf coptem-
porary jn^lish bhlture do .that cul-V «-.df5seiTicei

,

:

\^i^^8 Kaljjaulwhd pbssrved some
•

* pa-*

widest sense, including history, poli-

tics, law, for example. Until these

minorities play a role in English life

at every level, and until their own
culture which Is so intimately en-

twined with our own recent historc

receives proper attention, they will

remain as remote, in human terms,

as Australia is geographically. And

Jhat -more

Patrick White; Nobel prize

that is a situation that no one who
professes to work in the humanities

should tolerate.

It is now 117 years since Henry

Lawson advised any young Austra-

lian writer to get out of the country

"before his (sic) genius, turn to gall,

or beer” qf, .failing;that,, to “shoot

himself carefully With the^ald. of ;a

looking, glass”., , The appearance, in

Picador of fqur contemporary Aus*

tralian writers from? a useful addi-

tion to the Virago editions of Aus-

tralian women writers from 1901 to

the present, and suggests that things

have improved since Lawson s day.

Certainly there are no easy conclu-,

sions to be drawn from the fact that

Randolph Stow lives in Suffolk,

DStvid Malouf in Italy, Peter Carey

in Queensland and : B. Wongar (I

hear) ip Melbourne; , .

Stow has lived for many years in

the heart, of Constable country, an

area from which his ancestors origi-

nally emigrated, but. Visitants, first

published in 1979, draws profoundly

,

and with- deceptive ! ease Upon- -Ws

experiences as a. patrol officer in tne

Trobriand -Islands sortie 20 years ago.

It is ' a complex; and disturbing work,

a narrative, told froth shifting

.

nolnts ond all after the event
' world of

light indirectly on Australia's role in

the near north of the Pacific, but
ultimately this idyllic setting is the

stage for intensely personal and de-

structive conflicts. The demands that

Slow's book makes are varied, and
certainly force the abandonment of

any preconceptions we might have

about Australian literature, as the

epigraphs from The Tempest and
Ford's 77ie Broken Heart should

forewarn us. It is a book which
treads a fine path between the famil-

iar and forever unknowable, and in

so doing without pretension or over-

simplification involves all our mind,

out heart.

David Maiouf has described him-
self as an Australian who happens to

live in Italy4 and An Imaginary Life,

first published in 1978, is a first-

person narrative of Ovid's exile at

Tomis in which geographical consid-

erations are secondary to the truths of

individual perception, personal be-

lief. In tracing the aged poet’s redis-

covery of his own boyhood and of a

meaning for his isolated life through

his relationship with another-exile, a

wolf boy, Malouf explores the deep-

er sense in which all our beliefs, our

gods, are drawn up out of the soul's

need for them “and dreamed into

the landscape to make it shine”. Italy

is present in the book unmistak-

ably, its lasting beauty shrewdly dis-

tanced in the poet's recollections of

early childhood on the farm at Sul-

mo, but in the relentless harshness of

the life and climate at Toniis,

MalouFs descriptions of the frozen

edge of the civilized world touch a

live nerve in .the shadow of recent

events in Poland. Exile, memory,
love, reconciliation; the lost plea-

sures..; pf youth rediscovered in

others
1

. There is nothing new in

Malotifs book, nor under the sun,

.

Before he started vyritingi .Peter.

Carey had lried va sdence'cotirse at

Munash University, Melbourne, and
later worked in advertising (as

u
a

child of Menzies and General
Motors” he thought it might be in-

teresting). A great admirer of what
Patrick white has done to extend the

range of modern Australian writing,

he cites William Faulkner's As I Lay
Dying as the example that influenced

him most, structurally, in his eariy

work. Exotic Pleasures was First pub-
lished as The Fat Man in History in

1980 (both titles are from stories in

the collection) and is a provoking
. and willy illustration of what Carey
terms his interest in "extending real-

ity, pushing behavioural patterns to

their logical limits'*. Fables of our
time are acted out in a setting that

owes nothing to any recognizable

landscape. 'Die stories engage us

partly through the writer's crafty ex-
ploitation of seemingly familiar char-

acters or situations, partly through
the unexpected juxtapositions we en-
counter along the way and not least

through the curiosity they arouse as

to how the thread we' think we see

will unravel. In controlling and utiliz-

ing this curiosity Carey is a master,,

and the end result is neither predict-

able nor reassuring. Such exotic

pleasures as Carey's stories offer are

those also offered by that stranger's

reflection in the morning • mirror

which we hasten lo clqim as our
own. It is the strangeness- of what
had seemed all too familiar that ren-

ders the book both immediate and
yet fundamentally rather' than only

superficially disquieting in Its effect.

Bunambir Wongar remains some-
thing of - a mystery; The preface ttf

his short story collection The Road.

book by Thomas Keneally in the

New York Times Book Review
actually refers to him as such. Yet it

seems that Wongar is a Yugoslavian
immigrant living in a Melbourne sub-

urb and clearly writing with great

determination about aboriginal mat-
ters. 1 think (pace Keneally am!
Paton) that Wongar’s stories are re-

petitive and over-didactic, but while

they nre thought to be by an abor-

iginal writer they had a different and
stronger claim on my attention than

they oo now I know the facts. Liter-

ature add biography., are not easily

separated here, and indeed should

not be.

The question of Wongar's identity

is relevant because one of the de-

lights of writing from the Common-
wealth Is that it brings with it on
untidy ratbag of- .supposedly iion-

literary questions. To read Clunua
Achebe or Ngugi wa Thiong’o
against the background of tlpe. Lan-
caster House Conference on the in-

dependence of Zimbabwe, Carib-

bean literature .in the shadow of
Brixton or Toxteth, Henry Lawson's
nationalistic hopes of the 1890s in

. the light of Australian prime minister

Gough Whitlam’s . sacking by the

governor-general in 1975, is to face

directly questions which -seem too
rarely to occur in the course of liter-

ary study. 1

Literature and life seem remote lo

many peoplb even when mentioned
. in such specific terms, bub unless

their. Jiving- connexion is seen
,
and

prized both, literature and 1

life must
.inevitably be diminished. A book is

good if it enriches' our understanding

to Bfalgu first published in 1978 is by

Alan Paton, And does ;nothing tq

dispel a [natural assumption given the

author’s name and: the subject of the

stories that Wongar Is an abpriginal

vMteh^Ibdeed, the fall review of the

of and concern for our fellow beings.

In Britain tbday the contribution that

writing front the Commonwealth
and Britain " is : a 1 Commonwealth
country v- dan .make to such under-
standing should be .self-evident. Nbr
should it be forgotten \thaf ' Mel-
bourne: a city fit- to educate art Eng-
lish prince u, is also the second

Colonial Stranglehold 1 Gough Whitlam sacked b* Governor-General.
Toreek“dty In “e worldThe

richness of Australia’s varied popula-

tion has still to surface fully in' its

arts, and It is in this context that

Bupambir Wongar's Identity, both BS

an individual and as a writer, could
'.be properly recognized. As • what
;S(ow fotebt term a visitant to Austra-
Jia

?
fits', personal story, which is at

* present a blaifk, could provoke valu-

able debate , on the
; role of 'aboriginal

And other ethnic minority groups in

Australian culture.
• Looking back over the four books.
; the insight of Maloufs -Ovid- remains
to challenge us all. ‘.

kWhat else is

death but the refusal anv [Ottger to
grow and suffer changed” An lin-

;Sginary Life charts not only the im-
agined last years of a Roman poet'
bur the 'inner • life of. our awn Im-
bgination. Jn thb openness- of our

. response jies'iour: refusal to die.
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BOOKS
Blueprints for survival

lariy to the many individual work- lion, produced agreements (if not

hvH A Turner place occupational associations - the always complete) to manage the m-
uj II.

chapels - which are the basic organi- dustrial relations and social consequ-

Ncw Technology add Industrial zation.il units of the printing unions, ences of technological change. These

Relations In Fleet Street The print unions, however, are included schemes for compensation

bv Roderick Marlin very different creatures from the in voluntary redundancy, improved

CTarcudon Press- Oxford University giant organizations, with large exter- pensions, a strategy for decasualiza-
Clarendon Press. uxiorci university »

al mcniberships and interests, which lion, a new disputes procedure to

riu£,.T ,#,au „ now largely organize the motor in- replace the many separate proce-

ISBN 0 19 82724J a diistry. The craft printers.’ societies, durcs nominally in force in the 10-

rrz-ri T

:

1 ' —

_

r TuH "ot numerically dominant dustry, and joint house committees
Writing near the turn of Hie

, influenced, to supervise the introduction of new
nineteenth century, the Webbs de- n the industry, dec

«

,h,» technoloeies and workina methods,
scribed three trade unions as the by their historical priority anti iccnnoiogies ana worang_nieingu>.

strongest that history up to that time efficacy of their workplace orgamza-
unions’

recorded- the- Lancashire Mule- lion, the practice of the lateT unions The result was pu. !0 the unions

Spinners, the Builcrnwfceis in ship- or less-skilled priming workew and njcnitcrs ;is a coitiprehensive pae..

biiitdiiie und the London Society of die journalists. Among the eomposi- age. “Programme for Action ;
ana

Compositors. tots- the chnpel was the source of was rejected by clear majority votes

The Spinners have long been ex- authority, the union essentially a fed- fo every union except the NUJ. The

linguished by the decline of the cot- eration of chapels, which possessed rank-and-file, it appeared, were by

tdn trade. The Boilermakers, in a just so much centralized authority as no means convinced that the econo-

. declining ship-construction industry, the chapels’ sense of enlightened sec- mic difficulties facing the industry

rfCS;, .f
,/iJW

„ now |arge[y organize the motor in- replace the many separate proce-

I5BN 0 19 82724J a dustry. The craft printers.’ societies, durcs nominally in force in the id-

S5HH “n
SSSL t US technologies aod working methods.

arc fighting a long rearguard action tional interest, or the joint negoliat- were as overwhelming as the em-

|iV progressive modifications to their ing pressure of employers, combined ptoyers had argued; there had been

craft practice and exclusiveness. In a to give it. Later unions, like NAT- some recovery by late 1976, and the

sense! Mr Martin’s study nf Heel SOI'A (originally the Operative Prin- Observers purchase by Atlantic-

Sued industrial relations is a record ters). SOGAT (Graphleal and Allied Richfield had restored confidence

of the way the old London Sucjulv of Trndcs), and NUJ (the journalists) . that Fleet Street’s prestige was itself

C’uinpodtors. though now merged were formed on a more centralized so marketable \

with the provincial compositors and model. But the working example of would always i

other skilled printing unions us the the compositors’ chapels, with their dangered titles.

that some good fairy

appear to rescue en-

othcr skilled printing unions as me tne compositors cnopcis, wnn uieir uangerea titles.

National Graphical Association, skil- close control of job conditions and in face of this rejection, those un-

fiilly preserved a suhstuntini mono- iirrangemcnts within n union- jon leaders who had committed

poly of national newspaper type- regulated labour supply, was emu- themselves to the JSC discussions

setting against the cninhincd assault luted by the non-craft unions’ mem- dared not proceed to push its various

of a radically new technology and hcrsliip. so that the union structure agreements as matters for separate

major newspaper proprietors. us a whole presented itself ns one of negotiation. The JSC’s failure here

setting against the cninhincd assault luted by the non-craft unions’ mem-
of a radically new technology and bership. so that the union structure

major newspaper proprietors. us a whole presented itself ns one of

In another sense, the book is multiple semi-autonomous groups.multiple scmi-autonomous groups, nlso damaged further the weak pre-

perhaps a record of how not to man- Moreover, the perishable nature of stice of the renamed Newspaper
age ctiJiise in industrial relations - the daily product, the proprietors’ Publishers’ Association and left those

and of the consequences of short- fear of circulation loss to rival employers who had in any case pre-

sighted and inadequately informed nationals, and the dependence of viously been preparing their own
managerial policies. Of all the Brit- dally production on a cooperative plans for technical innovation and s lf , , , t , th eomDOSinB room 0r **The Times”,
fall industries which have experi- sequence of working teams, cave rationalization of work free to go

SfllttnB »P type in tne composing room oi ine nrnes .

cnced recurrent labour unrest since each such group on independent bar- their own way. Competitive^-
—

' TV
the 1951k. two have received a quite gaining power. conditioned proprietors were unwill- continuity of production”, involving trolled acceptance of new tew
disproportionate attention from the ing to resume the drive which had the lifting of all “arbitrary restric- gy”, must recognize that in ®»

media: motor manufacture, and the j„ a relatively stable technical and first been launched by the union tions”, the cessation qf unofficial near future more viable system^

press itself. -Ibat
,

the latter should economic environment the result, was leaders... .... ...... . , ...... stoppages, and the Acceptance of direct input will become avtoiiM-

advertise its own woes is perhaps still not . altogether intolerable, de-
.
The core of Mr Martin's study is overtime “as necessary”, combined And the inflationary and aaoea®

understandable: could the public tHu- spite employers' complaints. And an account of the attempts by three with a new disputes procedure and a effects of fragmented Chapel tutp-

minaunn the formers labour trnu- even the release into competitive groups -The Financial Times, Times "general wage-restructuring ... based ing by the unions as a whole,

bles receive just possibly be con* chapel bargaining by intense em- Newspapers Ltd, and the Mirror on new technology and sys- associated productive
ncctcd wiih the motor industry's ploycr competition was still accept- Group - to combine technological terns, and on efficient manning in all must sooner or lqter encopw

prominence as an advertiser in the nhle so Inno ns newsorint orices de- chancre with refnnnp.rt inrlnstrinl rata. deDartriients" As Mr Mnrtin cnni. nnnihnr rv»rinri of economic Stnngcn-

relations embarraMments on their the late 1960s, the national press was G. Cleverley’s The Fleet Street Disas- mmmmmmmammmmmmmmmm available to 1975 from Uie

own heads. Up to the 1950s. neither hemmed. in by the development of ter: British national newspapers as a ’The management, however, had Commission and ACAS ?*P0|5J'a, .

'irtS !! r! 'i?}
e'pr0llCl TV reportage and

,
advertising. Eoo- case study In mismanagement. But it not merely displayed (in common Mr Martin ends his book

On the whole (and witb the excep- -nomlc stringency combined with in- emerges fairly clearly that some with others) an excessive gullibility pious hope that a newJoint.-eng

J5? £ of newsprint to compel managers, at feast, saw technical in- on the virtues and viability of rapid Founded on the work begun

Sf
newspaper propne tors to con- novation as a method of reasserting computerization: they had underesti- mid-1970s, will meet the

front the Frankenstein monster of management conM over the labour mated their opponents. The Times' it conics. However, there

lMp-f0gglng labour Costs their own force. Like those mid-nineteenth- dismissals reconciled the. NGA ex- prospect, in the light of
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release direct economic promise. The cotton.
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A poet’s

polemic
Baudelalre'9 Literary Criticism

by Rosemary Lloyd

Cambridge University Press, £29.50

ISBN 0 521 23552 9

The definitive edition of Baudelaire’s

literary criticism is found in the two-

volurae Oeuvres complies in the

series "Bibliothftque de la PWiade",

published in 1975 and 1976 under the

editorship of Claude Pichois. The
most accessible is probably the sepa-

rate edition, without notes but with

a succinct and informative, introduc-

tion by L. J. Austin, published by
Gamier-Flammarion unde.r the title

of L'Ari romantique (this being the

title used by the first editors, Ban-
ville and Asselineau, in 1848).

These collected critical writings on

books and authors form a volume of

between three and four hundred
pages. They had appeared mostly in

reviews, and their dates span the

whole period of Baudelaire’s literary

life, the first being printed in 1845,

the last in 1865, two years before his

death.

The high point, in terms of output
at least, was 1861, which saw the

publication of nine essays on con-
temporary poets, including Hugo,
Banville, Leconte de Lisle and
Gautier, on whom a previous article,

of major importance, had appeared
two years earlier.

On the whole, Baudelaire’s liter-

ary criticism has been seen as less

important than his work on the

visual arts, and although individual

passages have often been quoted to
illustrate his idealist doctrine of art,

the appraisal of him as a practical'

critic, as distinct from a literary

theorist of great innovatory power,
has been of slow development. The
contribution of English-speaking
scholars has been- impressive in this

regard. The first major survey was
by Margaret Gilman, whose book,
Baudelaire the Critic (1943), dealt
with the whole range - art and
artists, as well as writers and litera-

ture.

Since then, no more complete
work has been attempted until the
present book by Rosemary Lloyd,
who undertakes a further explora-
tion, in the form of a detailed sur-
vey, rigorously ' concentrated on the
purely literary essays and reviews.

However, there is nothing otiose ab-
out the scholarship deployed here.
The detailed notes to the chapters,
for example, are terse and factual.
Sensibly avoiding the attempt to vie
with the full bibliographies already
available, the author provides a list

of contemporary articles which use-
fully parallel those of Baudelaire on

himself devotes no major individual
article, is given a section on his own,
based on passages interspersed in
othei

1

articles, and which demons-
trate not only Baudelaire’s admira-
bon for the author of La Comidie
humaine, but also the depth and
acuteness Of his perceptions by com-
parison with contemporary criticism.

striking feature of Rosemary
Lloyd s book is the ordering ana
grouping of the various articles, out
ot which a coherent pattern is made,
each chapter shows, a stage or aspect
ot Baudelaire’s attitude, the subjects
ot :llis critical, attention .serving to

As, Poe. AU of Baude-
' criticism is polemic, intent on
redressing both contemporary Atti-

balance of reputations,
end result, as the author

LU ‘iUVAM : 'T7T07

Mbnrig into
,
Jocus jBaude-

!fuM0wn preoccupations",'to “ex-
R'ore ftp recesses of his own psyche?,

ahiil^b^
!,nations, of this kind are valti-

hSS*
»Mt they take,some finding iri.a

Appears to. imitate .its
siihr^t L ' IU. luiuniD -in»

H
bJ&?l .by seemingly “refusing to pan-^ reader"; The commentary

’

:

®fticle!ia. developed in muen
hv-fcl.

® ,
reader would do well

; G Ei
Ve
J

' 9bmpleto.-P/ifarfe edition

it is to this .that

^ macle - French'
' teit is run into.thc

v tarv^i?A
.does not add to the facil-

'•T
^

. Each article ,is > scan-

"SSlR Waning - to
:
end, with

widening the field

, a
'

v *’ And iiuorpiation.

of contemporary articles which use-
fully parallel those of Baudelaire on
the various writers.

What are the general values which
emerge from such a solid piece of
work? First of all, the book is prac-
tical and realistic. Baudelaire did not
introduce any radically new critical

method, and no claims of this kind
are made on his behalf. That is not
to say, of course, that his criticism

lacks ambition. He himself gives the
most lucid appraisal of his aims when
he seeks to define his ideal of critic-

ism. The point of view must be
elusive", the attitude “partiale, pas-
sionate, politique" (this last word is

not intended to be taken too narrow-

Writing
essays
Constructing Texta: elements of a

theory of composition and style

by George L. Dillon

Indiana University Press, £10.50

ISBN 0 253 13113 8

In the United States it has long been

the custom to provide all under-

graduates with a course in “freshman
composition” in their first year. They
are presumed to enter college or

university with little or no knowledge

of how to produce competent written

discourse, and are therefore in-

structed in the art of prose composi-

tion.

For years British visitors to Amer-
ican colleges and universities have

registered their surprise that this

essential educational task was not

accomplished at the secondary level,

and prided themselves that in this

country our students are taught to

write essays before they arrive at

university. The experience of British

university teachers in recent years,

however, shows that this assumption

is not always justified, More and
more they complain that large num-
bers of their students arrive with

little understanding of how to write

clear, coherent, well organized - let

alone blegartt - expository prose. It

seems that our schools no longer

provide training in prose composition

in the way they once did. This may
be partly because, in the revolt

against the traditional teaching of

&igUsh grammar, shown by linguists

to be falsely based on analogies with

the structure of the Latin language

and therefore inadequate as a de-

scription of how the English lan-

guage really works. Englfifi 'teachers

at schools have abandoped'it without

replacing it witb anything else.

Another reason may be the en-

couragement of the clairas
i

of "self

expression” over those of disciplined

and well-ordered prose Communica-

tion. Whatever the reasons, we in

Britain are often now in as much
need of “freshman composition" as

the Americans have been for genera-

tions.
, ,

This book by an American profes-

sor of English is therefore as re-

levant to our heeds as if is :td Ihqse

of our transatlantic colleagues. True,

it takes the forrh of a running debate

with American Authors of textbopks

of style and composition, many of

whom are unknown to most of us m
Britain., But it quotes enough - from

these authors to let the reader know

the positions being discussed, and in

its humane awareness of the prob-

lems faced by students In ^writing

esSava as ivelf asjn its imaginative

understanding of the way the English

language works and of the relation

between spoken and written English

it achieves an impressive analysis of

the problems of teaching youngsters

to write with clarity, cogency artd

effectiveness. The atialysis is
_

at. each

point 'linked dri. the pfie hand to

' examples of actual 'student composi-

tions and on. the

extracts of effective EngUsh mose by.

Dr Johnson, Macaulay, , A^tWew

Arnold and a number, of modem;.

^Professor- Dillon is at pa|hs- fo

;

show the inadequacies and ifideed

the mlsunderstandings inwlved^ hj

the theories of '“me „
mfhrepbal

ly). but the point of view must be
such as to open as many horizons as
possible. Such an ideal is inseparable
from the notion, also given a tren-
chant formulation by Baudelaire,
that the poetic gift inevitably in-

cludes a critical talent.

Rosemary Lloyd follows these
tenets closely in their ramifications
through Baudelaire's critical writings.

Three major reasons appear to

account for his long practice of critic-

ism: his belief that the artist should
master all genres; the vniue of the
training afforded to the writer by the
art of the critic; the sense of com-
munication with an imaginary read-
er, who frequently becomes some-
thing of a “sparring partner”. Three
main motives also emerge: Baude-
laire's phobias, which gave the keen
edge to his writing (irony, irritation,

anger are constantly brought out in

the analysis); the pressures and con-
straints of society and its values.

highlighted by the discussion of
morality and the artist in the essay
on Flaubert; the use of criticism to
develop and sharpen the notion of
whnt literature should be and what it

should stand for.

Rosemary Lloyd ulso brings out
interesting facets of Baudelaire's
method: tiis skill in pastiche, using
the stylistic mannerisms of an author
to underline characteristics of his

mind and imagination; his use of
criticism to focus on the mind rather
than on the life of an author; his

search for what is sui generis in an
author, the discovery of which is

surely the most valuable part of
criticism.

J. C. Ireson

J. C. Ireson is professor of French at
the University of Hull.

American grammarians and psycho-
linguists wno assume that readme is

like listening and writing is Tike

speaking; that reading is a matter of

building up units of comprehension
consecutively from individual words,
phrases, clauses, paragraphs and so

on; that each unit of discourse

should be self-contained and self-

explanatory; and that "reading basi-

cally extracts propositional content”.

In opposing these attitudes to read-

ing and tneir implications for the

teaching of writing Professor Dillon

is led through a series of persuasive

step-by-step arguments, each of
which is abundantly illustrated, to

the exposition of his own view of the

nature of reading and writing and
the implications of this view for

teaching students to write.

Behind Professor Dillon's argu-

ments lies his view that when a read-

er engages with a text lie is not
simply building up a received mean-
ing from an efficiently constructed

set of communicative signs but is

involved in a complex experience in

which his own values and preconcep-

tions interact with those of the wri-

ter, and that only a reasonably ex-

tended patch of discourse, experi-

enced in ail its retrospects and anti-

cipations, rather than an atomistic

reaction to units, can achieve adequ-
ate response. The implications of this

view for the teaching of a writing and
the discrimination of styles is illus-

trated and expounded with a view to

extracting tne consequences: for

teaching composition. The examples,
the asides, the wit, the humanity, as

well os the sense of familiarity with

students' problems and the recogni-

tion that hot all problems of style

and expression can, at least )n the

present state of understanding, be
resolved in adequate descriptive for-

mulae. give this book an attractive-

ness .that few textbooks of composi-

tion possess. Time and again one is

led to lay the book down and reflect

for a while on a point made inciden-

tally. This is, like so many American
textbooks or composition, addressed

to the teacher rather than to the

studenti but j£is not simply an aid to

teaching, a set of instructions telling

the teacher how to proceed in the

classroom; it is also a stimulating

invitation !to reconsider the basic

principles underlying both reading

and writing.

“Tfie finding and expression of

meaning involves constructive activ-

ity -by human subjects” and therefore

“quantifying the content and measur-

ing the efficiency of itd-Lransmisslbn

by various sentence forms becomes
an impossible and futile undertak-

ing”. .Professor Dillon admits that

“how we take what we read - the-

meaning and significance we find in

it, the vAlue we place upon it,

whether we assent to it:or even con-1

linue to read it with attention and

an item, when to use a demonstra-
tive or personal pronoun, what can
(or should) be treated as Known,
how to influence and specify the
interpretation of wards and fi-

gures, and so on. And this need to

know is not in order to meet rend-
ers’ needs but to shape their ex-
perience of the text.

If this sounds very general and
theoretical, it must be pointed out
that these quotations arc from the
final summing up and follow chap-
ters of cogent reasoning and illustrat-

ing. There are indeed moments when
the argument seems to become bog-
ged down in technicalities.

Before examining the Giveness
with //-clefts in tne samples, we
take note of an observation of
Ellen Prince’s: because the con-
straint on the Giveness of the

//ifl/-clause is rather loose, there is

a tendency, especially in formal
written discourse, iq put New in-

formation in the //rnf-clause and
to put a brief summary of Given,
even Topical, material in the
“focus” slot, thus reversing the
“official’' pattern and returning to
the more ordinary Given-New
order.

But in its context
-

this is not un-
acceptably technical or jargonistic,

but relevant and Illuminating. It is

Indeed in his capacity to alternate

provocative generalizations with de-
tailed analysis of stylistic situations

that Professor Dillon shows his

greatest skill.

• Parts of the book are not easy to
read, in some degree because we can
see the. author struggling with his

ideas and insights and' seeking for

ways to convey them in forms that
will be of help to others. Bpt it is a
book worth reading through careful-

ly; the result will be both a consider-
able degree of intellectual excitement
and a rewarding feeling of having
been in contact with a genuinely in-

quiring mind - that has long been
deeply and profitably involved with
questions of composition and style

especially as they relate to the
teaching of young people to write.

David Dalches

David Dalches is director of the Insti-

tute of Advanced Studies . in the
Human fries at the University of Edin-
burgh.

.
.

Where we
stand

sympathy or at all - will largely, b
determined by ; considerations Ihq

are most difficult to represent o
quantify”. Recognition of this diffi-

culty does not, however, involve
1

fall-

ing back' gn mere • impressionistic

chat. We can examine contexts ahd’

make discriminations of the • inost

minute kind ond we can find yniys 6f:

concentrating oh writing “Ab a inode

of interaction, not As transmission of

facts or presentation .of -materia)

V

•Further, ;" r
-' -• -V j*

. the writer’s, fundamental.’ need 1
isT

the
1

ability to project ' the experi*

.

ence of Teadejs' &o : that she rpr. he

can judge how much |o say:, and:

how’ to say it, when to reintroduce

,

Dostoevsky and '“The Idiot”: author,

narrator mqd reader
,

by Robin Ftuer Milter ..
. ,

Harvard University Press, £l4-.0O .

ISBN.O 674 21490 0
'

.
Most of us

;
find Dostoevsky's novels

rather hard going: They are Iqng; wo
meet a host, of characters whose be-,

;

havjour, |< thoughts
,
And emotions

•appeal
1

aberrant to the point of cri-

•: mbuUity, and Whose' relationships are
intense, if not' tortured; the ideas

debqtcd - th? existence of Dpd, tire

grounds; df conscience, Russia^ his-

torical minion , and ;so pn - Me ch'al-

leqgjng; And th^ language Ibo cah'bb
jtaxmg as’the writerpacks a lengthy

:

paragraph vdtli.sontences themselves,
rul) of Involved subordinate clauses
and ^pArgnthesei

*

••',

On top of all this, the reader can-

not be sure exactly where he stands

in relation to the author. When
Pushkin, Turgenev and Chekhov
treat their reader as a friend and
equal, or when Tolstoy and Solzhe-

nitsyn are magisterial and didactic,

we know where we are. But Dos-
toevsky seems far less reliable, as he
or his narrator adopts a variety of
tones and voices within the same
work; wc sense we are being man-
ipulated, but we don't quite see how.

As Robin Miller’s sub-title, “au-
thor, narrator, and reader”
announces, it is precisely this aspect
of Dostoevsky's work which she
strives to illuminate. Her text for

analysis is 77ie Idiot, the novel in

which the reader probably experi-

ences his greatest difficulty in

attempting to follow the author's
strategy.

In ner first chapter Mrs Miller
looks at Dostoevsky's own pro-
nouncements aboiit narrative

methods and shows that his mature
practice of weaving his message
through the web of an arresting plot

evolved quite logically from Jwo con-
victions, first that the reader needs
to be entertnined, and secondly that

the most effective way of presenting
ideas is to convey them indirectly.

After a chapter on Dostoevsky's
notebooks for 77ie Idiot she

comes to the central part of her
study - a detailed Hnd subtle consid-

eration of the role ployed in that

novel by the anonymous narrator.

The latter’s fallibility, growing ex-
asperation with the hero and indeed
at times near-incoherence, she
argues, gradually mnnoeuvre the
perceptive reader (or “the implied
reader”, as opposed to "the narra-

tor's reader” in Mrs Miller's termi-
nology) into n position where he is

forced to make his own judgments
About the events in the novel, and
hence about the role and fate of
beauty and goodness in the world.
The same end of forcing the read-

er to think for himself is also served

by the numerous and varied inserted

narratives found throughout the text,

from Myshkin's account of the ex-
ecution he witnessed . in Lyons,
through General Ivblgin's foolish

lies, to Ippolit's long confession be-

fore his suicide attempt.
1 Robin Miller's argument is fresh

and convincing, and only very occa-

sionally does a certain .dogged per-

sistence remind one that' this book
started Us life as a PhD thesis. For-
tunately,, at such points the critic

usually raises ‘her eyes to look
1 beyond 77ie Idiot to other works by
1 Dostoevsky, and beyond Dostoevsky
• to other writers, from some of whom
' she has culled a delightful series of
• epigraphs for her main chapters.
1 These main chapters are accompa-
' nied by a preface, an introduction,

;

three appendices, some rich notes
: (though no formal bibliography) and
• a helpful ihdex which is not limited,

as so many are, merely to a list of all

words in the text beginning with a
capital letter. Furthermore, the

whole work is beautifully printed And
bound.
When so mudh Dostoevsky critic-

ism still concentrates largely on the
novelist's ideas, -it is good to have a

work like Dostoevsky and "The
Idiot

H which examines - the writer's

technique. And - perhaps more im-

portant t when so much- second-rate

material achieves .the dignity of
Pfjnt,' it is good to, read critical .

work which Is deari -intelligent and
pleasingly free of sta|e formulations

'

and pretentious jargon,

D. J. Richards

D. J. Richards is the editor of the

recently-published "Penquin Book of
Russian. Short Stories '.
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Gaining
the world
The World Encompassed: (he firs

l

European maritime empires,

c. 800-1650

by G. V. Scammell

Methuen, £14.95

ISBN 0 416 76280 8

Spanish poet Ercilla) represents the

purest aspects of European expan-

sion. If we look moreover at arro-

gance in matters religious, it is signi-

ficant that the largely pagan Vikings

did not seek to impose their be lien,

whereas with Christianity in its most

improved form - the Calvinists in

Batavia, for instance - there was a

brutal alignment between true reli-

gion and racial superiority.

Tills is an excellent study, thor-

oughly reliable as a survey of the

latest research. The chapters on
Genoa, Venice and the Hanse arc

particularly valuable since they pro-

vide cogent summaries available no-

J
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Ti r •
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j. Hanoverian
crisis

ST'' 7^'T where else In English. Scammell has

renw nail*2wjhi r
produced a fine and readable guide

ISBN u 416 76280 n
t0 the

_

great centuries of European

Of all the world's great maritime ^P3*15'0" 1

Henry

« »*. <?

they encountered; only they seemed of Wamick .

willing to endure the most appalling

rigours in order to establish a pre- . -m

senco in - and, more important, ex- I 1/tOfh
tract a profit from - lands so far l^vClill
distant that return was sometimes

almost unthinkable.

In this splendid and very long ex- II 1

1

Ilf'jS
nmination of the European impact on

the world, O. V. Scammell studies
“

—

T~r, 7Z—:

each seafaring nation in turn, begin- Europe ori^ , *1C Dcriloe of Spain: a

nine with the Vikings and ending study of the Spanish system

with the west European powers in 1580-1720

the seventeenth century. The scope by R. A. Stradling

Iff jr >;’ The Butcher: the Duke of

Jr> ‘

l

'- Cumberland and the suppression

wL ’W
' '

of the 45

by W. A. Speck
'

.
jHJBk Blackwell. £12.50

ISBN 0 631 10501 8

• / The Duke of Cumberland has not

•Mj$k»‘ irillH t*en thc subject of a biography' since

•
' IMFJ Mr’d llte not altogether satisfactory two

ff volumes produced by the Hon Em
l

Charteris long ago that the first

’• volume antedates the First World

To biography,

• as Professor Speck has done, is to

tackle task. William, Duke of

;
M Cumberland was born in 1721 and

early - he been

.
a colonel by 1740, and was

appointed Captain General of His

Thc Duke of Cumberland at the battle of Lanffldd, 1747. Majesty’s land forces in 1745. Viclo-

|
nous in Scotland though honourably

Dr Stradling’s use of demographic assessments have emerged. For some'

!
he reeme 'Pit0

,

ITed n
,

ationa
f

Vir' British forces in Phe earl/sU|iS
as is his insistence that economic tues: he constructed a system of gov-

th s v n years War Disaraced af-

with the west European powers in 1580-1720

the seventeenth century. The scope by R. A. Stradling

of his survey is indeed thc whole Allen & Unwin. £12.50
globe, encompassed and then occu- ISilN 0 04 940061 4
pied and exploited piecemeal by thc

more sophisticated naval and military Thc history of Spain in thc seven-

technology of the white man. teenth century begins as epic but is

Equipped with his own direct ex- swiftly transformed into tragedy. It

perience of the sea. Scammell offers would need the imagination of a

not only a historical narrative of the Shakespeare or a Tolstoy to do full

growth of empire but an authorila- justice to this theme, but Dr Stradling’s

live account of the men, their ves- choice of thc dosing passage from
scls, their equipment, and (he genius Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach" as

as well as thc railings oT thc the motto for his study of Europe and
early navigators. As their ambitions the Decline ofSpain is appropriate, for

moved from exploration to trade and contemporary Europe was haunted

iHSSWfiSHfc !

he T"16 'Pit0
.T

ed ri0M
J

vi|- British tones In
as is his insistence that economic tues: he constructed a system of gov- th_ vparc Wnr nuomrwt af.

considerations were not necessarily eminent attuned to contemporary
f.irt

uer defeat in 1757 and rele.
decisive in determining policy. In- reality, responsive to a mix of

1ife he
deed he demonstrates the astonishing national interests, and capable of Swerful political 'figure under
capacity of early modern states .to attracting popular support. For gior^IH and was actually nemKE
Ignore financial restraints and to others, the rosista state was devoid

jn- \^th a riew to ^ncouraging he
make hactoda ,he .emu... not the of constftutionalism or effective in- of a fresh XSK
master, of eslado. As far as persona-
lities are concerned stradling

stitutions, a predatory society in

which sectional interests predomin-
carries forward the revaluation of Oh- ated, yielding an enduring legacy of
vares that has been taking place in social and regional inequality, ex-

then conquest, Scammell follows by the “melancholy, long withdrawing snieguara tne awesome inheritance

them: he analyses their trading roar" of Spain*s death agony. "e
*|
ac' received from his Habsburg

recent years, making it clear that

despite his obvious faults and weak-
nesses he was the equal of Richelieu
in the range of his vision and his

capacity for mobilizing the resources
of the state. Dr Stradling also has
much of interest to say about Philip

IV, who was not simply a puppet
king and whose determination to

safeguard the awesome inheritance
he had received from his Habsburs

methods, the contribution of technol- The splendours and miseries of
ogy to their success, the nature of Habsburg Spain had their common
their settlements and empires, thc origin in 1496, when Joanna, the

cultures by European civilization. was Holy Roman Emperor, for this

This vast canvas is handled mans- was to lead to Spanish subjugation to
tcrially. Scammell *s book is an im- tbe House of Austria and endless
pressive achievement of impeccable involvement iq dynastic politics and
scholarship: great quantities of detail great power conflicts which were not
are absorbed, analysed, expounded necessarily in (he best interests of
upon, and presented to the reader the peninsula. There can be no more
Without too much crowding of fac- vivid symbol of the contrast between
tual information. In such a broad Iberian Spain and the destiny that

predecessors held Spain on the

downward path until long after his

death.

Europe and the Decline of Spain is

a densely written book that requires

careful reading as well as a prior
acquaintance with the basic tacts.

But it is immensely -rewarding and
can be unreservedly welcomed as the

ploitation and manipulation.

Professor Lynch treads a careful

path through this partisan excess. He
has returned to the primary sources
(underworked by polemicists), juxta-

posing their evidence with a synth-

esis of secondary studies ranging
from political tracts to sound mono-
graphs. The result is a readable, if

occasionally repetitive, text which,
without sacrificing the detail of scho-
larship, conveys a vivid impression of
Argentinian society during the de-
cades following independence. He
identifies the forces which created

when he died.

Professor Speck, on discovering

that a distinguished military historian

had already been on the Cumberland

trail for years, very sensibly elected

to produce a manageable monograph

on a restricted topic - the military

suppression of the ’45. Having said

that, one has not perhaps done full

justice to his design. Its framework is

indeed a narrative account of the

1745 rebellion, with its emphasis on

the counter-measures organized by

the government of George II. As

such it has the virtue of extreme

clarity and it does add to our under-

standing of the campaign at the high-

est levels of decision-taking in the

laennnes me rorces wmen created
Hanoverian camp, it demonstrate

rostsmo, sustained Rosas in office .... hnw reluctan% a whole range of

tfSffMSfiJSirs; ,
a£1Kft£3?nA

It is John Lynch s contention that hrflnv :iie a„H his allies n govern-

even if rosjsmo was environmentally SeX Bolton, Stair and TweSdale)
determined, Rosas was more than a * - ’ •• • * —

tual information. In such a broad Iberian Spain and the destiny that
attempt at synthesis the author can- was forced on her than Philip II,
not daim to be an expert on every- who was regarded by tbe rest of
thing, and most chapters, particularly Europe as the embodiment of all

those on France and Spain, lean that was Spanish but whose physical
heavily for support on the specialists’, features were unmistakably and im-
but a careful reading shows that campromisingly Germanic
apart from a few trivial errors Students or Spanish his
his narrative is not ooly absolutely knowledge of Languages
sound but thoroughly balanced and to English are fortunate ii

but a careful reading shows that campromisingly Germanic,
apart from a few trivial errors Students or Spanish history whose

knowledge of Languages is confined
to -English are fortunate in having at

1

perceptive, a tour de force based on their disposal two major works -
long familiarity with the subject and John Lynch’s Spain under the Habs-
a fine sente of histonr. bufg! (now available in a new and
My only regrefU that by dividing substantially revised edition) and

his material according to the enter- J. H. Elliott’s Imperial Spain. Dr
prise of each nation, Scammell has Stradling pays dUe tribute to these in
made U rather more difficult to a discursive bibliographical prologue
ttace the broader, comparative that is not the least valuable section
features. It is true that within eadi of his book, but there is a need for a

best single-volume survey of this mere creature of his times: he was
major theme available in English, often master of events. Rosas might~ “ ‘ have typified the estanciero in a land-
Roger Lockyer hungry society, and initially sought

:——r office as a means of securing an
Roger^Lockyer is senior lecturer in appropriate frontier policy (of sound
history at Royal Holloway College, defence and periodic expansion) In

London. the underpopulated, under-exploited
grasslands of the River Plate: but he
was more than an instrument of class

<g interest. The Rosas system was dyna-

I ^QllPnA mic: inertia could have encouragedVJTdUVilli latifundlsmo. The consolidated land-

.
ed power depended on the regime’s

Mli|A Indian policies, its restrictive labour

U|C .
programme and controlled. access to
lada.ownership.

Gaucho
rule

chapter there are excellent compari-
sons - the Portuguese are brought in

when discussing the Dutch in Asia,
the Spaniards are brought in when
discussing the Portuguese - but to

attain a relatively dear view of the

.

problem the hard-worked reader wfll

rcaljy .haye.io. read and absprb the :

,;¥/ 3-.: obtain it (he author.would have had -

fo' *fitie a different kind of book; at
1 Mr t‘- “Mr kfl events, ' the concluding,- chapter

single-volume, up-to-date account of
the histdry of Spain, or rather of .the
"Spanish System", ' in the “long
seventeenth century" that began cir-

ca 1580 and ended circa 1720, and it

vide?*
th{s which Dr Stradling pro-.

His choice of the tongue (turfe and
pis* emphasis dn the canjanciures

r those momenta wheh a wide range

3

f farces Came together tit exfttt a
etfslve pressure - show' his debt' to

the /Ihnafes- school, of Wsiorionr,
whose work has still tipt been suffi-

Argentine Dictator: Juan Manuel de
Rosas 1829-1852

by John Lynch
Garendon Press: Okford University -

Press, £22.50 -

ISBN 0 19 821129 5 .

were to jeopardize the current cam-

paign against the French in Flanden

by withdrawing significant numtjen

of troops to face what they originally

saw as a damp squib In the remme

Highlands. The conquest of Scotland

by Prince Charles, a conquest saag

in blood at Prestonpans, made ibis

attitude untenable and wnmoute

decisively to the rise of the Pelhanu

- Henry Pelham and bis brother tne

Duke of Newcastle - who insisted

absolute priority for home security-

However, what Professor Spea

has really written is' a rotilributionw

an historical debate in which his c«

position was clearly .marked by

title of his last book,

Strife: Ennland 1714-1760. The twoIf the economic heritage of these StHf^ E^la^ in^l760. The iron-

years Was a disposition favouring ru- blewith these debates is that they afl

ral inequality, and the dominance of So often reduce historians either to

and over commerce .the politic- the ievci 0f medieval jesters 1*:

al legacy was no- less significant. Fill- abourine one another with inflate

tag the vacuum created by a collapse hiadders
8
or to depths of intellectual

oflegitirnacyat the time of independ- XuggeJy disgracefEl iri civilized aft
t0 SSt SMStely the debate beKA little over one hundred years Ago lish national

. institutions, Rosas tJL u/hiji ascendancy
Juan Manuel de Rosas died jn com- founded a political system based Sd distfoinlished scholars Such as Dr

paratiye poverty at Swaything; his upon clientism and cooption, reduc- ? v who do not belie'*

mortal remains were laid to rest in ing ideologyTo primitive demagogiam thit the t3v critics of the system

nearby Southampton. Yet the man and^the art ofgovernment to liftil more : mffid«tood.ft, or Dr-Ew;
1 and Jiis administrations are stiU than narrow estate management writ Hnl rmSshanks who seas a sirohg

points, of reference, and wntroversv aree.’ , . . - :l
,n® ii' X- tanestif.points, of reference- and controversy : large. 1

for. cutront .attitudes and opinions^ .Students; of biography will, np ha?
11

been^‘^mbdeV
1

of "urbanV ^
. M In after , successfully ; con- doubt, be.; disappointed to find few ' 22JT*- ^remain so. P«>fcssof

: fronting, -Anglo-French intervention new.pereonal.or famllyJdetaiU.in this
' â 0

y
ne would expect,

makes

on
:
the

j
River Jlatq, Rosas wqa. wprk: pie , study is wncemed with* W VPcmSSv Bird care. Ha

' by
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h,s supporters and the times, hot. the man. Notwlth-, 1
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Listed on the following pages are books
- thc prices of which have been reduced

for a limited period.

On page 11 there is a list of booksellers

where these books can be obtained either

From stock or by special order, subject

to their availability, from the publishers.

Books may also be ordered by post

usln „ thc form overleaf.

A similar offer but showing many different

titles, cun he found in today’s Issue of

Thc Times Literary Supplement.
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ordering by post
j

participating booksellers

1 The sale will close on March 27 - all

orders must be received by then.

2 To order books by post use the form
below. For clarity, please use a ball point
pen and do print your name and address.

3 All titles in the sale are preceded by code
numbers. To order a title write its code
number only in the first column, the
number of copies required in the second
and compute the total cost.

4 15% for post and package should be
added to the total.

•5 Cheques & postal order’s must be made
payable to the bookshop to which they
arc sent.

6 Credit cards are accepted as indicated.
7 Please allow up to six weeks from the

close of the sale for delivery.
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I Dowcs & Bowes.
Sloane Si, SW1X 9LG

I B.A.M.E.

. British Museum (Natural History),

I Cromwell Road, SW7

|

• Nat Sci

| Charing Cross Hospital Med Sch Library.
St Dunstans Road. W6

I B.A. • Med

j
Dillons Bookstall.

I St Thomas Hospital,

• Lambeth Palace Road. SE1
I B.A. • Med

|
Dil/ons OMC Bookshop,

| Mile End Road, E

I

j
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I Dillons University Bookshop.
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Hudson Bookshop.
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|
Images,

1 Cecil Court. WC2
|

I May and May,
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A • Mus/Lit mail order only
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Orbis Books,

1 Kenway Road, SWS
_

|
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|
Owl Bookshop,

_
j
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-I
• sooth

,

Alban Books,
- j Catherine Street

I
Si Albans, Herts
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“ * B H Blackwell,

I Broad Street
Oxford

- 1
B.A.#1
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^ |
University. Wivenhoe pork,

! Colchester •

J
B.A.M.E. •

“ * ?0WfB * Bowea University Bookshop,

|

gjulhampton University. Highflcld,

_ j

B.A.M.E. •

j
Button's,

I
Street, Guernsey

- I All. # Med/Econ •

Chatham-Book Centre,
'

|
High Street, Kent

- B.TlBMed.

. Dillons University Bookshop.
I The University,

j

Canterbury, Kent
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The Bookseller, Drake Circus
Plymouth, Devon
B.A. •

Bowes St Bowes University Bookshop,
Bath University, Claverton Down. Bath
B.A.M.E.

Clwyd Books,
Conway Road, West End,
Colwyn Bay

George’s,

Park Street,

Bristol

b.a.«i

H i Lear,
Royal Arcade,
Cardiff

B.A.«

Maxwell Books,
Frome, Palmer Street, Somerset

University Bookshop,
Senghennuold Road,
Cardiff
B.A.«I

Yslwyth Books,
Princess Street,

Aberystwyth. Dyfed

Peters Bookshops,
High Street. Solihull
B.A. •

J S Peters & Son,
Thorp Street, Birmingham
B.A. #

north & Scotland.

Austicks University Bookshop,
Blenheim Terrace, Leeds
B.A. •

W H Bean,
Dolly Lane, Leeds

Peter Bell Bookseller,
Candlemaker Row, Edinburgh

James G Bisset,

High Street, Old Aberdeen
B.A.

Bowes & Bowes University Bookshop,
University of Bradford
B.A.M.E. • m

midlands & east Bowes & Bowes University Bookshop

Bookman,
Crumwade Street,

Ipswich, Suffolk

Bowes & Bowes University' Bookshop,
University House,
Trinity Street, Cambridge •

B.A.M.E.

Bowes & Bowes University Bookshop,
Hull University
B.A.M.E. •

Bowes & Bowes University Bookshop,
University of East Anglia, Univenlty
PiBJtli

Norwich
B.A.M.E.

The College Gateway Bookshop,
Silent Street, Ipswicn
B.A. •

Dillons Derby Bookshop,
Derby Lonsdale College
Kedleston Road, . •

Dillons Medical Bookshop,
Clifton Boulevard, Notts
B.A. • Med

Dillons University Bookshop '

Portland Building,
University Park, Notts
b.a. • a.

Gainsborough Bookshop,
Gainsborough Street,

Sudbury, Suffolk

Galloway.& Porter.
^taey Street, Cambridge •

Heffers Booksellers,
Trinity Street, Cambridge

Hudsons Bookshdp,
The Polytechnic. Stafford Street, ..
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. :
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Whitworth Street, Manchester
# Sci/Tech

W Hartley Seed,
West Street, Sheffield
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Hudsons Bookshops,
Newcastle upon Tyne University

Kingswalk
b.a.mm

LUU Bookshop,
University Road, Leeds
B.A. •
Philip Son & Nephew,
WMtechapel, Liverpool

Salford University Bookshop,
University Road,
Lancs

John Smith & Son,
St Vincent Street, Glasgow

SPCK (Univenlty Booksh
Staddler Street, Durham
B.A. • Art/5oc Scf

James Thin,
South Bridge, Edinburgh

Thornes Bookshops,
• Percy Street,

Newcastle upon Tyne

University Bookshop*
,

'

Heslington, York .

•: B.A. • ...

.! W H WUlihaw,
John Dalton Street, Manchester

.';B;A.«
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anthropology

CC05: POLITICS IN LEADERSHIP. W. A.
Shack and P. S. Cohen. Oxford University

Press. £14.00 reduced to £4.50.

Views the processes that affect traditional

leaden in situations of social and political

change.

CC06: KWANIM PA: The Making of the

Uduk People. Wendy Janies. Oxford Universi-

ty Press. £17.50 reduced to £6.95.

Among one of the many striking features of

this book is the exploration of links between
the violent past ana present in the society it

describes.

CC07: THE FOUNDATIONS OF PRIMITIVE
THOUGHT. C. R. HaDpike. Oxford Universi-

ty Press. £17.50 reduced to £6.50.

A controversial analysis of characteristics that

seem distinctive in the thought processes of
primitive people.

CC08: BATEK NEGRITO RELIGION. Kirk
Endlcott. Oxford University Press.

£16.00 reduced to £6.50.

A description and analysis of the cultural

beliefs, prohibitions and rituals of the Batek.

CC09i BRUNO GUTMANN 1876-1966. J. C.
Winter. Oxford University Press.

£16.00 reduced to £8.50.

Bruno Outmonn ranks among the founders of

social anthropology. This book is an anthro-
pological study ot an anthropologist’s work.

CC10: PORTRAIT OF A GREEK MOUN-
TAIN VILLAGE. Juliet de Boulay. Oxford
University Press, £5.50 reduced to £2.50.

'with John Campbell’s study of northern
Greek shepherds, one of the two best books
written about Greece in this century . .

.’ -

Peter Levi, Times Literary Supplement.

CC11: THE PIAROA: A PEOPLE OF THE
ORINOCO BASIN. J. O. Kaplan. Oxford
University Press. £15.00 reduced to £4.95.

An ethnographic account of Amerindian peo-
ple living in the Orinoco Basin, and a con-
tribution to structural analysis in social

anthropology. i

F12: INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLISM.
(Editor) R. G. Wlllte. J. M. Dent.

£7.50 reduced to £3.75.

A collection of papers which represent a

cross-section of current . anthropological
approaches to the understanding of the social

forms which symbolically encode the basic
premisses of any culture.

tl3: EXPLORATIONS IN LANGUAGE AND
MEANING. Towards a Semantic Anthropolo-
gy. Malcolm Crick. J. M. Dent.

£8,95 reduced to £4.50.

A study of the way in which anthropology and
language have been related and how interests

have recently been changing in British social

anthropology,

NlOj CATALOGUE OF FOS8DL HOMINIDS.
PART 1 AFRICA. 2nd. Ed. Edited by K. P.
Oakley, B. G. Campbell, T. Molleson. British
Museum (Natural History). .

£14.30 reduced to £7.50.

Full data listed for all specimens known to'

1976,
. Fot anthropologists, archaeologists,

palaeontologists ana geochemists.

architecture

B05r HILL HOUSING. Derek Abhorand
Kftnball Point, Granada. •

£19JO reduced to £12.75.

A comprehensive handbook for architects
dealing with all aspects, modem and historic-

fW, oflmllding on slopes.

y astronomy

Efi.THE REALM.OF THE TERRESTRIAL

£
C35; THE STATE OF THE UNIVERSE. G.

Bath (Editor). Oxford University Press.

£10.50 reduced to £5.95.

Eight leading astronomers survey the dis-
coveries of tile ninetheen sixties and seven-
ties, from planetary exploration to black
holes.

N04: CATALOGUE OF METEORITES. 3rd
Ed. M. H. Hey. British Museum (Natural
History). £16.00 reduced to £8.00.

A classic work on meteorites with special
reference to the B.M.(N.H.) collection.

bibliography/

reference

J08: THE COMPACT DICTIONARY OF EX-
ACT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Vol. 1

English-German. A Kucera. Ha rrap Ltd.

£16JO reduced to £8.50.

Published in 1980. Covers 80 different disci-

plines. The 45,000 entries are cross-referenced

to Chambers Dictionary of Science and Tech-
nology.

J09: HARRAP'S ENGLISH-FRENCH DIC-
TIONARY OF DATA PROCESSING. C.
Camille and M. Dehafne. Harrap Ltd.

£13.00 reduced to £6.50.

A bargain for those wanting only English-

French for terms relating to all aspects of

computer technology and utilization.

J10: HARRAP’S STANDARD FRENCH AND
ENGLISH DICTIONARY: Part 2 English-

French. J. E. Mansion. Harrap Ltd.

£16.00 reduced to £8.00.

Chance to acquire the English-French side of

our biggest dictionary at an asburdly low
price. le new edition costs £50.00.

biological sciences

CC52: THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN SEX-
UALITY. D. Symons. Oxford University
Press. £8.50 reduced to £3.95.

Examines the evolution of typical differences

between men and women in sexual behaviour,

altitudes and feelings.

CC55: THE ECOLOGY OF VISION. J. N.
Lythgoe. Oxford University Press.

£25.00 reduced to £9.95.

'Weil organized, well illustrated and well

documented.’ - Nature. A holistic approach to

vision with many illustrations, some in colour.

H06: WORLD SOYBEAN RESEARCH CON-
FERENCE: PROCEEDINGS. Frederick T.

Corbin. Oranada. £20.00 reduced to £9.95.

An overview of major soybean research con-

ducted since 1975: by recognised international

authorities.

Kill CONSERVATION AND MANAGE-
MENT OF WHALES. K. Radway Allen. But-

terworth & Co (Publishers) Ltd.

£12.00 reduced to £7.95.

The main concepts and techniques which have

evolved io the study of whale populations,

and their application to the difficult problem

of managing these resources.

K13: MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS.
Fourth Edition. C. H. Collins and P. Mi Lyne.

Butterwortb & Co (Publishers) Ltd.

£11.50 reduced to £7.50.

A standard textbook for medical microbiolog-

ists firmly based on sound practical proce-
'

dure?. Techniques and behaviour in a .micro-

biological laboratory are discussed.
•

'j* *
'

.
I

N01: SERIAL PUBLICATIONS IN HIE
BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL HISTORY)
LIBRARY, 3rd. Ed. Anon- British Museum
(Natural History). £50.00 reduced to £25.00.

Catalogue of one of the most comprehensive

collections of earth and life science publica-

tions, Some 17,000 titles listed. .

N02: INDEX ANIMALIUM. C. D. Sherhorn.

British Museum (Natural History).

£165.00 reduced to £85.00.

A basic work of taxonomic zoology.. Some

394,000 names and 5.000 bibliographic sources

are indexed in 33 ports.

C ^r as much as it can be followed

N06- CATALOGUE OF PRIMATES IN THE
M5TKH MUSEUM (NATURAL H^okY)
AND ELSEWHERE IN THE BRITISH

ISLES. P. H. Napier.
1

British Museum (Natu-
. ... % £33.50 reduced to £17.00.

: J’V: ,
‘•*'=lA,|uuiena wunoui nesiianuj

in AfeU» Scientist.

id/

ral History), .
£33.50 reduced to £17.00.

The two parts published to date dovering the

fossil and recent .New World monkeys hnd

Old World Cercoplthecinae. .•!'•'•

N05: TROPICAL LEAF MOTHS. A MONO-
GRAPH OF THE STRIGLININAE. P. E. S.
Whatley. British Museum (Natural History)

£29.00 reduced to £15.00.

Includes a biology, checklist and key to
genera of this diverse subfamily. Illustrated.

N07: THE CICHLID FISHES OF LAKE VIC-
TORIA, EAST AFRICA. P. H. Greenwood.
British Museum (Natural History).

£9.00 reduced to £5.00.

A study of how over 150 species of cichlid

fishes evolved and co-exist in a single lake.

NOS: FEEDING AND THE FEEDING
APPARATUS IN WADERS. P. J. K. Burton.
British Museum (Natural History).

£7.75 reduced to £4.00.

A study of the adaptations of the bill, skull

and associated musculature in the wading
birds (Charadrii).

V08: UIODETERIORATION SYMPOSIUM.
Edited by T. A. Oxley, D. Ausop and L. C.
Gflnther, Pitman. £35.00 reduced to £17.50.

A comprehensive work comprising a large

collection of papers from world experts in all

types of biodegradable materials, highlighting

common methods and principles of control.

V09: DARWINISM AND HUMAN AFFAIRS.
R. D. Alexander. Pitman.

£11.95 reduced to £6.00

Drawing on recent developments in biology,

the author discusses human behaviour in

terms of modern evolutionary theory.

V10: THE ORIGIN AND EARLY EVOLU-
TION OF ANIMALS. E. D. Hanson. Pitman.

£37.50 reduced to £18.75.

For undergraduates and researchers in the
biological sciences, this book provide? n
methodology for reviewing the overall biology
of the species.

Vll: PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT IN
CONIDIAL FUNGI. G. T. Cole and Rk A.
Sansom. Pitman. £35.00 reduced to £17.50.

This highly illustrated book is a comprehen-
sive analysis of the various modes of asexual
reproduction in this important group of fungi.

V12: PLANT TISSUE CULTURE. Pitman.
£29.50 reduced to £14.75.

The book Is the result of an International

symposium on Plant Tissue Culture, a key
area tn plant breeding, with contributions

from scientists from all over the world.

V13: THE SOCIAL BIOLOGY OF ANTS. K.
Dura pert. Pitman. £20.00 reduced to £10.00

The Author shows how the successful family

life of the ant is due to its social life, and
provides a comprehensive review of this in

different environments and eco-ethological

conditions.

V14: STRUCTURAL MATERIALS OF
ANIMALS. C. H. Brown. Pitman.

£17.50 reduced to £8.75.

For university students of zoology biochemis-
try, geology and related subjects, this is the
first comprehensive account of the skeletal

materials of animals from a comparative point
of view..

V15: SUGARCANE CROP LOGGING AND
CROP CONTROL. H.CIements. Pitman.

£18.50 reduced, to £9.25.

Dr Clements discusses in detail the factors

within a crop and in its environment which
can be studied and manipulated to achieve
optimum sustained yield.

VI6: TRANSPORT ACROSS BIOLOGICAL
MEMBRANES. M. Hftfer. Pitman.

£15,00 induced to £7.50.

This book provides a comprehensive outline,

using selected examples, of fundamental
aspects of the kinetics, energetics and molecu-
lar biology of membrane transport.

W04: DEVELOPMENTS IN DEEP-SEA BI-
OLOGY. Professor N. B. Marshall. Blandford
Press. . . £(5.00 reduced to £7.50.

An Up-to-Date and authoritative survey of
the deep oceans of the world. No marine
biologist should be without it.

business and
management

Q38: ORGANIZATION FOR PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT. C. Davies. John .Wiley. &.
Sons Ltd, - £15.75 reduceil to £6,30.

Deal? with conventional management techni-
ques and organizational structures which have
proved Inadequate for solving' problems with
important and very Complicated social objec-
tives.

039: DECISION AND CONTROL; The
Meaning of Operational Research and Man-
agement Cybernetics. Stafford Beer. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. .-

' £15.15 reduced to £6.05 •

The author discusses the .possibilities for in-
teraction between science and management
and .the, outcome for industry,

.
automation;

government, and for management in general,

'

G40: MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DYNAMICS.
R. G. Coyle. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£26.00 reduced to £10.40.

The essence of the book is that it concentrates
on the practical application of system dyna-
mics in actual model building and how po11'

cies are redesigned to produce improved be-
haviour.

G41: ORGANISATION FOR FORECASTING
AND PLANNING: Experience in the Soviet
Union and the United States. W. R. Dili. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £14.70 reduced to £8.00.

Outlines in parallel fashion how the USA and
USSR approach the tasks of planning for
economic enterprises and surveys current
trends in corporate and societal planning in

the USA ana in national, regional, industry
and enterprise-level planning in the USSR.

G42: WORK ORGANIZATION: A Study of
Manual Work and Mass Production. R. Wild.
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£12.90 reduced to £7.00.

Provides a comprehensive treatment of ehe
design and organization of- work with particu-
lar reference to mass production flow line

type work.

G43: MANAGEMENT FOR GROWTH. R.
Norman. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£16.80 reduced to £9.20.

Analyses the interplay between the typical

external driving forces to growth, the organi-
zational structure, and the learning processes
by which the basic values and culture of the
company are developed and changed..

G44: FINITE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING:
An approach to Finite Markov Decision Pro-
cesses. D. J. White. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£21.20 reduced to £7.40.

Deals with the dynamic programming
approach to standardized finite state, finite

action, bounded reward Markov decision pro-
cesses. over finite and infinite time horizons.

G45: EXPLORING PARTICIPATION. P.

Bote. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
£11.95 reduced to £6.55.

Describes in detail the day to day activities

and interactions of personnel struggling to

devise and implement participative ap-

proaches to decision making.

G46: EVALUATING MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION. R. M. Hogarth. John Wiley &
Sons Ltd. £17.50 reduced to £9.60.

A book on the evaluation of management
education based on the detailed investigation

of a training centre which occupies a midpoint
between an independent centre and an in-

company scheme.

G47: PLATFORM FOR CHANGE. Stafford

Beer. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
£15.15 reduced to £6.05.

The book sets out the authors thoughts and
philosophy of the role of organisations in its

widest possible context. What he says, has

implications : in corporations, firms, sovecn-
' rdents, social systems etc. so the book, to a

g
reat extent, can be argued to be about life

self.

H04: CORPORATE MANAGEMENT AND
' FINANCIAL PLANNING. John Harris and
Glyn Williams.' Granada.

£12.00 reduced to £6.00.

Integrates financial planning into a corporate

planning framework exemplified by an ex-

amination of the business of British Rail.

KD8: GRAPHS AND NETWORKS: An Intro-

duction. W. L. Price. Butterworth' & Co
• (Publishers) Ltd. £9.95 reduced to £6.50.

This textbook presents the most Important

and necessary theorems, definitions, algor-

ithms and other computational procedures in

operational research. ..

K14: ELECTRICAt CONTRACTING AND
^ MANAGEMENT. Michael.. NeMte.’ Bqtter-
WOrth’ft Co (Publishers) Ltd.

£7.95 reduced to £5,25

A detailed guide to the efficient planning and
management of electrical site installations.

.

V40: ACCOUNTING IN A CHANGING EN-
VIRONMENT. M. W. E. Glautier and B.

. Underdown. Pitman. £4.95 reduced to £2,50.

- For degree students and practitioners, this

book takes nn interdisciplinary approach to

accounting.

!
V41: DOLLAR UNIT SAMPLING : A GUIDE
FOR AUDITORS D. A. Leslie, A. D. TelUe-

. baton, And R. J. Anderson, j Pitman.
£15.95 reduced to £8.00.

For students and practising auditors, 1 this book

E
rovides time-saving, understandable methwls
> be applied to the

.
sampling techniques

widely used In current auditing practice.

V41: ECONOMICS OF BUSINESS DEC!-
' SIONS. B. CarebCrg. Pitman.

... £8.95 reduced to £4.50.

This book provides lecturers and students of
economics,, accounting and business studies,
with a theoretical structure for the use of
accounting in decision making. .



V43: ECONOMICS OF CAPITAL BUDGET-
ING. M. Bromwich. Pilman.

£8.95 reduced to £4.50.

This liile deals with (lie allocation of invest-

ment funds within the firm.

V44: INSIGHT INTO MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING. J. Sitter. Pitman.

£9,95 reduced to £5.00.

For managers and management students, this

title explains the elements of financial and

cost accounting.

V46: BUDGET PLANNING AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS. L. R. Amey. Pilman.

£12.00 reduced to £6.00.

This original and up-to-date work makes an

invaluable contribution to (he research litera-

ture available on business budgeting.

V47; MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYS-
TEMS: Hanning, Developing Managing. A. O.
Putman. Pitman. £8.95 reduced to £4.50.

This book explains how to set up an effective

management information system and how to

maintain and improve it.

V49: THE MANAGEMENT QUADRILLE. D.
Foster, Pitman. £12.95 reduced to £6.50.

Tliis bock discusses the “Quadrille" concept,

which embodies the principle that successful

management involves continuous co-operation

between four operations; marketing, manufac-
turing. finance and personnel.

V50; MANAGING INDUSTRIAL ORGA-
NIZATIONS. B. C. Twlss and T. D. Wcln-
ahaU. Pitman. £9.95 reduced to £5.00.

This book places manufacturing decisions in

their historical perspectives whilst preparing
the manager to gear his thinking towards the
future environment.

V51s THE INTERNATIONAL FIRM. M. Z.
Brooke and II. L. Renunera. Pitman.

£7.50 reduced to £3.75.

Tliis book provides a general and readable
outline of llie complete body of knowledge
now available on the subject.

V52: INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION. D.
Wallace Bell. Pitman. £6.50 reduced lo £3.25.

This book covers all aspects of participation at

all levels in business enterprise and examines
(be different processes involved.

P05; FUNDAMENTALS OF ANALYTICAL
FLAME SPECTROSCOPY. C. Th J. Alke-

made and R. Ilerrman. Adam Hilger.

£27.50 reduced to £13.95.

‘An extremely good and successful attempt to

treat the three branches of analytical flame

spectroscopy - atomic emission, absorption

and flouresccnce - in a unified way. It pro-

vides the novice and afficionado alike with a

sure guide. . . Probably unique in that it deals

almost exclusively with the fundamental

aspects of flame spectroscopy as they relate to

E
rect ical analysis. . . An extremely valuable

ook.’ - Nature.

KOI: CHEMICAL MICROBIOLOGY: An In-

troduction to microbial physiology. Third Edi-

tion. A. II. Rose. Butterworth & Co (Pub-

lishers) Ltd. £9.95 reduced to £6.50.

A textbook describing the biochemistry of

algae, bacteria, fungi and protozoa. Its clarity

will appeal not only to biochemists but also to

microbiologists.

K03: INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL
NOMENCLATURE. Fifth Edition. R. S. Cohn
and O. C. Dcrmer. Butterworth & Co (Pub-

lishers) Ltd. £12.00 reduced to £7.95.

In the latest edition the exposition of IUPAC
nomenclature is supplemented by step-by-step

contrasling' of the recent changes in Chemical

Abstracts index practices.

K12: ELEMENTARY REACTION KINE-
TICS. Third Edition. J. L. Latham and A. E.
Burgess. £4.75 reduced to £3.25.

A comprehensive introduction to kinetics giv-

ing an appreciation of basic concepts and
applications.

computer science

T21: GUIDE TO COMPUTER APPLICA-
TIONS. Dr S Hockey. Duckworth.

£28.00 reduced to £9.00.

‘It is difficult to imagine a more useful book
for the humanist scholar. . - British Book
News.

V32: COMPUTERS AND SOCIAL CON-
TROVERSY. T. Logsdon. Pitman.

£15.95 reduced to £8.00.

earth sciences

V5J: INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE An infrnfWri_ n f„ mmn„,P „J
Ear*,**7
UiUWn

^J

T

^ f rtduted to ISM.
' s|al |£uei surrounding ^ us* Bnd of

Bcusekmn. Pitman.' £9.95 reduced to £5.00.

.' A very readable introductory text which pre-
sents a systematic survey of the specifically

international Issues involved in corporate
planning.

V54: THE STRATEGY OF MULTINATION-
AL ENTERPRISE. 2nd Ed. M. Z. Brooke

. Pitman. £10.95. reduced to £5.50.

A thoroughly revised edition of a standard
' work which describes the organization of com-
panies operating on a multinational basis.

computers.

V33: THEORY AND DESIGN OF SWITCH-
ING CIRCUITS. A. D. Friedman and P. R.
Menon. Pilman.

.
£22.00 reduced to £11.00.

This highly readable text presumes an
elementary course in logic design and some
degree of mathematical sophistication.

P02: THE GEOLOGY OF SNOWDONIA
AND LLYN. B. Roberts. Adam Hilger.

£17.50 reduced to £9.95.

Featuring 31 detailed itineraries throughout

this classic region, with supporting chapters

on the geological history and structure, and

separate 1:70 000 geological map. ‘To be

welcomed as a comprehensive guide.* -

Geological Magazine. ‘The book is a valuable

one, dealing with an area of considerable

geological interest and tourist attraction. The
numerous excursion itineraries are especially

valuable and are the main attraction.* - Pre-

cambrian Research.

G62: CHEMISTRY AND BIOGEOCHEMIS-
TRY OF ESTUARIES. E. Otausson. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £32.80 reduced to £13.10.

Focuses on the chemisriy and biogeochemistry
of estuaries, but outlines also: human ana
physical factors; biotic transport and biologic-

al processes.

G63: EARTH RHEOLOGY, ISOSTASY AND
EUSTASY. N. A. Mflrner. John Wiley & Sons
Ltd. £44.30 reduced to £24.35.

The book gives an interdisciplinary integration

of Earth rheology as established from both
theoretical and observational data. The obser-

vational data represent the entire globe.

G64: WATER QUALITY IN CATCHMENT
ECOSYSTEMS. A. M. Gower. John Wiley &
Sons Ltd. £19.80 reduced to £10.85.

Carefully arranged chapters achieve continuity

of presentation and demonstrate to the reader
the main inter-relationships between water
and the physical and human environments.

G65: WEIRS AND FLUMES FOR FLOW
MEASUREMENT. P. Ackers. John Wiley &
Sons Ltd. £28.40 reduced to £15.60.

Covers theoretical and practical aspects of
water measurement using gauging structues.

Its scope covers small discharges in laborator-

ies and processing plants, as well as those
lamer discharges in rivers that remain amen-
able to measurement by this technique.

G66: GROWTH RHYTHMS AND THE HIS-
TORY OF THE EARTH’S ROTATION. G.
D. Rosenberg. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

.I46.IM) reduced to £18.60.

Uses the history of the Earth's rotation as a
unifying theme for a collection of papers in'

diverse aspects of geophysics, astronomy,
palaeontology and biology.'

G67: MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR
SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY. T. A.
Clrianl. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£33,50 reduced to £13.40.

Discusses the development and use of mathe-
matical models of hydrologic.processes in
order to extrapolate and interpolate inforina-

• tion oyer time and space.

G68: NEARSHORE SEDIMENT DYNAMICS
AND SEDIMENTATION. J. Halls. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £24.50 reduced to £13.45.

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT
ljjjj— CC14: NOISE AND PRICES. A i ^

Oxford University Press.

£11.00 reduced to £sjj
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*6.50 reduced to £3.75.

and tlus book concentrates on selected mac- new ways of looking at the hlst'drv

chemistry

relationship between offshore sedimentation
supply and shoreline equilibrium, and prob-
lems allied to coastal engineering,

EVOLUTION. CoUn Patterson, Rout-
ledge & KeganiPaul. £6.95 reduced to £3.95.
This compact well-illustrated book provides
an authoratitive Introduction to modern evo-
utionary theory for those with , no

,
formal

training in science:
.

'
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ENCE. Brian ,M. StaMeford. , Routledge &
Kegan Paul.

.
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CC15: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ANn
URBAN MIGRATION: Tanzania 1900-3!?
R. H. Sabot. £16.50 reduced lo £7,si

*-

This is a study of the nature and determine
of labour supply, wages and unemployment b
Tanzania’s urban labour market.

CC16: THE INDUSTRIALIZATION Of
EGYPT 1939-1973. Robert Mabro and St* '

Radwan. £14.00 reduced to £5.91 >

The first published attempt to study in depth
•'

policy and performance in Egyptian induiuy. /

CC17: A LIFE FOR SOUND MONEY. Erta

E, Jacobsson. Oxford University Press. !

£20.00 reduced to £9.95.

A biography bused upon his voluminous pe- !

pers and diary including his years as Director ?

of the International Monetary Fund.

CCI8: NEPAL IN CRISIS: Growth tad >
Stagnation at the Periphery. Piers Blalkk, I
John Cameron, and David Seddon. F -

£17.50 reduced lo £8.50. |
A socio-economic study of the westaeotnl t.

region of Nepal with special reference lo (he f

effect of road construction.
1

f

CC19: A THEORY OF INCOME DISTRIBU-

TION. Harold Lydall.

£15.00 reduced to £6.95.
;

Proposes a new theory of factor shares.

CC20: SLOW GROWTH IN BRITAIN. Wit-

fired Beckerman. Oxford University Press.

£3.50 reduced to £1.95.
*

Brings together the various aspects of ibe

slow growth to which Britain seems to be

condemned for the foreseeable future. <
-

CC21: THE CITY TAKE-OVER CODE. Sir f .

Alexander Johnston. £20.00 reduced to 8.95.

'Dry and delicate summaries of the tituic

battles of the past - Pergaraon, William*

Hudson, Ashbourne Investments, Hip

Wharf, Grendon Trust.’ - Financial Tina

1.8.80mQ6 .

tt .

(00421) ,#J

CC22: SEEDS OF PLENTY SEEDS OF

WANT. Andrew Peorse.
£7.50 reduced lo D.95

Undertaken by the United Nations JJ
e5^ .

Institute for Social Development. Explain*®

failure of the Green Revolution.

CC23: THE ECONOMY OF KENYA. Wto
Hazlewood. £4.95 reduced lo p*
An analysis of economic structure

.

*
•

.

problems and policies rather than a cltionoio-

gical view of development since Indepetwenw

m 1963.

CC24: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY^
THE THIRD SECTOR: Co-operation andw
lldpallon. Aloadalr Clayrc. •

£4.95 reduced to

Argues for and against management
era and the extension of worker contra ut

business enterprises.

CC25: THE INEQUALITY OF PAY««!

Phelps Brown. £5.50 reduced lo

'an excellent book,’ - The Manchester

• 'anybody involved with pollcymakinaww

should acquaint thomselves with this dot*.

• The Economist. '

CC26: A SYSTEM OF SOCIAL
- Papers Relating to Adam Smith. .

: Skbmer. £12.50 redi«*d

A commentary on Adam Smith’s jystein

social and moral science. ‘A must .104
.

-

respectable library’ - Choice..

Cd4, THE ORIGINS AND EA^®^
.. VELOPMENT OF THE HEAVY
. INDUSTRY IN FRANCE. J. G. SnuM*« V^

I'.ford University Press, . e\1 50.
•

'
. £36.00 reduced (0

.

TOE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT

economics/
economic history

GI6: STABILITY AND INFLATION: Essays

In Memory of A. W. Phillips. A. R. Berg-

strom. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£26.45 reduced to £14.50.

Concerned with dynamic economic models in

which real and monetary phenomena are

synthesized in a system of interdependent

relations and with the application of these

models to the explanation of the inflationary

process and the analysis of stabilization poli-

cies.

G17: THE ALGEBRA OF ECONOMETRICS.
D. S. G. Pollock. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£23.70 reduced to £13.00.

Aims to provide a unified treatment of the

subject or. theoretical econometrics by using

certain general themes of the algebra of vec-

tor spaces and by pursuing tne statistical

theme of maximum likelihood estimation.

G1S: ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS FOR
ECONOMISTS, 2nd Ed. J. Black. John Wiley

& Sons Ltd. £21.20 reduced to £11.65.

Concentrates on the two main aspects of

mathematics as applied to economic problems
- calculus and dynamic models.

GI9: SRAFFA AND THE THEORY OF
PRICES. A. RoncagUa. John Wiley & Sons
Ltd. £15.70 reduced to £8.60.

An in depth perspective on Sraffa's theory of

prices both in relation to Its roots in Classical

Political Economy and in relation to the

theories of Marx and Keynes.

G20: FOOD POLICIES. J. R. Tarrant. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £19.60 reduced to £10.75.

Explores the underlying causes and similar-

ities between national food policies for food
production and consumption and links food
policy in the developed and developing

G21: ECONOMETRICS OF INVESTMENT.
J< C. R. Rowley. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£15.35 reduced to £8.40.

Deals with critical issues in. and potential
approaches to, the study ot investment in

ted capital formation and inventories.

Mil: VALUE AND NATURALISM IN
MARX. Marco Llppt. New Left Books.

£7.50 reduced to £3.50.

‘Ludd and well written ... an important
contribution to the debate on Marxian value
theory.’ - Comment.

M02: MARX AFTER SRAFFA. Ian Steed-
wm- New Left Books. £8.50 reduced to £4.00

Rigorous and ludd . . . recommended to the
tesder who seriously wishes to come to grips
*Ub .Ihe subject.' - Spokesman.

Y4S: REGIONAL AND URBAN ECONO-
MICS. H. W. Richardson. Pitman.

£8.95 reduced to £4.50.

Jhis book blends important landmarks in the
evolution, of regional and urban studies with
we latest research findings and the authors

• ^ contributions.

Zl7t ESSAYS ON HAYEK. Edited by Fritz
™4cohip. Foreward, by MUton Friedman.
Routledge

ft Regan Paul.

£7.95 reduced to £3.95.

fe^-by WUUaih F. Buckley Jr., Gottfrid

1.1!?’ S°na¥ Max Hartwell, Shirley Robin
Fritz Machlup, George C. Roche IU

Arthur SbenfielcL , ,

elation bf gns-phwc ultmviol

ipflf

ifeff
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a cprapcoliqti^ve Vphimb 4

^ ^ TfoseritS'a study of the cyclical movemepu

in analytical cotnmerciai' bank portfolios through •_

*;^;wlth par- '? economic expansion arid" recession- . . :>L:'

•

^^ ^ GW: PRIMARY COMMOTIO

education

: EAsic Education: a world chai-

•i[.
"3** Measures rind Innovations for Children

; In Developing Countries. H. M,

^ 1 £18.90 reduced to £10.35.

v .is*®8 tfae possibilities of the world wide
'

h "~E
n
\
en
! bf universal basic education. A

f liSSS
0

•

lPrtctical su88estions ate made for

j*
: oroB^^ i^

6 planning and implementation of
P^grartlmta ot basic education,

f PRIMARY EDUCA-
i

pj^‘ A .Study of Recent Developments in

h Jv^l ^bocatlon iii England and Uib U.S.A.

fJSi«?f
I,
f
LJJG5NCE» LEARNING, AND

ALIION: A Foundation for Theory and Prac-
tice in Education. R. R. Skemp. John Wiley &
Sons Ltd. £7.85 reduced to £4.30.

This book presents a totally new concept of
intelligence, moving away from ‘LO.’ and its
measurement, and dealing with what really
matters - the function of intelligence.

G25: SCHOOL AND THE SOCIAL ORDER.
F. Musgrovc. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£15.05 reduced to £8.25. (CLOTH)
Offers a critique of the currently popular
Marxist Interpretations of education and soci-
ety. It does this by considering the great
traditional issues in the sociology of educa-
tion.

G26: ASSESSMENT IN HIGHER EDUCA-
TION. J. Heywood. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£18.25 reduced to £10.00.

The main focus of the book is the relationship
of examination and assessment to the process
of learning and teaching in universities and
other places of higher education.

G27: EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVES IN
TEACHER EDUCATION. D. E. Lomax. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £17.65 reduced to £9.70.

Examines the development of European sys-

tems of teacher education and training, in tne
context of rapid socio-economic and technolo-
gical change and by substantial comparative
analyses ofeducational developments in Asia,
Africa, North America and Australia.

G28: EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY: Im-

S
tations for Early and Special Education. A.
leary. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£13.95 reduced to £7.65

A review of the various traditions which have
contributed to the development of educational
technology with a detailed account of learning

systems appropriate for early and special

education.

G80: SCHOOL AND THE SOCIAL ORDER.
F. Musgrove. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£6.60 reduced to £3.60. (PAPER)

Offers a critique of the currently popular

Marxist Interpretations of education and soci-

ety. It does this by considering the great

traditional issues in the sociology of educa-

tion.

J04: CONSTRUCTIVE EDUCATION FOR
ADOLESCENTS. W. D. Wall. HarrapLtd.

£11.00 reduced to £5.50.

Examines the psychology of contemporary
adolescence and our education system's hand-

ling of changing needs including training and
deployment of teachers.

J07: WORLD STUDIES: Education for Inter,

national understanding. D. Heater. Harrap

Ltd. £5.95 reduced to £3.00

Summarizes tangled debate on need for world

perspective ana discusses practical ways of

introducing these complex matters into school

curriculum.

engineering

AA03: ACOUSTIC NOISE & BUILDING - F.

P. B. P. H. Parkin, H. R. Humphreys and J.

R. Cowell. Faber & Faber.
£5.95 reduced to £3.00.

Provides a guide to the interaction between

sound and buildings, acoustics of rooms,

effects of noise ana methods of control.

CC53: STIRLING ENGINES. G. Walker. Ox-

ford University Press.

£37.50 reduced to £17.50.

A comprehensive reference work on the ver-

satile multi-fuel engine that has attracted con-

siderabl? interest in these energy conclous

times.
;

’
'

v, •
,

CC54: INTERNAL FLUID FLOW* the Fluid

Dynamics of Flow In Pipes. and Ducts. A. J.

Ward-Smlto..Oxford University „
£40.00 reduced, to £22.50,

A source book for' designers, researchers,

teachers and students in engineering and ap-

plied sciences. Covers mathematical founda-

tions, components, and systems.
'

K04: METAL CUTTING, fi. M. Trent. But-

K06: ENGINEERING GRAPHIC MODEL-
LING. E. Tlalvc, M. M. Andrcasen and F.
Frackmann Schmidt. English translation edi-
tor: Dr. GeofT Pills. Butterworth & Co ( Pub-
lishers) Ltd. £5.50 reduced to £3.75.

A book to help engineers to draw effectively,
developing their ideas on paper, rather than
learning tne plain mechanics of projections.

K07: FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR
FLUID FLOW. J. J. Connor and C. A. Brcb-
bla. Butterworth & Co (Publishers) Ltd.

£1?.50 reduced to £11.75.

Only in recent years has this powerful analy-
tical method been applied to the solution of
problems in such fields as fluid flow.

KI0: CAST IRON: Physical and Engineering
Properties. Second Edition. H. T. Angus. But-
terwoth & Co (Publishers) Ltd.

£40.00 reduced to £26.50.

Sound guidance on the characteristics of all

commercially available cast irons, paying par-
ticular attention to such aspects as wear, neat
resistance and machinability.

S09: ELECTRICAL MACHINE DYNAMICS.
D. P. Sen Gupta and J. W. Lynn. Macmillan
Press. £24.00 reduced to £7.95.

Applies Kron's unified theory of electrical

machines to dynamic performance in actual
cases and covers interconnected machine sys-

tems.

V01: ORE DEPOSITS OF THE USSR. Vols
1-3. Edited by V. I. Smirnov, translated by D.

A. Brown. Pitman.

Vol. 1 £17.50 reduced to £8.75.

An authoritative account in three volumes of

the principle metaliferaus ore deposits in the

Soviet Union, by 42 eminent Soviet geol-
ogists.

V02: ORE DEPOSITS OF THE USSR. Vols.
1-3. Edited by V. I. Smirnov, translated by D.

A. Brown. Pilman.

Vol. 2 £19.95 reduced to £10.00.

An authoritative account in three volumes of
the principle; metaliferous ore deposits in the

Soviet Union, by 42 eminent Soviet geol-

ogists.

V03: ORE DEPOSITS OF THE USSR. VOls.

1-3. Edited by V. I. Smirnov, translated by D.

A. Brown. Pitman.

Vol. 3 £23.00 reduced to £11.50.

An authoritative account in three Volumes of

the principle metaliferous ore deposits in Ihe

Soviet Union, by 42 eminent Soviet geol-

ogists.

V55: THE NEW SCIENCE OF STRONG
MATERIALS. J. E. Gordon. Pitman.

M.95 reduced to £3.00.

An easily read and understood account of

how scientists and engineers have come to

understand the strength of materials.

V56: BUILDINGS, CLIMATE AND ENER-
GY. T. A. Markus and E. N. Morris. Pitman.

£17.50 reduced to £8.75.

.

A guide for architects and engineers to the

systems involved in designing a building for

optimum thermal comfort, economy ana effi-

V62: A CONCISE BUILDING ENCYCLO-
PAEDIA. T. Corkhill. Pitman.

£8.95 reduced lo £4.50.

A compact, comprehensive work of reference,

containing some 14,000 terms and abbrevia-

tions used in building and construction work,
and 1,200 illustrations.

V63: STANDARDS IN BUILDING. R. Nagur-

n|an. Pitman. £9.50 reduced to £4.75.

This book demonstrates that a dynamic
approach to standardization will contribute to

more efficient and economical building

methods.

V64: STORAGE BATTERIES. Third Edition.
A Smith. Pitman. £12.95 reduced to £6.50.

An authoritative book covering all aspects of
the main types of storage battery currently in

use.

V65: AN INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE. M. Laurie. Pitman.

£9.95 reduced to £5.00.

. This work is structured in the form of a series

of essays introducing and relating many topics
concerning ecology and conservation.

V66: ARC1TECTURAL STRUCTURES. H. J.

Cowan. Pitman. £8.25 reduced to £4.10,

This popular textbook, fully converted to SI
Units and British Codes of Practice, examines
the entire range of architectural structures

available today.

V67: ESTUARINE WATER QUALITY MAN-
AGEMENT. J. P. O’Kane. Pitman.

£18.00 reduced to £9.00.

The main object of this study is to explore ihe

engineering-economic problems concerned
with disposing biudigradcnble liquid waste
into an estuary.

V68: GOOD STYLE FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
ENGINEERING WRITING. J. Klrkman. Pit-

man. £2.95 reduced to £1.50.

A brief guide, especially designed for scien-

tists and engineers, on what constitutes a

good writing style and how to develop it.

V69: GUNN-EFFECT ELECTRONICS. B. G.
Bosch and R. W. H. ENGELMANN. Pitman.

£23.00 reduced to £11.50.

This book covers the whale range of Gunn-
effect devices, so serving as an extensive

general reference source as well as an intro-

duction to the subject.

V70: STRUCTURES. J. E. Gordon. Pitman.
£6.95 reduced to £3.50.

An easily read and understood explanation of
the properties of different types of ‘engineer-

ing’ structures, both man-made and those

occuring in nature,

geography
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This book discusses: the major mefaliiligical

factors which influence the efficiency of metal

cutting operations. .

.

K05: MODERN PHYSICAL MET^LURGY.
Third Edition. R. E. Smallman. Butterworth

Describes the fundamental principles in w
-easUy understandable form and

t

mainly for students 6f metallui-gy and

materials science at HNC and Honours Bgc

•level.;
'

' 1

<

V57: PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE. Third WEST. Ronald
Edition. A Neville. Pitman. Reeves. Oxford

£17.50 reduced to £8,75,

This book provides . reliable comprehensive Historical and f

information on the properties and use of ment arroyo fc

concrete, and on mix design. and coastal Cal

V58; ROCKET PROPULSION “AND ..
SPACEFLIGHT DYNAMICS. J. W. Corn- k
eltee, H. J. R. SchOyer and K. F. Wakker. Woi™
Pitman. £35.00 reduced to £17.50. Kenneth Warrei

A complete and integrated text on rocket n .
-

propulsion, trajectory analysis, orbital mecha-
me." and interplanetary flights.

! jSS^jSiS
V59: AN ENVIRONMENTAL APPRAISAL
OF TIDAL POWER STATIONS: with par- CC29: SEA LE
ticular reference to the Severn Barrage. Edl- England Durlm

tor T. Si Shaw. Pllraart. Tooley. Oxford

£9.75 reduced to £4.85.

At a time of energy crisis, this book explores Surveys existing

the possibilities and environmental consequ- form and rtsu

ences of constructing a.barrage to harness the and pollen anal

energy of the tides.

V60: MODELLING HYDRO ELASTIC IiSUSJ
1

VXBRATfONS.
to £4.50.
&^

This book provides modelling methatis for the
-

.yery jew
analysis and avoidance of vibratipu problems

|our^ey so B||

occurring when hydraulic structures nre par- ^howina U was 1

tiaUy opened. / away,

V6I: PRACTICAL
.
ASPECTS OF COM-

,

PUTATIONAL RIVER HYDRAULICS. J, A, CC31: GEOMO
Cunge and A, V^rwey. Pitman. : . D. Brundsden hi

4
.

'
• I&0.00‘ reduced (6 £15. 00. .

.

This work describes: the use of mathematical '. ,
Sixteen papers

modelling techniques for Ihe solution of com- Britain, Europe
plex engineering problems concerning, un- viding a genet

steady flow in rivers arid onnajs.
;

geomoi'pboTogjc

CC27: ARROYOS AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CHANGE IN THE AMERICAN SOUTH
WEST. Ronald U. Cooke and Richard W.
Reeves. Oxford University Press.

£15.00 reduced to £6.95.

Historical and field research are used to docu-

ment arroyo formation in southern Arizona
and coastal California.

CC28: THE AMERICAN STEEL INDUSTRY
1850-1970: A Geographical Interpretation.

Kenneth Warren. Oxford University Press.

£15.00 reduced to £6.95.

Both physical ..factors of .resources andjiuman
factors of market' organization, . technology
and governmental polief are. analysed.

CC29: SEA LEVEL CHANGES: North Weal
England During the Flandrlan Stage. M. J.

Tooley. Oxford university Press.

£16.50 reduced lo £8.50.

Surveys existing techniques and discusses the
form and results of detailed stratigraphical

and pollen analytical investigations.

;CC30: CHEMICAL FOUNDATIONS: The
Alkali Industry in . Britain to 1926. Kenneth
Warren. Oxford University Preis.

., £18.50 reduced to £8.95.

‘Very few writers have made this particular

journey,. so all praise to Kenneth warren for
Showing It was wbrth taking.’ — Frank Green-
away,

CC3J: GEOMORPHOLOGY. C. Emblcton,
D. Brundsden and D. K, C. Jones.

£12,50 reduced to £6.25.

Sbcteen papers from distinguished scholars, in
Britun, Europe, Australia and America pro-
viding a general (survey of the state of
geomoi'phologjcal studies. U
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geography

CC-32: GEOGRAPHY YESTERDAY AND
TOMORROW. E. H. Brown.

£21.00 reduced to £5.95.

Thirteen chapters covering different aspects of

the discipline of gcogrnpny,. each written by

nn exceptionally well qualified British geog-

rapher.

CC3J: THE WOLFSON GEOCHEMICAL
ATLAS OF ENGLAND AND WALES. Webb
(Editor). Oxford University Press.

£50.00 reduced to £25.00.
^

“The task was formidable, but matched by
,

Professor Webb's determination and lead-

ership. The result is a work of real value.’ -

Professor Lord Zuckerman.
j

Ci29: THE MIDDLE EAST: A Geographical 1

Study. P. Beaumont. John Wiley & Sons Ltd. >

£20.25 reduced to £11.10.

Combines an examination of the political,
j

cull arid and economic geography of the Mid- .

die East with a detailed study of the region's

landscape features, natural resources, environ-
p

mental conditions and ecological evolution.

(S30: TIMES, SPACES AND PLACES: A 1

Chronogcographlc Perspective. D. N. Partes. 1

John Wiluv & Sons Ltd.
£28.45 reduced to £11.35.

Examines the nature and rote of (line as it

affects the study and understanding of places,

stating that lime is an essential component of

behaviour on all scale - from individual to

large city complex.

G3I: THE AMERICAN ENVIRONMENT:
Perceptions and Policies. J. W. Watson. John

Wiley & Sons Ltd
£15.35 reduced to £6.10. (CI.OTID

This hank is about the relationship between
environments us they arc imagined and en-

viron nients as they arc confronted and actual-

ly experienced.

G32: PLANNING INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP-
MENT. D. F. Walker. John Wiley & Sons

Ud. £21.85 reduced to £8.70.

Attempts an integration of industrial develop-

ment with the wider framework of spatial

planning. Historical mid philosophical aspects

arc discussed together with political, theorc-

Ucal anti practical cbnwdernuons.

G33: MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPATIAL
DATA AND DECISION ANALYSIS. P.N(j-
kamp. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£21.50 reduced to £11,80.

Aims to synthesize a variety of modern -oper-

ational methods in the field of regional and
urban data analysis and decision-making. Spe-
cial attention is paid to multidimensional tech-

niques.

; .G34: THE SOCIALIST CITY: Spatial Struc-
ture and Urban Policy. R. A. French. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £21.20 reduced to £11.65.

. Concentrates on. the spatial structure of the
socialist city - geographical layout and orga-

. taxation, distribution of administrative func-

. /lions, industry, services, residences and re-
• creation, and social patterns of living.

G35: COMPUTATIONAL “ METHODS OF
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS IN PHYSICAL
GEOGRAPHY. P. M- Mather. John Wiley &

. Sons Ltd. . £25.6$ reduced to £10.25.

Provides a detailed amount of multivariate
methods of data analysis that are, or could

' be, of general use in physical geography The
; .

treatment is based ;cin the use.of digital com-
•

:
puter,

.

GW: AN INTRODUCTION TO MINERAL-

OGY FOR GEOLOGISTS. W. J. Phillips.

John Wiley & Sons Ltd. •

£19.25 reduced to £7.70.

This introduction to mineralogy has been de-

veloped from a course for first year university

students of geology who have little previous

experience of mineralogy.

G50: TIMESCALES IN GEOMORPHOL
OGY. R. A. Cullfngford. John Wiley & Sons

Ltd. £32.80 reduced to £18.00.

Presents research studies and review chapters

by leading authorities, comprehensively cover-

ing a wide range of topics relating to the

timescale with which geomorphologists are

concerned.

G51: EUROPE FROM CRUST TO CORE. D.

V. Ager. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£17.50 reduced to £9.60.

Primarily a review of the geology of Europe,

though not exclusively so, since tne European

part of the core cannot be considered separ-

ately from that of the rest of the world.

G52: THE PHYSrCS AND CHEMISTRY OF
MINERALS AND ROCKS. R. G. J. Sirens.

John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£50.80 reduced to £20.30.

This volume has three main themes: transport

properties; the dependance of the macrosco-

pic properties of rocks and minerals on their

microstructuTc; and the reaction, properties

and structure of minerals.

G53: ELEMENTS OF PALAEONTOLOGY.
C. Hub in. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£20.90 reduced to £8.35. (CLOTH)

The author selects major groups of fossils

covering the whole span of the geological

record, from fossil plants to fossil man, and

discusses them within a general evolutionary

context.

G54: THE ALKALINE ROCKS. H Sffrensen.

John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£46.50 reduced to £18.60.

Deals with the alkaline rocks, the most di-

verse ranee of possible mineral combinations

met within petrology. For this reason, they

give rise to a great variety of rock types, ana
illustrate many petrological principles.

G55i FAUNAL PROVINCES IN SPACE AND
TIME. F. A. Mlddlemlss. John Wiley & Sons

Ltd. £14.55 reduced to £8.00.

Contains 13 contributions dealing with aspects

of faunal provinces through the whole of
Phonerozoic time.

GS6: THE BOREAL LOWER CRE-
TACEOUS. R. .Casey. John Wiley & Sons
Ltd. £21.85 reduced to £12.00.

Contains 26 contributions from International

scientists, combining to form a unique synth-

esis of knowledge of the Lower Cretaceous of
northern . regions,

G57: ICE AGES: Ancient and Modern. A. E.

Wright. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£23.30 reduced to £12.80.

This is the first symposium volume to give a
review comparing tne. features of the Pleis-

tocene Glaciation and of .present day glacial

deposits with those of earlier and more con-
- traversal glacial rocks.

G58: THE QUATERNARY, HISTORY OF
' THE IRISH SEA. C. Klndson. John Wiley &
, Sons Ltd. : £2940 reduced to £ltf.00.

N09- AN INDEX OF MINERAL SPECIES

AND- VARIETIES ARRANGED CHEMICAL-

LY M. H. Hey. British Museum (Natural

History). £25.00 reduced to £13.00.

The main Index of 1955 plus Anpendix of

1963 and Second Appendix of 1974 offered as

a set of three.

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT J-

C1ES CC173: OXFORD COMPANIOrfnhl-
[CAL- D. M. Walker. Oxford Uwversilv P^.
aturnl £20.00, reduced bh-
13.00. 'An excellent reference book for ^
dix of who may come across leaal exnr»;Jl*who may conic across legal expressioffi

course of their work ... It "is aboabS
1

look into for interest and pleasure.’

T

cial Times. ‘S

history

N03: THE BANKS LETTERS. W. R. Dawson

(Editor). British Museum (Natural History).

£38.00 reduced to £20.00.

The manuscript correspondence of Sir Joseph

Banks preserved in the BM(NH) and else-

where m Great Britain.

Nil: SIR JOSEPH BANKS AND THE
PLANT COLLECTION FROM KEW SENT
TO THE EMPRESS CATHERINE O OF
RUSSIA, 1795. H. B. Carter. British Museum
(Natural History). £10.50 reduced to £5.25

History recorded in the making from the

correspondence of one of the most influential

men of his time.

SOI: A HISTORY OF SOVIET RUSSIA (14

volumes). E. H. Carr. The Macmillan Press

Ltd. £175.00 reduced to £85.00.

A massive and masterly survey of the vast

panorama of history of the eariy years of

revolutionary Russia - in 14 volumes.

S03: THE OFFICIAL HISTORY OF COLO-
NIAL DEVELOPMENT (five volumes). D. J.

Morgan. The Macmillan Press Ltd.

£85.00 reduced to £39.50.

An unrivalled history of the application of

Government policy for assisting colonial eco-

nomic development. An invaluable work of

reference.

S04: NEW AMERICAN WORLD (five volume
boxed set); David B. Quinn. The Macmillan
Press Ltd. £250.00 reduced to £95.00.

Provides the most comprehensive collection of

documents on the discovery, exploration and
the early colonization of North America ever

published.

S06: THE HISTORICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF WORLD WAR II. Marcel Baudot et al.

Macmillan Press. £15.00 reduced to £10.00.

.
The most comprehensive one-volurae guide to

the war available, detailing events and placing
them in their social and political context.

XOlt DAILY LIFE IN THE WORLD OF
CHARLEMAGNE. P. Rlch6. Liverpool Uni-
versity Press. £7.50 reduced to £3.75 Paper.

A sario-historical study which seeks to com-
prehend the Cprolingian neutrality and recon-
struct Jtbe. material culture of early Europe.

X02: DAILY LIFE IN THE WORLD OF
CHARLEMAGNE. P. Rlchl. Liverpool Uni-
versity Press. £15.00 reduced to £7,50 Cloth.

A socio-historical study which seeks to com-
prehend the Carolingian neutrality and recon-
struct the material culture of early Europe.

X03t THE REPRESSION OF HERESY IN
MEDIEVAL GERMANY. R. Kleckhcfer.
Liverpool University Press.

£10.00 reduced to £5.00.

An examination
.
qf the effects of papal and

local authority in the later Middle Ages upon
the repression of heresy.

Xd4: KINSALE. John J. Silke. Liverpool Uni-
versity press. £7.50 reducedlo £3.25.

CCI76: THE RISE AND FALL OF Bn-

DOM OF CONTRACT. P. S. AU^St*'
University Press. £40.00 reduwlioimf

\ . .stimulating, nnd, the best sense, *],!

settling book. . - Cambridge UuM
/.*. . .a profound work of scholanhm.’.j.f

ish Book News.

This collection of original papers covers' the
auaiority in the later Middle Ages upon

geology, structure and sediments of the Irish
' th0 rePress,on of heresy.

Sea during the Quaternary era.
. .

_A . . .
>

. .

Xd4: KINSALE. John J. Silke. Liverpool Uni-
G59: STRAT1GRAPHICAL INDEX OF BRTT- press. £7.50 reduced to £3.25.

KH OSTRacoda. R. B, Bate. John Wiley. Standard, work for students of Irish and 'Euro-
pe Sons Ltd. £50.60 reduced £27.80, pean history, on Spanish, intervention in Ire-

Developed from ostracod specialist raeetinas
“nd af the end or Elizabethan Wars.

Ltd!'
WBto0n - J°hn

}
hi
?
»* a 'ins to illustrate the stratigraphic^ S

• £9.75 induced to £5.35. (PAPER) (from °rdovklan
-

Thte faojok ii about the beftfwh :'*? f
f
; ^5

l*“!11,
t - :•/ i - .

:
. j

- ly experienced#

Thte book
cnvtromneni* >*s , they are ; imagiiteq and fen
vironmemts aa they ara^irirdritcd and' Actual

t»2y THE
Arm*

s CWClfofPOLAR NORTjL .Tcrry * .^dlng authOrftlaj on the traw fossils-

music

W01: NATIONAL ANTHEMS OF »
WORLD. T. M. Cnrtledge, W. L. Rccd,$

tin Shaw and Henry Coleman. Bbt*
Press. £10.50 reduced toltf

'

The definitive guide to 184 national ante

with music, lyrics and background fc#
lion. I

mathematics

G75: THE FINITE ELEMENT METHAI

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATOr
R. Mitchell. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£11.90 reduced U Mi

Assuming no specialised mathematical ht

ledge beyond vector spaces and estate. 1

is a textbook on the numerical Mtofai

differential equations.

G76: THE NUMERICAL- SOLUTION !}-

ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS. R. Walt

Wiley & Sons Ltd. £10.50 reduced hfll[

A textbook for students of mathemafiB.c
j

ence and engineering who are taking a w,-,

bn numerical methods and who are raff

writing numerical routines as part ofaM?f

ter program.

G77: VARIATIONAL INEQUAUT1B» .

COMPLEMENTARITY PROBI^T* .

and Applications. R. W. CotUe. J^
J^ ,

Sons Ltd. £20.45 reduced taW .

The first book to bring together wo i?

tant fields of optimization - M

plementarity problems and vananw

equalities.
;

G78: LECTURES IN SEMIGRQ^ ^

'

rich. John Wiley & Sons^d^^,

A systematic exposition of the.“SS
topics in semigroup theory

, p

matrix and normal bond decompoa

lattices of subsemigroups.

P04: PADfi APPROXIMANTS; ^*-®*

Morris (Edilor). AdiunWy^ „(,!

The text of nine lectures

and various appHcntions of
p

tion methods, in which

several disciplines have brought ^

different approaches. Pad^

being increasingly used as a

technique and tpe toptc

^

terest to numerical analysts.

matlcians, theoretTcal P'l
y?l |^,

chemists and electrical engineets-^

Qwrga-R

^SUCCESSION.
;

(London). Ravens-

CC03J AN iNTRODULU^j
yMATHEMATICS. N.

versity Press;
•

Tackles the most, important leg.^ i

the calculus - which Jto Jri 5^0?
mathematics, In a simple and.

.

^
Q69: ALGEBRAIC W
GLOBAL THEORY OFCOW^. .

•

C. Banlca. John

^OWleyiMethuOn. :

Ibis bpok it a political iuid ocdniilc fe6<&rsi-' !-
r

/
poy ot the Arcljc nnd Sub.Aretic. . ; .

:'
:i

lley ^ Soils'

;

:j;earth.

. Contains

himyo- •;

W*?- . -

i'
•« Royfll. geometry who wish to ,

do: ^ .

p CRl)STAf4 -EV'otl^rijON' tfi
' V ^ weory of complex .spaces. ... vv

j,

- A^A^AcEWr RE- ' STJDIES LAVy ^ ^ACTICE G70:, ALGEBRA Vol. 2- P-

ejlom of .te Woria,
: T - ' A no* digi,, o( heanh-.cr,^;^; ’S1!£SS p&

£j}.5p 6ap^ry. '• c6i7$; JURY-ThtArc • Polynomial Eqnation ApPrtH)Cfl
...

SEA*?” "*s
^ An' advanced S ^^ theory, this book

;P,
r

®5f
n
£,sed on' I

V . discrete linear control pas .

ill

_ at)d
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mathematics
Ipdi

INEQUALITIES & A01: NURSING SKILLBOOKS INCLUDING EEI5: EDWARD JENNER'S COWPOX VAC-
APPLICATIONS. C.Bandle. Pitman. GIVING EMERGENCY CARE COM- CINE: The History of a Medical Myth (Second

£25.00 reduced to £12.50. PETENTLY. Nursing Skillbook. Ruvenswood Edition). Peter Razzell. Caliban Books.
The non-specialist is introduced to classical Publications. £13.50 reduced to £9.75. £12.00 reduced to £6.00.

V^'tot applied mathematicians and Life-saving procedures for accidents and hos- The second hardback edition of a book origi-

G72j COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR
MATRIX EIGENPROBLEMS. A. R. Gourlay.

John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£5.30 reduced to £2.10.

ibKamicia m gcumeiry wui rcgaro me worx pital emergencies. Its attractive presentation nnlly published in paperback with additional
as a reterence source. makes one want to learn.’ - Nursing Times, material; argues that vaccination was a mod-

. „ .
ified form of variolation.

V21: VON NEUMANN RINGS. K. R. A04: STUDIES IN LAW AND PRACTICE
Goodearl. Pitman. £25.00 reduced to £12.50. FOR HEALTH SERVICE MANAGEMENT

A text on the study of numerical methods for

solving matrix eigenproblems, fundamental to

more advanced courses in numerical analysis.

A useful reference book for research workers INCLUDING ASPECTS OF HEALTH SER- P! ™E CONQUEST OF SMALLPOX: The
and graduate students interested in ring VICE LAW. W. A. J. Famdale ct al. Ravens- Inoc^latl®" <>n Smallpox Mortality

theory and functions analysis wood Publications. £12.50 reduced to £8.50. L
n I^th f-

en,ury Britain. Peter Hazzell. Cali-
' * j:_ , , ,.L . , ... j ban Books. £12.00 reduced to £6.00.

G73: COMPLEX ANALYSIS: The Argument
Principle In Analysis and Topology. A. F.

Beardon. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£19.55 reduced to £10.75.

A new digest of health service law. ‘It will do ...
V22: ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS IN THE PLANE, much to combat ignorance of the law.' - Discusses and analyzes in great detail the
W. Wendlnnd. Pitman. Times Health Supplement. impact of inoculation on smallpox mortality in

£30.00 reduced to £15.00. eighteenth century Britain, including Ireland

A new approach to the teaching of complex
analysis to advanced students which lays

emphasis on the argument principle in analy-

sis and topology.

and computational methods of elliptic'systems Great Scientist. Gwyn Macfarlane. Oxford iworew ne thr Mnurti
of first order patrial differential equations in University Press. £9.95 reduced to £4.95. A03.

two variables. ’Completely lifelike portrait of Florey ... and ^Ra*S£d P?Eo™
an exciting insider's view of the great penicil-

cup * Kavenswooa
, . „

G74: OPTIMIZATION AND APPROXIMA-
TION. W. Krabs. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£16.80 reduced to £9.20.

V23: APPLIED FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS - lin story Peter Medawar. - The Sum/ay
£l2,5° reduccd t0 £8 *50 '

an introductory treatment. R. D. MUne. Pit- Timer. *A serviceable and informative guide.' - New
man, £19.50 reduced to £9.75. Law Journal. ‘It is a must for every nurse and

This book shows how the functional analytic CC04! THE DOCTRINE OF THE NERVES: adminiatrator.‘ - Nursing Times.

Shows how a number of approximation prob-
lems of different types in tne physical sciences

and technology can be treated in a unified

way within tne general framework of opti-

mization theory.

approach can be used to solve problems en- The history of Neurology. John D.

V24: CASE STUDIES IN MATHEMATICAL This book describes some of the major v f •
MODELLING. Edited by W. E. Boyce. Pit- theories io the history of neurology. ‘A re- nfltiMVfi i hiftlflW

G79: FOURIER SERIES AND PARTIAL DIF-
FERENTIAL EQUATIONS. I. M. Calus.

John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
£5.65 reduced to £2.25.

contemporary applied mathematics for those 9C*J
! GENETICS OF THE JEWS. A.

wishing to develop their skills in mathematical E- Mouranl, Ada C. Kopct & K, Doman lews- ^ .

modelling ka-Sabczac. Oxford University Press. CC57: TROPICAL BUTTERFLIES. D. V.
Contains two programmes in applied

mathematics written particularly for under-
graduate students and applied scientists.

£22.50 reduced to £6.95. Owen. Oxford University Press.

V25: APPLICATIONS OF NONLINEAR 'A brilliant and sweeping synthesis of histor- reduced to £8.95.

ANALYSIS IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES, ical and genetic information.' - from Science An illustrated account of the ecology and

K15: MATHEMATICAL MODELLING. J. G.
Andrews and R. R. McLone. Butterworth &
Co (Publishers) Ltd. £6.25 reduced to £4.25.

Edited by H. Amann, N. Baxley and K. Kir- 1979. bahaviour of butterflies in the tropics with
cbgflssner. Pitman. £30.00 reduced to £15.00. special reference to African species.

The book’s unifying theme concerns the re- Sf**
TEAMWORK FOR PREVENTIVE

Illustrates tbe principles of modelling over a
wide range or fields by case studies, each
written by an expert.

sis intended for applications in various fields
Division of John Wiley &^Sons Ltd. CCS8: BRITISH CRABS. R. W. Ingle. Ox-

of the physical sciences. £18 -50 reduced to £10.15. ford University Press.

Presents the more important findings of two £18.00 reduced to £7.95.

S10: DIGITAL CIRCUITS FOR BINARY
ARITHMETIC. Professor R. M. M. Ober-
man. Macmillan Press.

£18.00 reduced to £7.95.

V26: TENSOR GEOMETRY: THE research studies, the first of the work of a handbook! introducing the taxonomy of the
GEOMETRIC VIEWPOINT AND ITS USES, general practitioners, health visitors and dis- true crabs (brnchyuran!) of the waters sur-
C. T. J. Dodson. Pitman. trict nurses worldng in Scotland and England, r0unding the British Isles.

£10.95 reduced to £5.50. the second of the work of general practition-

'An examination of those fields of digital
•

. switching that can be implemented in hard-
ware using adding algorithms for their basic
operation.

1 |lw lltRinilvili ut umuiGiiutu fiwuiiiti li jf mill , « / v .
*" ~

'

the mathematics required for general relativity reporters to the children s panels and volun- CC59: FLOWERS OF GREECE AND THE
makes this book accessible to anyone familiar a8enc,ea m conneaion with vulnerable BALKANS. O. Polunln. Oxford University

with elementary calculus and some vector cmmrcm
Press. £40.00 reduced to £19.50.

al*ebra' G02t COPING WITH UNCERTAINTY: Policy A field^idc with colour and black and white

VMi TRENDS IN APPLICATIONS OF PURE
, MATHEMATICS TO MECHANICS. Vols. 2

and 3. Vol. 2 edited by H. ZorslU. Vol. 3
edited by R. J. Knops. Pitman.

Vol. 2. £29.95 reduced to £15.

V27. ORDINARY DTFFFRFNTIAL EOUA- “«* National Health Service. D. illustrations in which 2700 species are named

™NsSaiTY
D
SSrewOMC Studies Press: A Division o, desenbed. Ke,s rnduded.

TION. N. Rouche and J. Mawlln, translated of ^ohn W 'cy &
by R. E. Gaines. Pitman. £17.00 reduced to £9.35.

pamouft ACF ANn MIMICRY- Sur-
£22.00 reduced to £11.00. Discusses how decisions on development L

, , ^
Two volumes of mixed contributions treating
recent work on mechanics, including quantum
and continuum mechanics.

w
. . . . .. x, .j c inrni rival In The Wild. D. F. Owen, Oxford uni-

to Eft ft ?stos thi tom o? .S Pr«' MS niuC'A to £2.95.

VM; TRENDS IN APPLICATIONS OF PURE
.

MATHEMATICS TO MECHANICS. VOLS. 2
3. Vol. 2 edited by H. ZorakJ. Vol. 3

edited by R. J. Knops. Pitman.
Vol. 3 £25.00 reduced to £12.50.

Two volumes of mixed contributions treating
rerent work on mechanics, including quantum
*nd continuum mechanics.

H M
Scottish health boards and traces the interplay animals and plants in deceiving predators in

quonuuuivc.
botween the various participants. order 'to survive. Illustrated throughout.

V28: NUMERICAL AND QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS. G. Flcbera. Pitman. G03: IMMEDIATE PREHOSPITAL CARE: rrM , ANn TnAnsrnm£15.95 reduced to £8.00. The proceedings of the International Congress

An integrated and systematic presentation of on Immediate Care. Brighton, October 22ad- p
"*d Gu d G '

foe results of research undertaken by foe 25th 1980. P. J. Basket!. John Wiley & • P
J
C**‘ ^

«educed to £4.50.

author and his department over foe last twen- Sons Ltd, £16.00 reduced to £8.80. • A practical guide with desenptions and colour

ty years. Deal, with the delivery of Immediate cur in Sra
‘i
0
K,i±n,°5 r?,™.

°f ^ lnrpr

YOJli THEORY OF LINEAR OPERATORS IN
HILBERT SPACE. Vols. l and 2. N. I.

; •

£kW«zer and I. M. Glazman, edited by N.
•• B^ntt, translated by E. R. Dawson. Pitman.

1 Vol. 1. £38.50 reduced to £19.25.

^ >.A modem treatment of this theoty bawd
i:i .

UPO11 wi updated translation of the third edi-

P011 the classic Russian text and incorporat-
“>* -new material.

V29t STOCHASTIC PROBLEMS IN DYNA- and pre-hospital coronaiy care, the treatment
MICS. Edited by B. L, Clarkson. Pitinan. • of trauma, and the application of war experi-

£19.50 reduced to £9.75. cnees to a peacetime civilian situation. CC62: ORCHIDS OF BRITAIN. D. Lang.

For practising engineers, applied mathemati- Oxford University PreM.

dans and research workers in theoretical and
SJll ^ INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK OF *9*5® 10 M

-
95 ’

applied mechamre, thisis a collection Of pap- AGeing. Professor E. Ptdmore. Macmillan • Gives descriptions, colour photographs, and
era from the IUTAM Symposium held at tne

£30.00 reduced to £12.50. distribution maps for 49 spedes of orchids

University of Stockholm.
A sunrey of §erontologicaJ research and pro-

that V™ ™ld in Britain * -

V30i ALEXANDER WEINSTEIN SELECTA.

1 VJ7ITHEORY. OF LINEAR OPERATORS IN
f

t
SPACE Vols. 1 and 2. N. I.

U ^ GIazman, edited by N,
^toitt* translated by E. R. Dawson. PKman.

g Vol. 2. £29.50 reduced to £14.75.

»v A modern treatment of this theonr based

JJP°u an updated translation of the third edi-

s;;j Pon °Mhe classic Russian text and incorporat-

p;
• “*

' material.

Edited h, j. b. fcjfr,
.

;

’^’xy of a“odat,onl of
CC63! the poutics of self sdffi-

£20.00 reduced lo fcio.w.
.CIENCY, Alfaby and Bunyard. Oxford Uni-

A selection of the roost important papers U03i Tfffi DIGN1TYOF hABOUR(A STUDY versity Press. ‘ £7.95 reduced to £3.95,

XA*™rad'r Wel"*tei” b°We“ ?F CHMEEAEWG AN” INDUCTION. An eian,i„ltio„ o( ; ttee idnlogy of Mlf-
1920 and 19/6..

, .
, ;

. .

•
Ann Cartwright. Mefo

.
t0 .

sufficiency arid environmentalism and how

presents wom.'nV ĉlnTS?™
5n,S ”U 'd '“d “

LIWAR ywnp
midwives, and obstetneians views and experi-

and C. D. Meyer.
to £Ui50< ences of current childbearing practices.

THEORY OF PARTIAL
EQUATIONS. Edited by: H.

B J^V. Ktman. ' £24.00 reduced to £12.00.

IS ' aStrv.^
a fatpad survey of this theory that

It- Kl*?® accessible to those with a basic xnow-
?>'

; dlf^r-2.1
^alydc function theory^ and partial

wterentlal eqiiatibns. i

ThlB book presents a unified treatment of foe
'

PB1Nrrpfm ANn PHArTirF OF mv CC64: FEEDING STRATEGY: Survival in (he

theory of generalized lnventpn add gives J^^^CIPLE^ AND P^raCE OFSEX WJW j 0wen< 0xfor<, Universlty Press>

many diyerae applications in which (his ™ERAPY;
r

Sandra K ,

>

fj»Wum and
. £6,95 reduced to £2.95.

. method plays an. integral role. ... ^
Pet-yin. Tavistock £16.00 reduced to £7.95.

(hQ .amozirt methods ^ed by ani-
ft, Strongly recommended for all who have

plants to obtain the food they needTSSSSS^SSS— pgmi - f-g Sr '.uMvfi.’-iuu.totod ,hrpu8h0u,.

medicine ^
T VALUE PROBLEMS
K PHi^OND ORDER ELL®.
^ .

Vv SysTEMS. D.L. Clements. Pitinan.

A
:

s-i: /;.•
£21.00 reduced to £10.50.

x :
bpok for graduates in mathema-

•> |,‘^ appued mathematlcs and engineering.

j: ••
• ' '

*

1
11

the HEALTH OF WOMEN. Margaret Wyrih - BB*®*
,
0F w0WjD' c*

rent- PRICE'S TEXTBOOK OF MEpiCINE and Arthur Wynn. Routledge & Kegan Paul;
;

.
ford Unlversty Press. £17.50 reduced, to £8.95.

(Twelfth editUm). Sir RonaW Bodley Scott Ed. - . £10.75 redu«d to £5.95. Lists birds of the world down to subspdcafic

Oxford Univeraity Pressr '
, ... m Discusses, rerebral palsy, deafness, epilepsy, level, i with their geographical distribution.

. . .£30.00 reduced to £22.50. subnormality and oth^r defects,
;

Common natao sard glven where possible.

More up-tthdaie than -any
.

i Rations' of evolution, h.
£22.00 reduced to I11.0Q.

V*' applied mathematidlans, apd

E :S^^ P
h
,y
siCl8“» this ls a systematic pre-

3 * .

0L Bnear evoititiori equations using

E of -semigroups of bounded linear

medicine. 79 ouatandiM TOmriOutpra. ruuy
, w A coNstanT BURDEN; The Recon- , F07i TOOTH AND CLAW: Defensive

• iUusttatiri throughout.
t̂ B

m
t
Pr®K o fS i stitutkm of FamSy Life. Mafgaret Voysey. Strite^les ln (he AnbnaJ World. J. L, CloudB-

The twelfth edition Routledge & Kegan Paul. . : ley-Tbbmp«on. J. M. D«it.
ctae has. been almost.^Hn

r

^Sic3 •..?

•

' ^nced lo £5.50.; \ £9,95 reduced to £5.00.

‘ SnnwiSe foakinfl It an authoratlve.corapre- ; An analysis ofparen^'Msppivses Jn Utorviews 'Examples of'tamouflage, mimicry, venom,

•Kndie book of reference on contemporaiy to questions about foe .effects on CBmUyllfe . defensive spines armour : . -.arc described in

medical' practice
. on having a disabled ^hiltl..

/;. . .
• a charming and entertaining way.’ - Nature.
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philosophy

CC40: THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL. J.

K. Lucas. Oxford University Press.

£12.50 reduced to £4.95.

Takes tire view that the freedom of die will

can be established in the context of traditional

discussions of the problem.

CC41: A RATIONAL ANIMAL. Anthony

Flew. Oxford University Press.

£10.50 reduced to £5.95.

These essays are seasoned work, full of stout

sense and not to be regarded lightly.' - Times

Higher Educational Supplement.

CC42: THEORY AND MEANING. David

Papineau, Oxford University Press.

£12.50 reduced to £5.75.

‘A difficult though lucid and stimulating book

. . . l itis hook is surely a sign (hat philosophy

of science is healthy. - The Times Higher

Education Supplement.

CC43: FRAMES OF MEND; Constraints on

(he Common Sense Conception of the Mental.

Adam Norton. Oxford University Press.

£12.50 reduced to £4.95.

The main aim of this hook Is to hegin staling

these constraints on how we can conceive or

ourselves.

CC44: PHILOSOPHICAL SUBJECTS: Essays

Presented to P. F. Stevenson. Zak Van
Stroaten. Oxford University Press.

£12.50 reduced lo £7.95.

The contributors are A. J. Ayer. Jonathan
Bennett, I. L. Mackie. Hide Ishiguro, Gareth
Evans. John McDowell, L. Jonathan Cohen,
W. V. Quine, P. T. Gcnch. David Wiggins,
David Pears and John R. Searle.

CC45: THE COHERENCE OF THEISM.
Richard Swinburne. Oxford University Press.

£16.00 reduced to £6.95.

\ . .The mosl substantial work on the divine

nature to appear in Britain for some years.’

Theology.

CC46 : INTERESTS AND RIGHTS: The Cose
against Animals. R. G. Frey. Oxford Universi-
ty Press. ' £10.50 Teduced to £4.95.

The author attacks moral rights generally and
claims that animals possess such tights and
that vegetarianism has a moral basis.

GQ4: SPATIAL DIMENSIONS OF URBAN
GOVERNMENT. I. M. Barlow. Research Stu-

dies Press: A Division of John Wiley & Sons

Ltd. £17.50 reduced to £13.10.

The geographical aspects of urban govern-

ment arc examined and in particular this

discusses metropolitan political fragmentation

and local government reorganization.

G05: A THEORY OF PARTY COMPETI-
TION. D. Robertson. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£12.90 reduced to £7.00.

This looks at the basic, normative require-

ments of a political party system of democracy

using a discussion of spatial models of party

competition, and a critique of democratic

theory as it relics on assumptions about party

competition.

G06: PARTY IDENTIFICATION AND
BEYOND; Representations of Voting and Par-

ty Competition. I. Budge. John Wiley & Sons

Ltd. £20.50 reduced to £11.25.

This volume of original invited essays consti-

tutes H comprehensive review of the

approaches mid assumptions which dominate

the field of election studies and voting be-

haviour.

G07: THE DISTANT DEMOCRACY: Social

Inequality, Political Resources aad Political

Influence In Norway. W. Marllnussen. John

Wiley & Sons Ltd. £14.55 reduced to £8.00.

Combines theoretical concepts front political

science and sociology with a detailed examina-

tion of the political process and distribution of

political activity in a specific society, Norway.

V48- THE MODERNIZATION OF BRITISH

GOVERNMENT. Edited by W. TtornhUl. Pit-

man. £10.95 reduced to £5.50.

A group of experts review the developments

in British Government in the last 25 years.

Z23: THE CRISIS AND DECLINE OF THE
NEW LEFT: An Infantile Disorder. Nigel

Young. Routledge & Kegan Paul.

£12.50 reduced to £5.00.

Traces the Movement’s growth in Britain and

America. 500pp.

Z24: POLAND AND THE WESTERN POW-
ERS 1938-1939. Anna M. Clenctala. Rout-

ledge & Kegan Paul. £9.75 reduced to £4.95.

A study in the interdependence of Eastern

and Western Europe.

psychology/

psychiatry

PROBLEM
OBLIGATION: A Critical Analysis of Liberal

Theory. Carole Pateman. John Wiley & Sons
Ltd. £11.75 reduced to £6.45.

OF POLITICAL
Analysis of Liberal

)hn Wiley & Sons

The substantive, and controversial, argument
of this book is that political obligation consti-

tutes an insoluble problem in the liberal

democratic state.

G09: VOTING AND PARTY COMPETI-
TION: A Theoretical synthesis Based on a

Critique of Existing Approaches Applied to

Datu From Ten Democracies. I. Budge. John
Wiley & Sons Ltd. £26.95 reduced to £14.80.

Attempts to analyse voting in the context of

party competiuon, reconciling existing

approaches into a workable synthesis, ana
checking' this against available evidence from
10 democracies.

GW: SPECIAL INTERESTS AND POLICY-
MAKING: Agricultural Policies and Politics in

Britain and the United States of America,
1956-70. G. K. Wilson. John Wiley & Sons
Ltd. £14.55 reduced to £8.00.

CC47; THE DIVERSITY OF MORAL
THINKING. Nell Cooper. Oxford University
Press. £15.00 reduced to £9.50.

‘His book is a model of analysis. ... required
reading for all who work in the' subject.' -

1 The. Timer Higher Education Supplement.

MORAI Examines in detail the role played by minority admirabl

Inii/prciiv
pressuregroups jn determining economic poll- -

to £9 50 S'
in tw0 differing political systems, that of

CC48: A HISTORY « OF RUSSIAN
THOUGHT FROM THE ENLIGHTENMENT
TO MARXISM. AodrezeJ. WallckL Oxford
University Press. - £15 ,00.reduced to £6.95.

‘WaliCki’s survey deserves to be read by all

serious students of the development of rnod-

,
fra Russian Thought.’ - Michael B. Petrovich
m American Historical Review.

politics
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AAQl: THE USE OF FORCE IN INTBRNA-
. TIONAL RELATIONS. F. S. Northedgq (Edl-

lor). Faber & Faber. £4,50 reduced to £2.00.

These essays ratjge from the use of organized
nrinics to. (be employment aj gjveril&s and
various. substitute* for force. y •

,

’ Britain and. the United States,
ired
_ Gil: POLITICAL EDUCATION AND STA-

BILITY: Elite Responses to Political Conflict.

T. Tapper. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£14.45 reduced to £7.90.,

-M-j, This is about the
1

changing nature of the

h i Anglo-American political culture and particu-
l

g!j
Iarly about the relationship between contem-

V ’
: porary socio-political movements and proces-

all sex of political socialization and education,
tod-

rich G12; POWER AND POLITICAL THEORY:
Some European Perspectives. B, Barry. John
Wiley ASons Ltd.. £14^0 reduced to £8,15.

A theoretical, analytical approach to power as
manifested in real political institutions and
processes.

'

_ Gi3: THE POLITICS OF RATIONAL MAN.i R- E. Goodin. John Wiley & Sons Ltd;
£14.55 reduced to £8.00.

tNA- This examines political aspects of power con-

(Edt- centratlons in society and how some political

2.00. structures induce moral behaviour while

iiaed
others discourage it.

:nn.d S02: .MARXISTS GOVERNMENTS: A World

G36: VIOLENCE AND THE FAMnyTli
Martin. John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£18.25 reduced to flu.

Examines the reality of family viotes* in-

scribes policies and practices which m»k'
prevent or mitigate the sufferings of S?-'
tims and suggests certain broad irncE
for social development, public poling

j

cial^ work education as related to

>

G37; GROUP PROCESSES IN
WORK: A Theoretical Synthesis. T. fa*
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

£13.65 redua-'. b £s,|

An nltcmpt to show that the

approaches to working with groupsE-
evolved in a somewhat piecemeal fas&xit:
can be more easily understood 'if few i

considered us variations of a bask Prc« •

Theory of groups.

L01: HOUSING ACTION IN AN MM
RIAL SUBURB. Ann Stewart, Acute
Press. £12.20 reduced to 111

This describes a campaign to buy propertji

Salteley, Birmingham, improve its coniia

social studies

J05: CHINA, AN INTEGRATED STUDY. A.
B. Contrail and D. Morgan. Harrap Ltd.

£6.50 reduced to £3.50.
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CC36: PSYCHOLOGICAL MODELS AND
NEURAL MECHANISMS. Austen Clark. Ox-
ford University Press.

£12.50 reduced to £5.95.

\ . .
gets to grips with the problem of relating

psychological models to physiological proces-

ses . . . undoubtedly a significant piece of

work.
1 - Behaviour Research and Therapy.

CC37: PERCEPTION: The World Trans-
formed. L. Kaufman. Oxford University

Press. £6.95 reduced to £3.95.

An introduction to the study of perception for

students of psychology, with emphasis on
basic concepts.

CC50: PROGRAMMES OF THE BRAIN. J.

Z. Young. Oxford University Press.

£7.50 reduced to £3.50.

Aims to show how various parts of the brain

work together to produce a unified operating
system.

CC56: THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN CON-
CIOUSNESS. J. H. Crook. Oxford University
Press. £20.00 reduced to £7.95.

Studies the nature and development of human
cognition, self-awareness, ana cultures, bring-
ing together aspects of Western and Eastern
thought.

Fll: PSYCHOTHERAPY: A PERSONAL
APPROACH. D. J. Small. J. M. Dent.

£6.95 reduced to £3.50.

. . readable, informative, sensible and
admirably concise. . - British Book News.
\ . . should be read by anyone with an In-
terest in psychotherapy.’ - British Journal of
Psychiatry.

U01: BIAS IN MENTAL TESTING. Arthur
B. Jensen. Methuen. £16.50 reduced to £7.95.

•This book is inforinative, refreshing, and a
valuable contribution to the literature.’ - Na-
ture.

L02: VAGRANCY: SOME NEW PERSFEC
‘

TIVES. Tim Cook (Editor). Academic Press.

£12.00 reduced to £2.00 (papeM

An analysis of a complex, and growing,m
problem.

.

LOS: “NADU”: A case of extnordri;

'

drawing ability in autistic child, bm
Seife. Academic Press. £8.60 reduced Io£t5l

Over 100 drawings by a young handicippd j

child with an extraorainaiy ability to dm ;

L04: JEWISH RADICALS AND RAM f.

JEWS. Percy S. Cohen. Academic Pras.

£12.40 reduced to ttl

.

A unique examination of those who f.-.;

to be radicals and jews, and those whoWcq !'

to Jewish radical associations. '

i;
:
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LOS: A COMPOSITE PORTRAIT 0

ISRAEL. Emanuel Marx (Editor). Atadw

Press. £14.00 reduced toW
, ;

An Incisive analysis of the social oigman

of a dynamic, young nation.

r
S07: ALCOHOL PROBLEMS, DaridMJ

son. Macmillan Press. £4.95 reduced toll*

A collection of essays on the soriahtf$®

written by social workers,

health educators, the police and otnen.

ZI8: WESTERN SOCIOLOGIST OJjNj

AN SOCIETY. G. R. Madan. RouUJf *
r

Kegan Paul. £9.95 redu«d lD^ •

Assesses Marx, Spencer, Faber, Du«»
,

Pareto. - international Library of Sami |

Z19: THE CEREMONUL ORDER 0F^|

CLINICS Parents, Doctors MW
Bureaucracies. P. M. Strong.

Kegan Paul. £9.95 reduced

Based on a major observation sludy ^
one thousand paediatric consultation.

national Library of Sociology .

Z20i THE WAYS OUT: Ulbp^
Groups In the Ago of Babylon. J**

Routledge & Kegan Faul^ ^
X i.mIc nf both setd" *!

J06: BLACK DEATH TO INDUSTRIAL RE-
VOLUTION. ^^tdlne Gregg, Harrap Ltd,

1

£5.75 reduced to £3.00.

A short. weU written survey of the social and
economic changes involved in the transition

reduced to £6.95.

Z21: COUNTRY LIFE Hj

REY: The End of Tradition. JM"1 .

,
Routledge & Kegan PauU w R*

Effect of Social change in

close to London, the Horsleys ah®
.

Z22: SOCUL STANDING
•New Dimensions of Class,

and Lee Rainwater with Ken* A *

:
Routledge & Kegan

Leading American stxriologUts

social meanings of das* Ml-.
Lvsocial meanings

-American society.
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least a new hypothesis, gleaned fromk A his own clinical studies. He suggests
t " at Wilson’s notorious slowness in
learning to read, variously ascribed
to laziness (by Wilson himself) and

inhibiting effect of a tyrannical

I 1 1M father, was actually due to “dcvelop-
AKKB.RV'kXkr mental dyslexia,” a condition result-

- a ing from a particular organization of

C|l*pGC the hemispheres of the brain. Wcin-
|3 Li ViJiJ stein makes a good deal of this,

arguing that Wilson's dyslexia and

Voodrow Wilson: a medical and his adaptation to it - lie was able to

hinomnhv switch with ease to writing with his^oiogica'Mography
left hand when his right was im-

,y
Edwin A. Weinstein

paired by paralytic strokes - “may
’rinceton University Press, £13.00 nave contriouted to his use of audi-

SBN 0 691 04683 2 tory and visual imagery in his im-

Leaders of William C. Bullitt's
aginative play as a.child and to his

fychological study of Woodrow “p. ''ngmstic style as an

Gilson's psyche (written in the
fla““
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hlrties in collaboration with Sigmund .^e Pr0
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thc analysis of Wilson’s language.

Woodrow Wilson: a medical and

psychological biography

by Edwin A. Weinstein

Princeton University Press, £13.00

ISBN 0 691 04683 2

Readers of William C. Bullitt's

thirties in collaboration with Sigmund .
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Freud but not published until 1966) 15
ana^ysis °f Wilson s language.

be on their guard again,t other
°" "™«ous occasions, we are told,

„‘_r_ „c„nK«anai.i. when Wilson was under stress his

harped on hearts when he was suf-

fering from cardiac problems, on pa-
ralysis in the wake of strokes, un
blindness during periods of impaired
vision, and so on.

Again one asks how significant this

is for an assessment of Wilson’s pub-
lic policy. Though Weinstein has
done more than anyone else to iden-

tify recurring patterns in Wilson’s
imagery - in periods of health as
well os illness - he sometimes strains

the material to breaking point. Two
things save Weinstein's analysis from
being interesting but trivial. He is

aware that however private the
sources of Wilson's imagery may
have been, much of it was in tunc
with the rhetoric of his times. To
that extent Weinstein avoids pictur-

ing Wilson as an oddball. Secondly,
Weinstein does manage to make
some interesting connexions between
Wilson's language and his public

ioective osvchoanalv-
when w,lson was under stress hls policy. He suggests that Wilson's im-

merelv that Dsvcho-
,angua$e became “self-referential,” placable resistance to the Senate's

aociiv WnmU an which is to say that he defined public desire for "reservations” to the Trea-

effbrts at retrospective psychoanaly-

w’ rinhv ran scf easi I

v
^become n

wh*ch fs to say that he defined public
biography

j-n :ornf inn^hut in such issues >n term which referred directly

SSS expn°
n

,he

U
undeSde ^ ?."dyyU+Z

of the psyche is often taken to be a
condltlon - In Publlc speeches he

full explanation of the subject's

PU
Freud
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and
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Bullitt fell into both Cf mind
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d arguments w

these traps, producing a tasteless and |J l VjCOFlfVii «tflb
I
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distorted account of Wilson's career. O should decide competing

Edwin Weinstein's new biography, _ 1» ^.1_ __
passion is appealing, b

published with the blessing of Arthur f|l TllP u
°f)

al s?olars brought

Link and his team at Princeton as a philosophy of, say, J

companion volume to the Wilson , 1
Frankfurter will not be

papers, is in a quite different categ- nPflP ll The resP°
1

ns,blllty for m,

ory both in approach and in quality. UCIICil cracy work, he argued,

For one thing, Weinstein writes as Supreme Court but v

a clinical neurologist, not a How Courts Govern America Ple and iheir respresen

psychoanalyst, and hTs aim is the by Richard Neely courts, unelected for tn

dearly defined one of assessing “the Yale University Press. £10.50 ?„ unacc
.

ountab
!
e , s“ou

impact of Wilson's illnesses on affairs ISBN 0 3q0 02509 2
*"*. Paas>ve and rest™

at Princeton and on later national 50aa
!

wshes to set th

and international events." For To most British observers, the poli- political order to rights,

another thing, Weinstein has a lively tical significance of courts in the Un- Neely s book, then, is

sense of history and a sure grasp of ited States is a familiar, if still per- sonal testament than a s

the details of his subject - not some- piexing, phenomenon, for it runs cussion of one central iss

.1 • . . 1. . si «. _ j 1 1 iJL . “ j a.j l - 1 f man nn if rnl nhtlncnnhu

ty of Versailles as he had negotiated -

it was increasingly a matter of lan-

guage. The treaty, Weinstein writes.

was “a sacred pledge by which he
could redeem himself”; “any
change in its language would, in Wil-
son's opinion, not give it the same
significance." Lnnguagc, in effect,

had become a cage.

It is not CHsy to summarize Wein-
stein's achievement in this book or
to decide exactly who will find it

useful. It offers much on Wilson's
personality and personal rela-

tionships, less on his political ideas,
nnd its coverage of the public career
is patchy. (“See Link's biography for

details of this" is a frequently offered
aside.) The newcomer to Wilson will

have to look elsewhere for ndequatc
accounts of thc latter. On the other
hand, the specialist may become im-

f

iatient with the -rehearsal of much
amiliar material, sensitively as it is

done. Of itself, the explanatory pow-
er of Weinstein's perspective is not
sufficiently radical to alter one's pic-

turc of the whole man.

Richard Crockatt

Richard Crockatt is lecturer in history

at the University of East Anglia.

Towards
civil war
The Origins of America’s Civil War
by Bruce Collins

Edward Arnold, £10.50 and £4.75

ISBN (I 7131 6337 2 and 6330 5

After concentrating on local studies

for a time, American historians have
recent 1

y returned to their traditional

interest in the national politics of the

1850s. inspired bv brilliant books by
David Potter and Michael Holt.
Bruce Collins's book is one of the

first attempts to synthesize this new
work in an introductory account for

the student and general reader. He
discusses the local as well as thc

national scene; like Holt he describes
the contingencies of political infight-

ing, like Potter he keeps an eye on
the rising tide of sectionalism. It is a
daunting task to undertake in 158

pages, and the result is not entirely

successful.

Collins is at his most original in his

description of locul life in the North
and South. Emphasizing that each
region was diverse ana that they
boil: shared certain similarities, he

minded arguments
establish on what principles judges .

should deride competing claims. His of confidence and j
passion is appealing, but constitu- ideas and those who

could nineteenth-century liberalism, with a
udges perhaps particularly American tinge

i. His of confidence and populism. Art,
istitu- ideas and those who acnl in them

of confidence and populism. Art,
siliired certain similarities, he

,deas and those who deal in them argues that both sections still boasted
should enjoy freedom not only oF nr„,n ,i;n„

How Courts Govern America

tionai scholars brought up on the should enjoy freedom not only of c£andi|lg agricultural economies
philosophy of say, Justice Felix expression but of exchange. Like Bn [j that * frospecl of shutting off
Frankfurter will not be impressed, other commerce, such intellectual tn- lhe suppjy 5f open land spnrked bit-
The responwbility for making demo- tcrcliaiigc would promote interna-

(cr resentments. Thus, quite ordinary
cracy work, he argued, lay not with tionai understanding and peace, par- people grew excited over the posi-
the Supreme Court but with the peo- ticularly if it was left in private hands

5ion of slavery in the territories This
pie and their respresentatives. The and not controlled by governments

is pcrhaps / bit oversimplified for
courts, unelected for the most part for their own ends.

ttiw iw tii

and unaccountable, should be essen- The origins of cultural relations does' sen e' Lo counWractThe okTideii
tially passive and restrain their per- programmes in the United States - Qf a reojon with a static economic
sonal wishes to set the American the exchange of scholars and stu-

and social order, and' to direct ntten-
poliucal order to rights. dents the translation and overseas

,jon t0 lhe non-slavcholding majority
Neely s book, then, is more a per- distribution of publications, the among white southerners - the men

sonal testament than a scholarly dis- teaching of English and so on - wbo carried the vote for secession
cussion of one central issue in Amer- reflected these assumptions. The fn ,IDu, <hn rivil War

is perhaps a bit oversimplified for

the North, though for the South it

does sen e to counteract the old idea

employs bis technical expertise with-

out bravado; for which non-medical

a-^ct - not some- piexing. phenomenon, for it runs cussion ot one central issue in Amer- relucted tnese assumptions, me and fought thc Civil War.
thing that could be said of Freud and counter to deep-seated beliefs about icaa political philosophy, as he him- lead was taken before the First Unfortunately it is precisely such^

'thout its prob- the paramount rights of the elected self acknowledges. But he writes World War by the Carnegie Endow-
orcjinary citizens who are missing in

00k is well- branches of government. In Britain with great verve (there are severe ment for International Peace, and :n most 0f lhe book> - ln a democracy
d humane. He Parliament is sovereign; in the Un- years worth of quotations for final the 1920s it was followed by several ba j|0 | paper is the litmus of
expertise with- ited States written constitutions are, examination papers here) and is un- other philanthropic foundations. pubijc opinion, yet Collins's discus-

:h non-medical and it is a central role of judges, in perturbed that nis judges in chapter When the government eventually be-
sjon 0f voting is inadequate. For the

id. both state and federal courts, to de- one decide cases almost entirely to gan to play a role in the late ,1930s. Norlh at |eQ|( tbe bro<uj outlines of

the material is ride the often imprecise meanings of fi* tfwir political preferences (which it was not only limited in geographic- changing electoral fortunes are appa-

s to tie-tell the those constitutions. would have horrified Felix Frankfur- al scope (to Latin America), but reni (although specialists might feel

and it is a central role of judges, in perturbed that his judges in chapter When the government eventually be-

both state and federal courts, to de- one decide cases almost entirely to gan to play a role in the late ,1930s.

/•iri» Ihp nfipn imnmris* meaning nf fit tholr political preferences (which it was not only limited in geographic-
readers will be grateful. both state and federal courts, to de- one aeciae cases almost entirety 10 gan ro piay a roie in me rare North at least the broad outlines of

Inevitably much of the material is ride the often imprecise meanings of tj*olr political preferences (which it was not only limited in geographic- changing electoral fortunes are appa-
femiliar. Weinstein has to tie-tell the those constitutions. would have horrified Felix Frankfur- al scope (to Latin America), bul renl (although specialists might teel

story of Wilson's life, or a good deal Furthermore, the American people ter) while his judges m chapter eight deliberately secondary to that of pri- some crucial questions about
of it, in order to substantiate what is regularly litigate to achieve political provide a disinterested force to red- vale interests However. Ninkovitch voting shifts have been glossed

unfamiliar in his own contribution. A ends. Alexis de Tocqueville ooserved ress the imbalances elsewhere in the shows dearly that the need to secure 0Ver). For the South, voting is

purely medical diagnosis or a nar- over one hundred and fifty years ago political
^

system for democracy s appropriations from Congress in
generally ignored until an inconclu-

rowly psychological account of Wil- that there was scarcely on issue sake. Alexander Bickel, one of terms of Amenca s national interest 1

|jve discussion of the secession

eularly litigate to achieve political provide a disinterested force to red- vale interests However. Ninkovitch voting shifts have been glossed

ids. Alexis de Tocqueville observed ress the imbalances elsewhere in the shows dearly that the need to secure overy For the South, voting is
. fr nnliiimil cuftam fnr rlumnmgru’E unnmnnptinnc Frnm in II . . ! 1..ppropnations irom congress in

generally ignored until an inconciu-
erms of Amenca s national interest 1

|jve discussion of the secession
oon made some ofndals rather movement. As a result much of the
schizophrenic about the purpose of argument about popular sectionalistnmnnmma “Tlifl imnnrlanl ' . - . , . .1 .. , _ I .1

son's personality would be something which divided the American people jaw s great processors or commu- soon jmaoe some oiduh» movement. As a result much of the
like an angler's interpretation ot that did not end up in the courts for tionai law gave Neely only a C on schizophrenic aboutUie purpose^of argument about popular sectionalist

Moby Dick - not without interest resolution; and this is still true to- his course; and one can understand the programme. The\
- important feellug rcrtiains hypothetical, and the

perhaps but hardly of great signifi- day. Judges are regularly called upon why, but he had an Interesting stu- thiog . said one congressman of stu- acc0unt of political dedsion-making
ranee So Professor Weinstein traces i to exerase what Oliver Wendell dent to teach.
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on Richard Hodder-Wiliiams is reader in

occasions denying to duly elected politics at the University of Bristol.

legislators and executives the fruits

of their office. Such judicial power,
Weinstein does lucidly, if selectively, with its inevitable element of subjec- /'"N 1

If John Mulder had riot recently tivity, has been at the centre of a I \|H | ”3 1
published. a detailed study of Wif- long and distinguished debate about *** * •*'
sons pre-political career (another the principles which should guide

companion volume to the Wilson judges in exercising such power. PAIYirtlPrPP
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. Collins is on much surer ground in
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this conflict, some, bjs account of the events of national
like Professor Ralph Turner of Yale

politics. With impressive speed the
in 1942, argued that since America s ^ader is guided from Texas to Fort
national interest involved the libera- Sumter via Mexico (for a war),
tion of all common men

,
both the Washington (for a compromise),

exercise of power and the use of Kansas (for. a bit of violence and
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companion voluirie to the WUson judges in exercising such power.

papere). it would be easier to Justin Richard Neely, who became Chief VUlUUivl
Weinstein’s journey over this Justice of the West Virginia Supreme
pound. As it is, for this period of: Court when only 39, has written 'a Diplomacy of Ideas: US foreign

Wilson's fife, which occupies about
,
readable and iconoclastic book de-

p0|jCy Bnd cultural relations,

World War, however, this was a

minority position and most of the

cultural relations'' establishment

placed their faith in an international

Cbmnients on incidents along the
Way are perceptive and suggestive,

but the presentation suffers from the

need to cover so much so quickly.

reinstem's journey this Justice of the West Virginia Supreme

s me, wtucti occupies about
,
reaaaoie ana icoihiciuuk ww* and Qulturai relations,

^0 thirds of Weinstein’s biography,
,

fending an activist judiciary. He
19301950

the account stands or falls, on what it
i
starts by denigrating the political .

. Nlnkovich
adds to Mulder.' The answer is - a parties, electorates, legislators and ^

.{ p £15 nn
ftile. Mulder had already established Administrations, emphasizing the gulf Press» £I5 00

1

that in hls middle years Wilson was that exists between the ideal and the ISBN 0 521 23Z4I 4
.

hl'lKi .1 1:1.. ill.
1

hniufiwr ic nn

without acknowledging
.
WeiDstein doeA' rive c

educational agency. It was the Cold The detail is dense arid the argument
War, perceived as a struggle be- complicated. Insomuch: as it can be
tween alternative ways of life

,
that summarized, the book maintains that

s
> brought these positions together, so lhe interaction of well-developed $ec-

that py 1949 an Assistant Secretary tionalist arguments .with the practical
of State could declare that the eohI. necessity of organizing territorial

,£15.00 of UnescO and the goal of the Un- governments worked progressively to..

ited States are precisely the same
. strengthen extremism .whild uncler-—r The next year, Unesco endorsed the .,be case* for popular

ambitious UN action in Korea, more, or less at
. govermgnty - the only -.possible Way

provide a same time./ as. the. Congress of
out_ As Collins puts i(,; with charac-

he Airier- Cultural Freedom (covertly ftmded
teristic cautiousness, there was

relations hy the CIA) -was being launched in -of inevitability about the com--

JHe shows thit Wilson was bbses- to stay In^ -With hk fainm* •' nDimhAanmatin ' all rP/tlll

iur1 demancled by -g
tssrs aSisss

nf nasic nlisV that task.) Rather. It is con- interesting argunient that the ideolo-

uerbn.
. ing of lhe Civil War”,

s embarrassment caused
_

when Writing a' short introductory book
*IA's role was revealed in the on a major topic ean be a thankless

slightly qualifies Nlnkovichs
iask. In this cose the necessity of

isting argument thnt the ideolo- compression has impaired the result,
interpretation of the Cold war within the - current debate on the

ed the necessary function of leg - comma 0f the Civil War, David Pot-
iting m ternis qt America s tradl-

j,,; defends a-position ultimately
al values the engagement in pow- similar to Collins's but with greater
politics “dictated” by

4circum- eloquence and clarity, while revislon-

thc necessar;

g in terms 0

§ - ' fottrSt 7 in^ghi; "Frariic Ninkoiich er pblitte “dictated- bv “cjrcum- ^oquenS and clarity, while revislon-

1 Whriejdonwilhth^flt^^S^ llS srouDs
C

(Those fudges who are .emphasizes their wider significance, stances . Here. _a$ with his^rictures
, jsts ^ unlikely to feel that Collins

I 'r5»rp3w«-)

1

Jr*«' STbi!^- HKie
8
™” to SationaiSy ^ M, D. Knptenpff

P'VI ^:a^bpt inflexible stands lore, pilay the role of St George; nwjts^lndeetl.playing a III
J,. -

differeilt^ £yuUrek. .
one:: sonses :an -tT n LTah

.

ediW/n1 hiWf/ir 'nf9a thp;
. 'Bt . ,

tte- CXjjlege proposaBi indeed,

nd; on the passage.of .
system

. til! ‘ 1

arts as the.

f/: *

,

5 wen n» V.« vtiju. . ; / .-«
t; HtaM pMduc«d a ,wo<k :bbt .schqr , 7 .

«» :t , /. *

The storv Ninkovitch . tells is fone- larly nnf sforiiilpliftg.,
, Edited : b^ 1Thomas, patijel Young

f-Bfeat changes invpraijtice. accrim-:. - Jv!'*---' -A- ' 7;':
' Wia Jollrf J

.

;
Kindle; .7fte Republic of

anted by essential rohtinulty brrhu-. J. A* IftOUlpSOU •:{•
•. i . yLCfters w Amerkd h a rricord of the

Jrie, The principles that, the US .lias . correspondence between John Peole

Iwavs orotasseo in the field of cult-; /. A;.; Thampon- te; jl Mow of .Jr.;;Bishdp f arid? Alleij
;
Tate (University

t£
]

VSfiS have:.been -thosel ; ]
IPi^VK^Indky.; £I7;00)
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BOOKS
Journey
to Italy
Contemporary Ilallan Sociology:

a reader

edited by Diana Pinto

Cambridge University Press, 120.00

and £7.50

ISBN 0 521 23738 6 and 28191 6

Who reads Gmmsei now? Well,

J

iuite a lot of people it would seem
ram the number of times that the

term hegemony is used today. The
trouble is that far fewer social scien-

tists know much about modem Ita-

lian sociology - very little is trans-

lated and hardly any of us, classical

educations notwithstanding, can read
Italian. This new anthology will go
some way towards opening up Italian

sociology: it can he treated perhups
ns antipmla.

‘[here nrc 12 pieces all of which
have appeared since 197(1 - most
much more recently. They tell us not
only about the characteristic con-
cerns of Italian sociologists but also,

much more importantly, about Ita-

lian society. There is an intimate
relationship hetween Italian society

and its understanding of itself. That,
and the. fact that Italian sociology is

much more blended with economic
analysis than its Anglo-Saxon coun-
terparts, gives it its unique flavour.

There is a strong commitment to
understanding ‘'modern izalion" and
its consequences, us well as appre-
ciating its socinl paradoxes with the
continuing influence of “traditional”
(both peasant and artisanal) sectors
on social development.

Pinto provides an invaluable intro-

duction to these concerns as well as
a summary of what she calls “The
ftalinn context 1845-80” - from Re-
construction. through "the economic
miracle'*, planning and the cenlrc-
lefl, to '•the crisis years’’ frqm 1967
to the present. Out of these socinl

* changes Come Italian Sociology's
particular concerns: first of all, with
the Inhour market.
There arc five papers on this sub-

ject: Pad's“Internal Migrations and
the Capitalist Labour Market” shows

* ho\v southern migration to the North
was dysfunctional to (he North itself,

,
while Puglise’s ‘The Mansholt -Plan
and the Mezzogiorno" analyses the
disruption of the South. In his valu-
able analysis of Rome's shanty towns
Fenarottt demonstrates that . that -

. labour market is composed of “men
suspended between countryside and

.. city and belonging (o-a world that is no
.
tonwt peasant but not yet industrial*.
BarbagH’s two. papers counter the
functipnanst belief that education is q
correlate of ao expanding society and
economy.
A second major concern pi Italian

sociology U with social; class. On this
tore are- two

;
pieces; PizzomoV

• .Middle-Strata In (he -Mechanisms of
Consensus" and Donolo’s "Uneven

• Development and -Socinl' Di&aggrega- .

.
iltom notes for ao analysis of classes

". in
,
the South*! . Both refer to the

impact of: modernization and Us-
. negative consequences on the Inter-

;
connexion between (lie middle strata
and tho marginal - working class, a

^ .economic, but -

V* V Iniejisvji
^Wtk^kRprcseltiei:

.
be.fc by Reynefe pri the trade ifalon
movement and. Mducci's 'thought-

. provoking w
Teh,ffypatheses 'for the

Analysis of, New - Movements'1

.

.

. . FcarihJy. . mere ft %a Interest m the
..welfare ^statc. and the, mprkei:cto-
dw\y/i Baiba t p£epe on the family
shotud be widely, noticed here In its

i hBcihpt W- Iplegrue
. «£ understand*

•; *5® wf: f^djtmploynptnt, iwqlaf .ser-

. 1 vkj4 ,; and
,
dpmtetW worijr

,
Pact’*

"Ctas? Btrucdife Jn EtftUah Sbciety
v

Mt only tin# lo ubjtear iit English
b^tore). U a brilljStu Analysis' ,pf

v* as an' QxpffcRsfonot
‘rA?vV -i

?^economy g‘v pdriitortO’'!

" flow ): paper^;

:

:

Capefothi'si -'rBWui?
i f i

. V tii' .; -i
' u

:
' : j.'.J*.

' V- j.- ^ -i

Voung women carrying water from a nearby river to their cooperative village farm. In northern Senegal, taken from
Our Own Freedom, a collection of photographs by Maggie Murray of women In Africa (Sheba Press, £3.75).

Sociological Research to the En- Thus: '*space speaks”, "space reflects Similarly, the superficial structural
quiry , is that Kalian sociologists social organisation"

,

"behaviour and similarity between the “Akw4-
_ Ihavanle

... - —-— owt/m urgunuuuon
, aenaviour ana similarity ueiween me AKwe-

really do sec themselves us political space are mutually dependent", Snavante men's house", were there
intellectuals. They blur the line be- '‘space defines the people in It",

"peo- to be such a thing (in spite of Rogers
(ween professional research and per- pie define space", "objects are Maybury-Lewis explains that mature

. J2,°. ,

s
,

oc 'a
*

,

enSa8e' affected by the place In space of other men congregate in the open while a
"lent Tins ls perhaps best shown oy objects”, “time and space are bachelors' hut contains an age-set of
the fact Uinl most of the articles *mutually affecting spheres of real- unmarried boys), and the House of
published in the anthology first ity’". We are also treated to a myste- Commons would be far less signifi-
onpc a red in whot would be consi- nous statement from Edwin Arden- cant than the question of why, when*!«»* non-professional jour- er: “Time systems occupy spaces young English girls know they could
nals. Unlike ^elsewhere much pro- which are generated by and with the Become MPs, they do not try to do

^S

i°nnimr
n
^ *****

onS ll

.

,ate<
J jj

1 a physical and social space" (keep it so. These questions about socializa-
para-political and engage intellectual for those spare moments in tne yoga tion processes are the difficult ones,
coniex1,

.
class). Besides all this, many simple both empirically and analytically.

This anthology does have a English words and expressions They are uncomfortable ones too,
"thesis". It is that in anulysing Ita- appear in significant inverted com- because women tend to want many

society Italian sociologists have mas " "jumbled up", “map", “dan- different things for themselves,
Pit nn ihn Pr.,plo1 rn-lnl BCrs" . • “miter" . “Srvinl" onH on nn Mlohl nnt tka (SaM nf

linnnan Jiauxifi nave „
»v*vw

“r" ,» « umr vmVJwm wuji^ ivj lupfiiaci VCA,

opened up the crucial social prob- gers
, “outer", “social" and so on, Might not the field of “women’s

Lems which are both the consequ- .

lending gratuitous semantic sophis- anthropology” be better stripped of
ence and the residue of a mod- Hendon to confuse the reader furth-. this ambiguity between researcher'

THE TIMES IlKiUEK KDUCATlON SLPPLEMKyr

into abeynnee in twentulr1

U
H
t

‘i

r
' a !!

,C nineteci(fS
und beyond, however, ithStS“ic dctaa »» iSSj

Katherine Brieas wnin*
embdluhmem of

1

ghost^ ‘

1 I.L- comse of ,.m= and retelCSi
nien Blacker shows the roleX'
in the causation of Illness Jzi—
sonal disaster in Japanese
Possession hy an angry gboC
held by followers of the
Nu-hircn sects, as well as soiM
newer movements, to be a «*»<
sickness, drunkenness, fsto? i

business, and so forth, which cuk
cured by exorcism of the malmis
spirit, who thereafter takes oa

gunrdiun role.
E

Claire Russell araies

“genuine hnuntings or ghost uontf
- she does not make any dehorn
distinction between the two, but fh

many of her collaborators b it

volume, appears to assume bi
some, if not most, are trae-wi
result of some form of intusu

emotional interaction which lam
nn impression upon the environxi

in which it took place. This, *
seems to argue, is most likely to k
the case when the emotionalWs
repressed rather than being mi&
torily resolved.

Theo Brown, in contrast to $
of his colleagues, presents i *a

story which is acknowledged b

almost everyone to be false, cot

coded apparently for the purposed

extortion and blackmail. JoanM
well analyses some of (he IIIM

ghost stones collected by Evald T«(

Kristensen, a Danish ethnognpkr

seeking to show - as do olbermti

butors for various times and placet*

that a finite set of pattern tank

found in all the diversity. Yet b
kind of inductive exercise hu w)

substantial limitations, ft cm'*

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT 12.2.82

. settings. Any . —
, ,— .... ...

student of 1 “developing" And “de- private, nature/culture and inner/out- (albeit only to seminars) ill-become
veloped” societies should study this 5L

r an(
J>

for most part, the au- an open discipline whose prime sub-

t

aiiuuiu siuuy mis pan, me hu- an open wscipime wnose prime SUb-
book and will come away richly re-

J
hora havc used the theme of space ject matter is social relations. In this

warded. to serve up some very ordinary nasty world of ours, a “private" do-
w L :

anthropological fare abouf domestic main which nevertheless enjovs the

Colin Bel! -
. ^m^H«

arriaBe patterns ^ 50cial of the “outside" could be n
Dounaanes. little too good to Inst.

rv>/.« • Dmii i.
• T*ie themes of women and space.

“

2lWrfas^» -a
S' £ saws- ?f **«.

A room of

own
Women and Space: ground rules and
social maps - -

edited by Shirley Ardener
‘

Croom Helm, £12,95 and £6.95
ISBN C 7099 0371 5 and 0372 3

The

ln NorLa'

-
Amb«li villagers of Greece these

-

make up an Intriguing combination),

'

Shi ite Iranians, Mamasani tribal Ira-
.nians, Georaans and Tadjiks from
.^ Soviet TJnion, Yoruba, urban
“coloured" South Africans and west-
em actresses. Treatment by separate
authors ranges from no-comment
•ethnography (Wrjght.on .tribal Iran)
to no-ethnography comment (Blair The Folklore of Qhosta

; Z rrs
y

toiif'
Davl,ison a"d

•• tenoritv and 5*ih«, en.»b vr..®'. Kusseu

Poor in

spirits

readily end up - as to my mm d

this volume - as "just one dan

ghost story after another", illn
coin that familiar calumny «

»

?he folklorist's love for theW
of the particular seems to deW®

intention to develop an anal)®*

approach to the subject' ®*
Analytically and theoretically

less here than in the twenty

so devoted to ghosts in Kell® i»

mas’s Religion and the wetwj

Magic. The combination olW
historical understanding and

ity with allied anthropology

has proven powerful Indeed ® »
works ns Thomas's, and

extensive range of nra-roej^
of the role and development fl***

beliefs.
,

„fnhj
These works huve viv^yW.

the character of witch beHcB» e
aspect of n universe pervwwji

moral mennings, in which ul

- and more particularly

tunes - provide occasions m j*

tlon on the inoral moaning^^,

nl agency of what ha?

Who - human or spifitw

one have offended; whatJJJVK
might have been ov6rlo °k<f^5
tnboo - through .

cBrekSjt® *. 's™,v'-"4 women s ‘in- w m 11 ----- rauuu - <

-
ten°rity" and riho. speech impedi- Bovdelli^ B^wer rn nn

foolhardiness - might havebejJ_ raent brought about by trying to 5SS n J!S^\
£12,0° fringed? Misfortunes

lurd communicate female exnerip.nrp with SBN 0 85991 079 2 ..... flerflnn unon such .Qi'estjo®

nar under the editorship orshirley \}a between these extremes are }°
^

P»odupe, handy.
Ardener. All II contributors are attempt to use ethnography to draw SSuiSSS ^ng: w,

j?,

ter evenings, the
women who attended the seminar. conclusions about women's roles and ?qS¥

s
P
P^eedlngs of Its July

It is surely unusual, in the social tore are some points of interest: a
co

i!‘f^f
I
]
ce

9n to. folklore of
sciences, for the researcher to. have P of marriages of convenience ,“!#!» appropriate-
tol»long‘tO/to.group Itqdiad.> but- jljo^pg rule-bound, Ionian Moslems OTlfiS been brought out
;we kpow the reasqri her«« Interest lii

1 fo.. ‘/thalfi

-

rbbu^holSTto ln ^ Mistletoe Serini“
. InA •nlHrrtiknlnmi . I

1 -irpann!h ':nr >L. -i J'lj

flecflon upon such
.JJfSSju*

thus on the issue of

reason to wish one harm. ^
mind one of one’s ^ duties, w ^
settled and traditional wg'^
in ghosts reflected a copWHvj w

BOOKS
Historical

being
Lukftcs, Marx and the Sources of

Critical Theory

by Andrew Feenberg

Marlin Robertson. £15.00

ISBN 0 85520 427 3_

GeoTg Lukdcs’s History and Class

Consciousness, published in 1923, in-

augurated a new phase in Marxist

thought. In it Marxism’s traditional

focus on economic and political

analysis is displaced bv a complexly

constructed social philosophy which

owes as much to Hegel’s Phe-

nomenology of Spirit as it does to

Marx’s Capital. Luk&cs's original

wnfhcsis of philosophical and socio-

historical analysis, anticipated by

Marx in the then unpublished 1844

Manuscripts,
created a new form of

theory wnich has been used and de-

veloped by a variety of writers, most

notably Lucien Goldmann and the

members of the Frankfurt School.

Andrew Fecnberg’s useful book
offers a convincing reconstruction of

the central argument of Lukdcs's

seminal work. The argument has

three major components. First, in

opposition to the claims of tradition-

al philosophy to be able to attain a

trsns-hislorical or universal ground-

ing for knowledge and right action,

,
Lukdcs’s meta-theory of philosophy

firmly locates philosophical theses

• and antinomies in specific historical

'. contexts. Philosophy, for Lukdcs, is

- the form in whicn the actual contra-

dictions of a given form of social life

are raised to consciousness. He
argues that the antinomies of
bourgeois philosophy, like those be-

.
tween fact and value, freedom and

• necessity, subject and object, have
their source in social processes of
reification, that is, in social processes
which function In a manner analo-
aous to the substitution of use value
bv exchange value in the economy,
fne predominant effect of reifica-
tion is the generation of quasi-

autonomous -social domains (for inst-

ance, “the economy") which appear

.

to operate in accordance with un-
'. trying natural laws. Social subjects
. thereby, come to view the social
- world as existing "naturally", as in-

dependent of their desires and voll-
cons. It is this appearance which

' dnwrlies the Central philosophical
antinomies of modernity. For tradi-
,l0D

^ philosophy these antinomies
.
an be solved,- if at all, only specula-

; ?3( ; Lukdcs's meta-theorettcal re-

”2Uo.
n of philosophy in history en-

• taus that such antinomies must be
Ifc ?*rcome practically. Only revolu-

»' !£°ary/escaai action, by transforming
B- me underlying social relations, can

fflsaolre itfie phllosdpical problems
precipitated by those relations.
^ine second component of Lukdcs’s
“gument is an ‘Account of proleta-
™«.aass consciousness as! a stand-
25' 'fl society which can regard
5^tn culture as a' stage in the de-
rtiopmeat,- of consciousness rather

as a trans-historical limit , on

order
r „tr

P

re
c
erv

?
the

f°
re of d0 not a8ree with it, but let us

Lukacss theory Feenberg sketchily consider wnal exactly is intended by
proposes a revision which depends the less extreme view. Does it mean
on weakening the claim of natural that if A is friendly with B he must
science to reveal the truth about the (logically) in virtue of the friendship
natural world while simultaneously do things for B which people often
hinting at the possibility of a diffe- do, for others in general, out of a
rent kind of identity of subject and sense of duty? 1 think that Williams
object, namely, an identity of nature rightly concedes this. Does it mean
In subject and object. The weaken- that A must (logically) do things for
ing move not only coheres with some B which A would also do for others?
recent work in the philosophy of Williams denies that this is logically
science, but seems essential to a involved in personal relationships",
‘philosophy of praxis". The identity Again, he may be right on Inis
thesis, however, appears both spu- although there is the point (which he
nous ill itself and incompatible with makes himself in chapter four) that
Feenberg’s own analysis of the place there is a certain “carry-over" effect
of mediation in Lukdcs's theory, of moral qualities from one situation
Once production for creation) is re- to another. Does it mean that A
placed by mediation, then the main must logically do things for his friend
justification for regarding Lukfics as B out of a sense of duty? Williams
providing an identity theory dis- does not mention this case, although
appears. it is a natural interpretation of “per-

It seems likely, as Fcenbcrg's sonal relationships presuppose moral
analysis tacitly implies, that the voca- ones". Since friends and lovers have
bulary of German Idealism was in duties to each other - they are, after

fact inadequate to Lukdcs's theore- all, in role-relationships - presumably
tical purposes (as, indeed, it may when other motivation fails, as

have been to Hegel’s own enter- sometimes it might, they arc still

prise). Lukdcs’s best thoughts are required by tlieir relationships to do
frustrated as much as they are nur- what is needful, but it will now be
tureu by 2 CG!lCC[?lU?l scheme that out of duty. If I am misunderstand-

tOO often owes more to Fichte lTiSH to Williams it may be because it is

to Hegel.
“* -** *

J. M. Bernstein

Dr Bernstebi is lecturer in philosophy
at the University of Essex.

Moral
claims
Moral Luck

by Bernard WHIlum
Cambridge University Press, £16.50

and £5.95

ISBN 0 521 24372 6 and 28691 3

not clear whai be 55 saying. In grap-

pling with difficult and important

ideas here he seems to me to move
between the exciting but false and

the (rue but trivial.

What he does want to reject in

this essay and elsewhere m the

volume is the Kantian idea of the

supreme importance of morality. He
maintains that in cases of conflict

between moral claims and those of

personal relationships then “deep
attachments to other persons will ex-

press themselves in the world in

wavs which cannot at the sonic time

embody the impartial view". Yes, no
doubt they will sometimes so express

themselves, but ought they to? Wil-

liams seems to think so. and his

reason is that “Life has to have sub-

stance if anything is to have sense,

including the impartial system; but if

it has substance, then it "cannot grant

al or rational, for the existential de-
cision a In Gauguin this would give

justification which was immune to
the uncertainties of intrinsic luck.

This suggestion is discussed and re-

jected on the grounds that it is not
possible to formulate a rule which
would provide the right sort of prjoT
justification; there could be no
reasonable prior conviction that one
was n great creative artist, for “what
is reasonable conviction supposed to
be in such a case? Should Gauguin
consult professors of art? The
absurdity of such riders surely ex-
presses "an absurdity in (he whole
enterprise of trying to find n place
for such cases within the rules.”

Docs it? Professors arc. of course,
notoriously unhelpful for consulta-

tion on anything, but the aspiring
artist could reasonably consult other
artists, since early genius is rarely

completely unrecognizable by other
artists. And why must he be a “great
creative artist" to justify the project?
Would it not do if he were just

pretty good? If the existential deci-

sion were based on a prior consid-

eration of all the factors that it could
be based on, it could subsequently
be said to be rationally, mid indeed
morally, justified even if the even-
tual outcome were intrinsic failure.

Ana iifi important factor, recognized

suffering) for art.

Williams has another reason for

his rejection of the supremacy of

moral claims. "If the moral were
really supreme, it would have to be
ubiquitous." In other words, every-

thing not forbidden would become
compulsory! But why? Even on the
narrowest interpretation of Kant,
according to which, as Williams
rightly says, what I most fun-

damentally am should be beyond
luck, there is nothing to prevent the

flourishing of the sentiments, of per-

sona) attachments, of art.

In chapter four there is moral ptii-» of a different kind, a discus-

the sort of moral character
which it would be desirable for a

politician to have. Whereas I found
ihc first three chapters exciting but
unacceptable, 1 found this one
acceptable but hanal. Wc do not
need a philosopher to tell us that

"only those who arc ‘reluctant or
disinclined to do the morally dis-

agreeable when it is really necessary
have much chance of not doing it

when it is not necessary”. An adequ-
ate discussion of this sort of topic

needs intention (o historical exam-
ples, or it will be judged by politi-

co ns or historians as sterile. The
remaining chapters, on such matters
as internal and external reasons,

by Kant, in prior moral considers- practical necessity, “ought" and mnr-

lion is the belief that one has talents al obligations. lelutiViaffl, wjtuen-

Moral Luck is the arresting title of a u nM SUOMIin,.c , lllcn u LBII1IUI BIB1U

SSSt°h.S
pe
i2J?S nw 'Z supreme importance tp the impartial

which have been written over Hie «»,*»»,*,»* n„t thic cur*iu in mic.
past seven years and are now being

published in one volume. Eleven of

the thirteen essays could be said to

be moral philosophy in one form' or

another, and even the last two - on
“the extent to which we can hope to

pertllve) ii .both 'expressing wh,. I

aid th/iKCuJlBrfties of

life does indeed nave significant sub-

system". But this is surely to mis-

understand Kant, the Kantian tradi-

tion, and deep personal rela-

tionships.

It is to misunderstand Kant in lhaf

for him.accepting the demands of the

impartial system (the categorical jm-

to he developed.

I found the discussion of rational

and morn! justification stimulating,

but I was deeply disturbed by a

related issue whicn is fundamental to

the chapter - "that while wc are
sometimes guided by the notion that

it would be the best of worlds in

which morality were universally re-

spected and all men were of a dis-

position to affirm it, we have in fuel

deep and persistent reasons to he
grateful that it is not the world we
nave”. What could these reasons

possibly be which could lead us to be
grateful that our world is not one
tree from the torturer, the violator

of human rights, the rapist . . .7

Since this extraordinary remark is

made in "the context of a discussion

of Gauguin the reason seems to be

the dubious empirical one that out of

a preference for a life free of the

moral claims made on one by depen-
dents there sometimes comes great

art. On the some level it could be

stein and Idcnlisiu, und some aspects

of verifientionism, raise matters of
interest mainly to professional philo-

sophers. and offer the analytical in-

sights appropriate to such preoccupa-
tions.

It should be remembered that in

these essays, especially the ones on
moral philosophy, Williams is grap-

pling with difficult ideas. Perhaps
then it is not unfair to say Hint he is

a true Kantian at least in this, that

they arc not casv to read or inter-

pret. Moreover there is a tendency
to rhetoric, os in “Kantianism is only
superficially repulsive" (page 21), or

in the frequent use of the word
"absurd” to characterize views with

which he disagrees. On the other
hand, there are also -memorable
phrases, and paragraphs which con-

dense a whole tradition of thinking.

The ideas do need a more sys-

tematic framework, as he says in the

preface, and it is to be hoped that

the interest and controverey his pre-

replied that great art has also been "sent volume will produce will en

peculiarities and to peculiarities

our perspective” - have a bearing on
topics in moral philosophy.

Although the essays have been

written separately for various pur-

poses there are several recurring

themes and a single intellectual per-

spective which give a loose coherence

to the book. The blurb describes the

recurring themes as “the moraj and

.stance. For those who are more
loosely Kantian, and might accept

with Williams the view that the sub-

stance of life comes from personal

relations, morality is of supreme im-

portance only in the very limited

sense that, in cases of conflict be-

j
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.
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* moral precedence. And- It. Is to misunde*

^
<fnH

d
Sfinn^

bS«" Cer- stand meaningful personal rda-

taodsm wri-
.

A.^cond Mini, Kgumenf

created as a direct consequence of an
artist’s consciousness of the moral
claims laid on him by the. possession

of talent, or indirectly as in Sir Wal-
ter Stott’s writing novels to pay . Ids

debts. But in any case it is clearly

possible fp pay too high a moral
price (that is, a price in human

courage him to produce one soon,

R. S. Downfe

R. S. Dowitie is prpfessor of moral

philosophy . at the University of.

Glasgow.
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Kantian tradition must have difficul-

ties with .the idea of personal rela-

tionships? This does not seem to me

to follow, nor am I convinced that

Williams makes out a ease for his

vaiuv, —D-— • —D- -V
looking ot the notion of "rational

justification", leaving moral jiistlUca-

tion till later.
'

' the notion of rational justification

is hot ,a very clear one in this sort of

context, but it seems that the thesis
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Learning
at the
Back Door
REFLECTIONS ON -

NON-TRADITIONAL
UJARNINGINTHE
LIFESPAN

by Charles A Wedemeyer

In this challenging and highly original book, Wodemayor, a pioneer in

the field of independent, distance, and open education, analyses the

characteristics of nob-traditional learning, arid suggests ways in.which
.

such 'learning can be strengthened and used, for Jhe general

improvement of nil .education? ‘ •

'fhe growing literature in this ffeld-througluiut the world makes it clbar .

that these alternative ways can' no longer be ignored. Non-traditipnal

learning may indeed help to revitalize all of education. Prqfcaaor

WederaByer’a'^tpiJyofferS a solid-basis for understand ing the value >
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BOOKS
New
improved
vision
The Psychological Study of Object

Perception: examination of

methodological problems and critique

of main research approaches

bj Arlld Llan

Academic Press, £1 1 .80

ISBN 0 12 447850 6

Direct Perception

by C'lolre F. Michaels and Claudia

Carella

Prcnticc-Hnil, £12.60

ISDN 0 13 214791 2
,

Psychologists who arc active in empir- i

iuil ref*arch have developed a useful

conditioned reflex. Whenever they
sec the word “metnthcory" they
reach for u wastebasket.
Mein theorists believe that they can

advise us which kinds of experiments
K «0, ana which to avoid, using a
priori arguments based on personal
insights. These private revelations
tend to be discrepant so thnt it is

much easier to classify metatheorics
by their tone than by their content.
Pessimistic metnthcorists are con-
vinced that they have discovered
some fundamental logical Raw which
undermines all current opinions in a

f
articulur branch of psychology, i

heir best advice is that all work i

should instantly cease. They write
with the gloomy satisfaction of a 1

physician waiting to see a terminnl
prognosis remorselessly confirmed.
Optimistic metatheorists are con-
vinced (hut they have received some
fundamental new insight which will
transform an entire field of research.
Like jolly neurosurgeons they bluffly
iwisUtw..y» .»(ill survive, and in- i

deed function much more happily, if
1

dnly we- allow them lo ablate our
outrent knowledge structures.

Arild Lian is a pessimist: “we are,
in Tact, questioning the foundations
of most of the psychology of percep-
tion’-. It turns out that he is, in fact,
questioning the assumptions of an
antiquarian discipline which he terms
’'psychophysics”. By psychophysics
he chooses to mean experiments car-
ried out to quantify subjective esti-
mates of sensations such As hue,
brightness, size and object shape,
and three-dimensional

.
Hit.

’

doni depending on. the precise ex-
pCruTfcnlal conditions under which

; tested on what they
the experimenter wants them to

• “? M°ro importantly,
, Lian

.iwirts. the visual world consists of
structured “objecte^whicb cannot-be

L, ; by some ! reverse
t&p . transfanuBtlpn; -foib 'compo-

nent -sensations^,, “An objcctVis
more than Just a. collection of sen-
so«r properties; . In perception the
object is

-

said ,.to occur as an lute_
~a(ed pe

‘ - - -

Llan ia

. . . op thls IWe
that, fie should bare. ® review

I
k. myth of a “standard human obser-

1

ver" is invalid. Our knowledge of

| colour vision has been greatly adv-
f anted by the pyschophysics of colour

g blindness. The effects of central and
peripheral damage and the nature of
individual differences arc staples of
current research.

Lian might write otherwise if he
were sympathetic to (he work of J. J.

Gibson. He is not, and (his would
bring him into conflict with two live-

ly and optimistic metal hcorists,

Michaels and Carella, whose eulogies

Gibson himself found inconvenient

before his death (“Idolatry is

pleasant but very frustrating for the

idol"). In contrast to Lian, who
seems a lonely antiquarian critic,

based in the isolated psychological
culture of Oslo, Michaels and Carel-

la are the most recent publicists for a

bustling North American group
which revolves around the work of
Bransford. Cutting, Franks, Shaw,
Turvev and others.

Michaels and Carella sharq^Lian's
discontent with theories of percep-
tion that cannot discuss objects.

Their premises, however, are very
different and much more positive.

By developing Gibson's insight that

perception cannot be discussed in the
abstract but must be n description of
a transaction between a specified
organism and a specified environ-
iiicnt, they extend the idea of
perception to encompass all the
animal knows about its world. “What
an animal can know is as specific to
its (environmental) niche ns its body
js"; more gnomically, “if the animal
is the knower and the environment is

the known a full accounting (that is,

perceiving) cannot be had by analysis
of one". And by rightly following
Gibson’s insistence that animals are
not passive information channels but
rather “Investigators, not merely in-

Learning
the rules
Parent-Child Interaction: theory, ;

research prospects ...
edited by Ronald W. Henderson
Academic Press, £19.60
ISBN 0 12 340620 X

Although the title implies that this
collection is devoted to research into
the intricacies of parent-child interac-
tion, it is,' In fact, wholly concerned
with the much broader realm of child
socialization. Tt is divided into three
sections; the first, Amounting to
more than half the book, reviews
theory and research in this field.

.
the second explores methodological
problems, and the third Is concerned
with tbe application of theory.

:

The gehertl approach adopted vir-.
lually- throughout i$ that of q general
review of ' the available literature,
attempting to assess the contribu-;
Uons made by recent developments.
Perhaps inevitably, this approach en
courages an Integrating and synth
AClttrlD aF • rliaHA«<,u B •

habitant^noei^oridslMne^ecry
contemporary information processing

models for human perception.

Many of these models, however,

rest on a misunderstanding of the

mathematical theory put forward by

Shannon and Weaver. In many, "in-

formation” is treated as a substance,

a sort of viscous ectoplasm, which

the “environment” intrudes into the

passive “information channel” of an

organism. In Shannon and Weaver's

model, however, information cannot

exist unless there is an active choice.

A hardware “receiver” or a biologic-

al "perceptual system” must be, at

least implicitly, capable of testing for

the presence or absence of a number
of different, specifiable states of its

environment. If no such tests can be
made, no information exists.

So for Gibson's views are clearly,

and wittily, extended, but these nice

E
oints become lost in a straggling

erd of non-sequitura. The authors
are resigned in the expectation that

their ideas will be received unsym-
pathetically, and seem to think that

this will secure the authenticity of
their point of view. Announcing that

work tn progress on a new theory of
depth perception will show how the

new theory raises fundamentally new
questions, they tell us that it ;« inex-
pedient 1G present the mathematical
basis of this work, or. to tell us much
about it, in their book. Some nice
experiments by Shaw are described,
showing that people can estimate re-

lative ages from human skull pro-
files. One of the cues which they use
to do this is change in skull shape
with age, that is, a progressive topo-
logical deformation in terms of car-
dioid strain. Hey presto, the human
perceptual system deals directly with
'higher order invariants” in the en-
vironment and does not make use of
assemblages of lower order con-

structs such as straight -ci Igcs, line

tilt, curves, angles, ami so on.

If the brain docs, indeed, deal

only in terms of higher order in-

variants we should be forced to re-

interpret dramatic, widely discussed

findings of single brain cells which'
respond uniquely to particular stimu-
lus features such as lines, colours,
and so on. We would even have to

re-interpret other discoveries of sing-

le cells which appear to respond un-
iquely to complex structures such as
peanuts, hands or faces. Our embed-
ded electrodes may simply he tap-
ping off adventitious component pro-
cesses in some “higher order in-

variant detection system” which we
cannot yet understand.

This is an extremely important
caveat, but we must not forget that
Shaw’s experiments hardly show that
this is the case. The possibility that
people can rank-order degrees of
topological deformatiort and the
further fact that, in everyday life,

thejr may be able to base some of
their judgments (such ns relative pro-
file age) on such orderings hardly
supports the much larger claim that
humans and other animals always
base all their perceptual judgments
onl

y CR higher' order invariants and
never make judgments based on the
presence, absence or value of iso-
lated cues and features. This extreme
claim runs counter to so many reli-

able experiments, and to such strong
intuitions, that it will require muen
clearer definition and much more
compelling empirical support than
Michaels and Carella can yet find.
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science
Dictionary of the History

edited by W. V. Bynum
, EiJ
*V

llrownc and Roy Porter |
Macmillan, £17.50 f
ISBN 0 333 29316 9

As the first dictionary to befcT
lo the history of scientific idtS
published in any language ftk
deserves a much wider autawfe
those with a professional fatal

;

science who will undoubtedly,
consult and study it. i»

The organization of the votes

unusual but generally effective,
ft

is no biographical dictionary, Fntif

names feature not . at all as«bj’
although there is a useful nj tf
biographical index at the end of?

'

book. Rather we have eotriali.

concepts, schools, theories.

chcs. The cross referendnjt am#
lent and 2H example tYmfia t®

Patrick Kabbltt

Patrick Rabbitt will be professor of
psychology at the University of
wham from 1st April.

iciu on.” ull example typifies fc

range of the book. Under Tin to

ment)” we are told to see; “dm.

science; combustion; element; Go!

relation to the Universe; test'd

thermodynamics’*. When a rail i

used which has its own entij in

starred.

The volume's range is impra-i

An analytical table of conteiftifc

tifies all the individual entries te

ing on a particular field; 54 (tin

for astronomy, 164 for btokm.k

for chemistry, 55 for the Earn a*

ces, 42 for historiography and sort

ogy of science, 103 for the tmu

sciences, 38 for mathematics, lUk

medicine, 131 for philosophy of»

ence, and 103 for physics. MW
laneous listings refer to (tinea

»

ence, hermeticism, Hindu sow

Islamic science, magic, nwt««

macrocosm, nature, science tap

gion, scientific revolution, twa*

gy, and witchcraft. •

There are, however, wmep
Perhaps the most surprising

there is no entry under swattS*

especially since the concept wau

an interesting histoiy and wWbc

count as science is

importance and contention.

there a sustained account

tory of the philosophy of *&**•

of the current range of pnuiwp

of science to be found. Norbw
evenness in how dose foJKfJJevenness in nuw uuw ——-r

any article should take us: w ,

under “cosmologies after

takes us no further than IK j
, ...... u have tow

palibijity Hve centuries
born, It-wyla best.in the first sec- Pra ,V HWS.^

®r "d™n *l*^aJ» UdvSlJ

J}™ difficulties arise from different

.S'f
ve by assumption*™

'

nptions’enon JSSi paPimi from 'the

S^lffin
f
0“ âl

.

review approach, Parke and

cMIqfeh;; arid: Wssi'i dfos^
wvey qf tnaterqai child

- 1

analysis

Izes
, the

hy thfti. srraw tucjl. lie
attack-,

. . . ... it is pervorre.o
lo

1 .lntitrt that cootemporary ,psy->

Sleveas s-dull obsession wiih,quanfi^
fixation of — - t

:
;ft#atl^ rej^ay; of jlbeinre:W Staking Seyeri
nent observation? *-

•V
The iniegfatiyo

Hons miaht W Jofferdd* ifidraaribA offerdd^Bfirgan apd

(1]esentg

culties,

within , a

BHpr the.,firo6T<

t'actilld

WJsqddliza

odd, too, that one of the
! |

term “naturalism"

technical concept) *
' longer than those on seie^^

volution, evolution,

And although there are tm]
\

.

onccs to Greek achievenw^sj

vidual entries, tliere Bjj-*?'

under Greek science as kwd. ,

Individual articles art
‘ 5L

otj($>

a high standard, some^ex^f1^
so, presenting

prose the major thrust ot
, ^

the history of a -concept- AW
rf#

often reflect- the current saw

bate within the- historiogf ^
ence, *n entirely,

Many entrie$ dso^ni^^ j

cialist bibliographies.

the more important.

history of science, is

.. The history ^f ^^^a
academic discipUtie . ^
cuts in -higher

Under threat . in this
My jbd<

volqme,is:a timely

practitioners have 1

vital issues.

G. A. 1 Rogers

. philosophy at the IfotoWk

- Sir .- Thomas- air .- i nomas • ™

«

; fished -in two, volumes
g

at ,£6.35 each ‘volume, A
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BOOKS
The games
computers
play
Minds and Mechanisms:

philosophical psychology and

computational models

by Margaret A. Boden

Harvester Press, £20.00

ISBN 0 7108 0005 3

Some years ago, an eminent resear-

cher in artificial intelligence (Al) at

Stanford University decided that the

game of Diplomacy was an ideal

target for computational modelling.

The game is said to have no element

of chance: players each take on a

country of the Europe of 1900 and,

with the nid of no more than a map
on a board and moveable symbols

for armies, make deals with each

other for support against invasions

and threats in the comers of the

house where it is played. The emi-

nent researcher made Ills friends play

the game with him for weeks, tape-

recording all the deals in closed

moms (these became “protocols" in

the terms of the trade).

The upshot of it ail was a prog-

rammed version, which displayed the

board an a television screen in the

offices of players, all of the screens

being linked to a large central com-
puter. The secret deals in kitchens

and on stairs now became calls be-

tween computer terminals for players

shut in their own offices. The com-
puter itself both administered the

game (the success of invasions, and
of clashes of armies) and played as a
country itself.

There was one immediate sain in

all this: the rules that came with the
set were incomplete, and did -not
cover quite simple situations, so that

players had to agree new rules dur-
ing the game, with all the attendant
acrimony. However, the computer
version seemed able to settle all such
disputes on the spot, because of its

comprehensive programmed-in rules.

But there were awful drawbacks,
too: the players of the computerized

‘

version, each in the privacy of his
office, soon lost interest in dialogues
on the screen with others. It seemed
everyone had actually enjoyed the
huddled deals with other people on

stairs. Worse still, it was very
(HfflciUt for the computer actually to
play the same, as distinct from re-
feree it. Its program lacked “Inten-
tionaljty”, a relation of subjecthood
to such same objects as Russia or
Tuntey. tn the sense of a (simulated)
desire to possess them. This has
been a featurb of many computer
programs that engage in dialogue
wth people at video terminals:, they
°nen answer questions and obey
commands very well, but rarely have
wjypnng they actually want to talk
about to -the human interlocutor. '

,

1M Pu* *° wind of this small but
fflRlonpus episode In the history of
Al early in Professor Boden’s impor-
tant new book, for it Incorporates
some orthe chief themes that- Inform.

*9rk: the, program only Worked
aid of spme grasp of the

.

"Pojogy. of Europe (a map of which

SSI “PPear on the screen), but
s
Xtn°°lio, pitemal, representa-

'

*lf
d to, fie non-pictorial, since

; computers work with binary num-

£?f that possible? Why Is it

hrr«
ar
ic the.program a struc-

Vere Computers, qow do

J“
n
n
s

n2h which Margaret Boden has continuing advocacy produced hy Drgrappled over the past twenty years. Margulis*
P y

'nl|»d,lrt,on *0 these col- Dr Margulis has stayed in the ecn-

pf«.f,?
Sa

1 . s,U
L
es ^er conceras: tre of the stage for another reason.

nlSf ’»
W
i
,at

r
,S the nature of the She udvncntes wiiat she herself de-

and
,

of s.Pec,fic mental phe- scribes as the “extreme" view of the
lomena (such as intentions, symbiotic origin of cell structure; not

sSnwhS^S^KSi0n>? on,y mitochondria and chluroplasls.

reauired for f-

re hut also the eukaryotic flagellum hud

al^nsvrhnlncrj-?
a

Th?^f
,e

|

l^C01^ a symbiotic origin (from spirochaete-

nnssihle
ls

.

11 like organisms). Further, this whs a
possmie for the mind to be emho- key acquisition in lhu( ii led to the
died, and what is the relation be- precise division of genetic material
tween psychology on the one hand that constitutes mitosis, and thence
and physiology or biology on the to the explosive evolution of cuk-

?;r

WhQt ,
.
n,P£ati?"s aryotic life that began in the

iffP
theor,es m the life Phanerozoic era. At present only a

J?
a
y? ^

or m
.

ora
* .thinking minority of biologists would probably

about individuals and society? accept this "extreme" version, but I

.

“n be no space here for n Miink it is only a matter of lime

fSlS?
d,
^
u
.

ssi0n of d,
I

ver
L
se 8 before it gains wider support. Dr

collection, but one persistent theme Margulis herself has done much
worth emphasizing is_ opposition to through her recent research to re-
any dehumanization by computa- rnedy our ignorance of the biology ot
bon and computational theories of free-living spirochaetcs.
mental life, like those of AL She Symbiosis in ‘ Cell Evolution is a
does not make any conventional fitting tribute to the provocative and
attack on such activities and disci- remarkable endeavours of Dr Mar-

iiuiihuiulh. ijuiiils ui v.cw. wans Mwn dook paints a picture ot me ongins or
form of argument is to establish the life and the early evolution of cells
central role of “representation" in on a broader intellectual canvas than
intelligent computer programs: any other living biologist could man-
machines that can see and “recog- agCi she combines the expected
mze three-dimensional scenes by knowledge of a first-class cell biolog-
way of (two-dimensional) television

jS{ with a deep understanding of a
camera images, for example, do so diversity of other relevant topics
only with the aid of complex prog- such as the early geological condi-
ram representations of how solid

t|ons Qf thc Earth, the chemistry of
worlds must be structured and recog- the atmosphere, the interpretation of
nized. She shows that the same hoi- proterozoic microfossils, geochemis-
iGfm nnnnn pb wpria tn hn Fnm nri ! „ _ . ls i

fogy such as the nineteenth-century iy tour-de-force of a kind few others
Gestalt school. could have produced.

If I have a personal quibble, it is There will be some, especially
that Professor Boden would take a th0Se whose inflexibility of mind
vow not to quote Lewis Carroll for a attracts the charitable epithet of
whole year. But, that aside, -purist", who will be irritated by
there is profit in every part of this ^pects of the book. However, Dr
book for anyone concerned with pre- Margulis is right in believing thnt the
sent day questions of the nature of structure called a "11ageHum ••

is so
mind, intelligence and machines. different in prokaryotes and eukary-

otes that it ought to be given diffe-

Yorick Wilks rent terms. Throughout the book,
:

the. eukaryotic flagellum is therefore

Yorick Wilks Is Director of the Cen- renamed “undulipodlum"; but de-

tre for Cognitive Studies at the Uni- spite the underlying correctness of
versify of Essex. her approach, this term may not gain

Wooden Catholic Church ot Lachawicc, Poland, built In 1789. Although It

still maintains late Gothic traditions externally, a superimposed bulbous dome
gives it a Baroque flourish. Taken from The Wooden Churches of Enstcrn
Europe: nil introductory survey by David Buxton, published by Cambridge
University Press at £42.50.

tre for Cognitive Studies at the Um- spite the underlying correctness of
versify of Essex. her approach, this term may not gain

wide currency. Although many will

.
be familiar with “five kingdom"U i ,
systems of classifying organisms,

f Plllllur few will have encountered, before

reading this book, the concept of the
' kingdom Protoctista (the Protists, or

fTHDClC unicellular eukaryotes, combined

j' with their iinmeaiate multicellularP
^

descendants such as the soaweeds

Z .. . ,

" and chytrids). But 'it must be admit-
Symbiosis (n Cell Evolution

ted that the creation of such a king-
by Lynn MarguUs '

,
dom then leaves the kingdoms Plan-

Freeman. £16.40 and £9.20 tae and Fungi more cohesive, dearly

ISBN 0 7167 1255 5 and 1256 3 delimited aqd monophyletic.

In
H.
19
fh

author^states* £t*-E£\£
under the name Ljmn Sa8an) P^b

|^|0|ir|y works, this book is not so
hshetl one of the

much a collection,of truths as a pre-

5SS?J iSJLSJ, sentation of a point of view concem-
ongm
Biol.,

the firs

ported

n of znitosins (7. theor.

ported by detauea a me
[n fccti fa preS0IlU her “point of

theory thHt
view” with impressive fairness and

plasts evofved too
balance. She is careful to give the

cyanpbafcteria, ongmally sj^footic
argumente 0gainst as Well as those in

within animal and P]ant jrells. Pro
f JQ|ir por example, her assessment

vocatively however,* devotedI more . extent l0 which ^miil ex-

« ^a^8a^ns that Diploma-

sinS clearly, not necessary,
: children will spend

tin? aL commercial roace-
’

tf nff11"6*.1 Perhaps . that version
dimply lacked colour

’ n? ,eartopn
‘ armies? "

.

" frivolous Questions.

tnan w ~ “v-r tubulin is meUculously tau. in tier

fog .the case for .Jo ''' excellent discussions of the origiq:of
of mitochondria and ch^ropfoSts.

sfie concentrates on the Tnter-
As the author

prelatfon of available facts, and
atedly emphasized, she was the

^V(Jys thosfl areas Xyhere the absence
first to suggest some of these idoM,

, of taformnlion has led others into

they had appeared a few times' be-
prolonged and often tedious specula-

fore, although mostly in po°r
]y

wnt-
{|Qn /sucj, ^

1

the problem of how
ten articles fn obscure publications in

- regates 0f organic molecules
the earlier part of the century.

ev0)yed into simple ceils).
'••

However,,she was. the first to preaml
.

j

S a very enjoyable book,
the theories In skilful and perauasive

jn an easi|y readable style,

oetail, and mbst importantly, snp
antj peppered with thought-provoking

was' the first to emphasize -the efr
,

quotations frdm a wide range or
perimentally testable - authors. The breadth of scholarship
which could be made (many or ymten

dj pjayecj ^ deeply impressive,

were subsequently shown to be true),

p-.c.. smith
;

.

D. C. Smith Is Slbthorpfan Proj&Orrs J ,h.trgag -a Km* Economy..mi heai bf thc
of
L?^^‘^L^J^ihJ'Sobabilltr (hat deportment of mrliulhirdl and forist

S&’a: rrtvis.d tdltion yf J.'R.L. Pto.

‘hale matched the impadt

Taking
a notion
Rethinking Mathematical Concepts

by Roger F. Wheeler
Ellis Horwood/Wilcy. £17.50 and

.£7.90

ISBN 0 85312 2K4 9 and 308 X

U I wanted to react negatively to this

book, I would repeat Gauss's remark
(made somewhat - sarcastically when
told he'd never be - able to

f

prove
something that actually took him ah-'

out five minutes) that it is ; notions,,

not notations, that are important, If

I wanted to defend it I would point

out that when teaching notions, bad
notation is confusing.
The author wants student

mathematics teachers to think more
carefully and deeply about their sub-
ject, and how to present it. To this

end he discusses a series of standard
topics: relations and functions,

square roots, infinity, limits, series,

calculus. Sets and boolean algebra,

logic, arid induction. He sketches

how these concepts might arise in

the classroom, gives examples of
good and bad usage, pitfalls, sources
of confusion, gaps in thc usual

approaches. .( have.no dopbt nt all

that student teachers can derive con-
siderable profit fron) the -material

presented.

Despite the title there isn'( /really

"any rethinking of edhetpis at all; the
material is standard undergraduate
fare.' Is it .'really true that student

lcnchcrs arc not ordinarily exposed
ui this material? If so. it is like

producing driving instructors who
know which switch works thc traffi-

cator, but have never quite Worked
out which way it moves for '“left"

and which for “right”;' and are not

consciously .aware that it mutters.

This is basic material: it should not

be a question of rethinking. : i

;

Stimulating it may be. .but sludents

should not leave it unquestioned.
There are several- faults; One; is an
overemphasis' dn notation parse as a

solution lo ‘conceptual difficulties.

For example, the tuiled arrow las

Sed to the: tailless arrow, as a
Oh for functional dependence is

hailed as a "revolutionary advahee, I

think it is a piece of pedantry that

-Wifi . only serve to. Confuse
.
students

,

Who ;do not : see the distjriclion.

whereas for those, who. do see it«. a
rotational < difference, is - a waste :of

.tjhie. The disapproval of arc sin as
the inverse sine is baked on o tfiiy .

detail in life' history of the w.qrd
1

“arc": students neither know nor
care ulioiit this, and the argument is

ridiculous.

There is. overall, a creeping
pedantry, best exemplified by a re-

mark on page 17 about “singulary"

relations. A - footnote explains the
derivation of this word' from Latiii

distributive number adjectives, listing

the first 12. The problem is that
virtually every mathematician in thc
world calls them unary relations, im-

pure . as thnt derivation may be.
“Television** is an awful Graeco-
Latin hybrid, but any electronics text

that substituted “remotovisioii" or
“teleorasis" would get the cold
shoulder, and quite right* too.. :

A third fault is that the author is

much top. cerlain of his own views,

while being rather unimaginative ab-

out alternatives. “The . only logical

meaning to give (a certain symbol] is
*

sin sin x . , . (page 102). This just- is

not true: I can think of two or three

good reasons to justify the usual

meaning as the square of the sine. In

a Banach algebra of functions, point-

wise multiplication is just as good a

product as functional composition.
Although I am. not advocating
Leaching Banach algebras to school-

children. .1 must protest the dogma-
tic, and wrong, assertion- that the

author’s preference is (he only one
that can be justified. Similarly on .

page 76, after an excellent discussion

of the use of the symbol for infinity

in complex analysis, we are told that
.

an “irresolvable conflict" makes a
similar treatment for the real num-

i be;rs impossible. Strictly, thatV non-
sense, DccBUsc,...as. tne : reals 'are

embedded in the complexes, the real.
;>w

treatment can be read off at once by
restricting the domain of discussion.

It is true that the order relation On
the reals breaks down in the ex-

tended system; but (even more
basic) the associative law for com-
plexes breaks down: how is it that

tliere is no “irresolvable conflict"
1

there?. The truth. is simpler: the use.

.
of .

infinity Erf complex analysis is
' widespread because it makes a lot of
; problems easy; the corresponding
use in the real case, does not seem
to be o's applicable, so is unfashion-
uble arid seldom mentioned. The dis-

cussion of the real dase is very' shal- r
“

low and needs much more
,
explana-

tion.

The book stimulated me. hut
mostly by saying things I disagreed
with. If sludepts use it in the same
Spirit. 'it will- prbyc Very valuable.

lanSteSvarf

fan Stewart is. lecturer In ninthctnatics
at the University of Warwick. :
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Appointments

General
A-iincktinn of Orufuulr Careers Advisory Ser-

tikC. The following ol fleets and memhoi' of the

Smniling Ciiinniillco-tiau' freon clevied Chair-

man J. K. Hudson (diiecmr. Diiriiarn L/ni-

vvikin Careers A«hiuifv Sonieol; Secretary. C.

M. Therue (careers uifthcr. Leeds Uniterdiy

Carvels Sciviccj; Treasurer. A. K. Norni.in

(auUlani secretary. University of Oxford

Appointment* Cnmmince) C'ummiiiee mem-
Ix’fx: 1) Rone <firislnl Pul

>
[cell nic); Mis II.

Uotei llJmsoisiiv of [ ouglihorDugh I . Ms (i.

Cmklnian (Uniscull) of Rcndingi; Dr N.

Ifsiiii fUniversity nf London); Ms P. Piero:

(Tnlytechnic nf Central I.on Anil; P. Pierce-

Puce (The Cily University); Ms A. P.
!

Radererht (University of Bristol), V. U. War-
ner (University nf Warwicks)

Rum! College of Siirjiums of F.ii^I.iih?. Mr
Aljn Park' iwi> iinpoinivil Hunter:,m Orator
fWl. Pride"cii P (>. flevan-fii.idsliau Iccrurer

I’M?. Mr VP. A 11. Smell ic and Mi J. P
Wifliams uere re-ekeied. anil Mr J. Fjiiprnve

of ( hcllenli.ini w,n cL-elcd as a number uf the

Cuiul or examiner* in (icnemk Surgery for

three jeai» from January I9M2. Mr R. M.
lleiMIe was appointed iurgK.il tutor hi Cantor-
frury 1South I names Region) (or five years in

the Iti'i instance in sucu-xmuii in Mr It K
C.iiinifrciv

Mr F. A. Thompson l.ilely of the Sehmil of

Fdik.slion. IUci|hkiI Univeiviiy has hecn
,ip|iolnied The brlii'h and Foreign Siluml Si Ki-

el) Rtwarth OffLer. He is eunenily involved

in field lescnrch prujetl on muliiLiiliunil til lie ti-

ll mi The research involves simvuluilinn ssith

schools, patents am I community k-ailcis in the

fosahiy.

Mr David Warren Piper has been elected chnir-

man of Ihe SiKiely for Research into Higher
Education, lie has kxn hc.uf of the University
Teaching Methods Unit of the University ul
Eondmi whkh was set up to pioneer a nets

•ippiiMCh to instruction in unisersiilcv. For Hi
ycais Mi riper has hcen u leader in the move-
ment fin staff ileselopmcni in universities

Mr Alan Saundetv hus muccikd Mr Rohe it

Galkin as prs'shlenl u[ the Naimnul Society for
Art Eslucaifiin. Mr (lulhms retains his position
uvNSAL it pi event a live on ihe Buinhum Furth-
er Filucalloii Comtnilicc I ie is asshted fry Mr
lorn R«)hfr. Middlesex Polytechnic in meeting
the lespnnsibilitivs of the Buinlum Fuithci
OduLUiinn Commit lee representation.

Sir Ash lev Urania II has been elected to the
ihjirmjmhip nf Ihe NaiinnaJ Council lor Di.i-

ma Training irr suevessinn in Sir William van
SiraqUnKc. who .had In.cn chairman nf the
«nMtt rifrttHk 1 fttahfljhmom ' In 1976. Sr

'
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.Aii old waterway in (he Fens which a few centuries ago carried barges laden
wflh heavy goods but now looks impossibly narrow. One of ihe illustrations in
f/fstory on Your Daorsln by J. R. Ravensdalc, the BBC book published in
conjunction with the TV series of the same name. Programmes are being
shown on Thursdays at 7.30 pm on BBC2 until March 4.

Forthcoming events
Living Foundation, 34b Kensington High
Street. London W.M.

Grants

The following grants have been

awarded by the SSRC:

Aberdeen
Sociology - £24,1100 lu study ilic health beliefs

of women in different social classes, directed fry

Dr E. A. Paterson.

Aston
Management - £74.h32 to study the resrumve to

micro-elect ronics. directed hy Dr J. Child, Pro-

fessor E. Braun and Professor K. Loveridge.

Bath
Humanities and Social Sciences - £12,0011 to

study the growth and development nf the In-

donesian intelligentsia, directed by Dr L. >1.

Palmier.

Birmingham
Local Government Studies - £4M5h to study
the rural water supply planning in the semi-urid

areas of the Sudan, directed by Dr A. W.
Shepherd.

City

Mathematics - £50.980 to study (he statistics on
socio-demographic factors in migration,

directed by Professor A. J. Fox.

Cornwall Technical College

Geography - £19.736 to study the recent non-
retirement migrants to Cornwall, directed by
Dr B. J. H. Brown, Dr W. T. Thorncycrofi.
R. W. Perry and K. G. Dean.

Dundee
Economics - £21,019 to study the long-term
procurement contracts: a pilot study, directed

by Professor T. C. Daintilh and C. D. Rogers.

Edinburgh
Economic Hlslorj - £17.825 to study the Anglo-
Netherlands bill market and English export
finance 1460-1740: a pilot study, directed by Dr
J. Blanchard.

Artificial Intelligence - £21.863 to study the
development of a cognitive theory of writing,
directed by Dr J. A. M. Howe. ...

Institute For Fiscal Studies
Fiscal Studies - £14.982 to study the fiscal

policy in the corporate sector, directed by I.

Kay. J, Edwards and C. Mayer.

,
A'd'fcy wh> leader Of the Inner London Eduea-
Hotv Auihwlw (torn 1970 until l9M.'Hc was •
mcmlKi uf me Oukc* group on the future
niiher education and it a member of iho Couu-
ctl of Ukal Ed nearkm Authorities uiuf nf. Uk
lurlhct eduotlron Burnham committee. 1

!itf AmuU lluigcn. director of the National
InuitiHc for Medical Rovcareh. Mill Fifll. Lon-
don. was ejected fweign secretary nr Iho (loyul
Sovifily for the unstring year ip succession to Sir
Miduel Stoker. Htc president und other offi-

*f
r* HW re-clcclejl as follows: Prcddcnl. Sir

Awfic* Huxley. Rovml Srickljr Research Pro-
,fc»9 at Umvcreiiy College. Londotj. Timur:

: cr.-Sw Jnhn Mown, ihrectdr-gcncral or the

, Mcfcorofcifinl Offkc. Biacknoll: Biolockol
-secrciure. Sir David PhHIfps. professor nf
mowAir biophyxlA in |hc jJniverrilv of Ox-

: fiTK'ilfld fdtvrinl vccritary. Dr T, M" Scadcn,

.
master nf Trinity KaBi Caihfrridge. ^

'Ciiinpciilhui PuHcy in Britain: Retrospect and
Ptropccl". R. W. Mann Lecture hy onion J.
Dorno. director general of Fuir Trading on
Thursday February IS at 5.30 pm. Curtis Au-
dilnrium. Univcntry iif Newcastle-upon-Ty^ic,

'Ploughing the Scu Bod - University Engineer-
ing in Deep Waten". n public lecture by Alaif
R. Recce, reader in ugriculturtii cnolnccrina.
.Thursday. Fchrouiy 2S in 5.311. Curtis Audi-
tnrium. nl lire Univcnity of Newcastle- linon-
Tyite. admission free. .

“DtsihllUy und Country Recreation", In-
,
scretec naming course organized hy Counlry-

i Cdmtnteron and Disabled Liring Foupda-
ifon. March 1-5 at Castle Priory Cdlego'. \Vpl-
hngfurd. Oxfordshire.. Panfctoanls will henr Icc-
tnns ritmt experts on dhaWflly and from some
dtwhlcd people. Cost Eldd. A 50 per cent
subsidy iif this cxwt b available for • approved
xMontnsidc staff: Inquiries und booking forms
uvmlabre

.
from Margurul ' Dovidtn. 1

Disabled

Media Studies, three Saturdays sessions at
Goldsmiths' College School of Adult And Social
Studies. Saturday, February 13: The Technolo-
gical Explosion (speakers Colin Agate. Depart-
ment or visual communications and Andrew
.Gqodmait,'. project

.
cousultont of -the Audio

Institute audio visual pack - on Images of
Blacks). Saturday. March 13: Images of

5.30 pm.

-NeW QW|Mity Uw- a one day cduBo ort'
Wednesday, March 24 at Middlesex Polytechnic
(Hendon location). Opportunities to examine
the Implications of the Companies' Acl 1980 and
1981. Suitable for company directors, company
secretaries, accountants, aolldlois arid other
professional advisers concerned with company
Inw. 9.30 lo 5.0Q pm; fee £40. Information frtjm
Mis Card -Moon, Faculty of Busineu Studies
and Management, Middlosox Polytechnic. 'The :

BurtoughJ. London NW4 4BT.

Social Psychology - £41.036 to study the group
identification and its implications lor interper-
sonal and iniergroup behaviour, directed by Dr
R. J. Brown and Ms J. A- Williams.

Lancaster

Management Learning - £10,890 to study an
investigation of the generative process under-
lying managerial behaviour, Dr J. G. Dur-

fdiuuitlanal Research - £21,485 to study Ihe
policy implemenlatlon/Bdaptatlon: the use of
curriculum guidelines In primary . schools,
directed by J. B., Reynolds and M. S. Saunders.

London
.

Imperial;College of Science and Tech-
nology

Institute, of Education
Psychology - £19,993 to study a young child's

J
Open University programmes February 13 to February 19

Saturday Fej^ruary 13
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reprtfM.-friati.Mi ot persons and Ihesodd^
directed fry Mrs M. M. Shields.

King's College
Education - L3‘»ji09 to study (ho uce >o
pnv.iie educnllnn: a study of the

London School of Economks m
I'olllical Science
Social Anilirupology - £4[JS3 lo comte*
.inihriHH'logical study of markets in «nyk
di.i. directed fry Dr A. F. Gcil and Dr r T
GregiHy. *

Queen Mary College

Kleetricot and Electronic Englneein* -OLJi
to siuilv the development of a tompiKi h
auiigc for Clinnitivc and cxpcrimwta mtM
H»8>. directed by A. T. Arhlastw.
Flconumlcs - £50.276 to study the policy nfan
smnll niucrnecunomic modeb with am
ment huducl curulrulnt, directed by Di D jt

Currie and Professor M. H. Peston.

University College
Anthropology - £12,0(9 to study ths sort

change and peasant economy In Strain

directed hy Dr I. S. Kahn and Mi ll l
Slivcns.

Loughborough University of Tt4

nokigy
Human Sciences - £22,413 to study the rat

organization implications of word promts

directed by K. D. Eason and Ms L. Da>
daran.

North London Polytechnic

Sodolngy - £28.896 lo study Ibemlgnitm!

ers in Inc National Health Senna, direttritj

Ms L. Doyal, Ms F. 0k and Dr J. Meta.

Nottingham
Mathematical Eduratlaa - £19,974 lo srij #t

diagnostic teaching methods and the scmtoi

of strategics in mathematical karolus, ton
by Dr D. A. Bell. Professor H/BbtIM*
M. Swan.

.

Psychology - £53,339 to study kx* faWn
lory computing in psychology, directed hr W

R. B. Henry.

Open University
Social Sciences - £21,344 la study

relations in the private rented sector, *t«
by Ms L. M. McDowull.

Policy Studies Institute.

Voluntary Organizations Researe*1 -

study the extent of voluntary caMxw
neighbours - n pilot study of two {**w*ri‘

directed by S. Hatch. :

Surrey
Malhematlca - £12,660 10,

««ly the

metric analysis of nonlinear taw

directed by Professor P. M. Robins®.

Sussex .

Professor P. N. Johnson-Laird and W
Oukhlli.

fin tss b
African nud Aslan a«dbiir
the effects of fomalc waged woriswi

Bengali household, directed by Dr

Ulster Polytechnic
. ;

Sociology and Social

low pay in Northern Ireland. aiw»° *7

Ditch. M. J. Morrissoy and R.
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To place your advertisements Polytechnics Overseas Rates:
write to: Technical Colleges Adult Education Classified Display - £8.25 pscc
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Appointments wanted:

1 III V

Minimum 3. lines - @ £4.80
Inn Road, London WC1X 8EZ. Colleges of Further

Education Other Classifications: Box number - £2.00
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publication
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Universities

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
OF SINGAPORE

TEACHING APPOINTMENTS
The National University ot Singapore (fMUS) has embarked on a
rapid expansion programme and Invites applications for teaching

appointments to ail Its S Faculties: Arts & Social Sciences,

Science, Medicine. Dentistry, Law, Architecture & Building,

Engineering, Accountancy & Business Administration.

While academic staff will be appointed to air Faculties,

recruitment will be stepped up especially In the following

departments where larger number of staff are required:

Accountancy Mathematics
Business Administration Soolology
Computer Science Architecture

Economics 8> Statistics Building Science
English Language & Literature Building & Estate Management

Candidates must possess s PhD degree or relevant higher

professional qualifications; except tnose applying lo the

Departments of Accountancy, Law, Building & Estate Manage-
ment and (he School of Architecture should possess at least a
relevant Master's degree and/or professional qualifications.

Gross annual emoluments range as follows:

Lecturer: S$26,050 to 8$49,850
Senior Lecturer; SS43.080 to S$74,S90
Associate Professor: S$64,830 to SMB,600
Professor: SS78.440 to SSI02,080
(Stg £1 « SS3.87 approx.)

The commencing salary Is dependent on the candidate's

qualifications, experience and lave! of appointment offered.

Staff may undertake consultation work, subject to the approval of

the University, and retain up to 60% of their annual gross salary

may opt for a monthly fixed allowance In lieu of consultation foes.

Malaysia permanently. Other benefits Include: a Betti

Application forme and further Information concerning term; and

conditions of service, working environment and other academic
foaltare may be obtained from:

•

MrR E Sharma
. , 'V The Association of Commonwealth

Director- . -
. :

'

j ,
Universities (Apple.)

NU8 Overseas Office - - .
John Foster House

B Chesham Street '
-

36 Gordon Square
London 8W1 - ' London WC1H 0PF

;.Tel: 01-236 4662' Tel: 01-387 6572

-, The Recruitment Unit
1 - j r.

:
. National University of Singapore .

Kent Ridge
v

. i ; \ Singapore 0511

University of London
Computer Centre

Senior Post in

User Support Department
Ths Centre
The University ot London Computer Centre la a National Centre and
provides a computer service to the University ot London and to

Universities In the 8outh East and 8oulh West of England. Ths Centre la

equipped currently with Control Data 7800, 6600, 6400 and CYBER 72
computers, snd supports a large communkjaUons network ot remote

baton and Keyboard terminals.

An exciting development programme which Includes the substantial

replacement of Brisling equipment la already In progress. An Amdahl

470/V8 computer has bean Installed recently and work Is welt advanced

on the development ot a new telecommunications front end system.

TMUnflupport Department Is the main Interlace between users and
the computing service, and Is responsible tor all aspects of User

Software (compilers, graphics and applications packages and Wwartee)

and User Services (liaison, advisory, documentation and user education,

allocation and control). As part of lha development of the national rota

the Centre has to expand Its liaison activities.

The Post

of liaison with the user community end the overall responsibility for User

Services.

Applicants should be graduates with experience In leading a team

engaged in the provision of user support In a urWeratty environment.

The ability to communicate clearly botnofktiy and In writing Is essential

Salary commensurate with age, relevant quellflcrtone arri eroeriwice

w* be to the range £12,305 to £15.410 (lobe revtawd wffli effort from

1st April 1882) plus £867 London AKowai^AppBo^m tor™ are

avaltsWa from the Assistant Secretary, ULCC/S Oxford Street,

London WC1N 1DZ. Telephone 01-405 &400 extension 241.

Closing data tor applications Is two weeks after the publication of (Ms

advertisement.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

TEACHING FELLOWSHIP
IN electroproduction

Salary 8cale £7,290-£®;750 .

Ths Electricity Council Is sponsoring two Teaching Fellowships In

Electroproduction, one each at the University of Aston In

Birmingham and the University ol Cambridge, The first fellowship

periods of fiveyears Are drawing to a close and a vacancy occurs

now at Cambridge dye to theappointment of the Fellow there to a

senior appointment In the Electricity Supply Industry.

The new Fellowship period will again be for five yearn and te aim

will be to promote greater understanding of eH electrical methods

In manufacturing Industry.

The Fellow will be expected to spend about 80% of his time with

the University lecturing and demonstrating In Uie Undergraduate

courses bi
7
the Department,- -Initiating new courses; end

develootna teaching' material to lfiustrale these courses. The

remaWru 40% of Ns Arne wlD be spent with the Electricity Supply

Industry on work cbmplertismaiy to that In Ihe University

Polytechnics.A research programme related to electroproduction

and to the teaching of the subject .will also be encouraged.

Applications are invited by 31 March, 1902 from graduates who

should combine practical experience In etectroproduotion (e.g.

etactroheat) wtth an Interest In undergraduate teaching.: Further

InformflUdn and
,

apploation fom)s may be obtained .from
.
Ihe;

[HIT
ni ini

1
i

j

lil
I

o * Mm

liOllscnilL’GrtlUirnhl

awaMsa

cHAlR
IN MODERN,

UNIVERSITY
.OF BRADFORD'*

Secretary, UnWrelty Etrolneering
;

Department, Trumplngtqn

Street, Ctambrldga CB2 Ira.

Tlio, eurr»(tt, sqls

arttrulnrs
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OXFORD
WOLfHON COLLEOE
JUNIOR RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIP IN

HISTORY IANCIENT OR
MODERN) OR POLITICS,

IDS3
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Follow litr Hirnn vtrurn
from I Oetobnr 1B82 In
unn or thn lollowlnti nub-
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urn Invllnd from men or
waimnii. Cundldolno iihnuld
niirinully bn under 30 un
lit Urtobnr 1989 and
should hove at Inaai two
ynara' rnnoarch aupnrlnnce
111 linn nr thn"" nubjncta.
I'rnfmiiu.-" will bn nlvan
to randldatB* who havn
nut already. hold a
stinnndlurr Junior Rn-
sniin li pallowahlp at
nniithnr I'Ollene. Appllca-
I Ions "hauld do acrornpo-
ulntl bv a i-urrirulum vitae
null ihn namil of two ro-
ll' rens ao wall aa apnrl-
iniuis uf ihe appllrant a
written work up In a tulal
Icnntli of 10.000 word"
anil u daMitrlption In detail
or thn ruHeareh which he
or nhn propoana to carry
mil and ill" or nnr aual-
Jlliuilun" for undarlaklnq
It. Appllrant" "hould
M.nmsf'l vn.s write directly
ru Hinlr rernrne" UAklmi
I limn without furthiir rn-
riunnl to mind u lunfldnn-
t ml rfiriirnnra to the Preni-
tlnnl

.

ULSTER
THE NEW UNIVERSITY OF
ECONOM^CAND^OCIAL

A Reaearch A!«»"nl/F»l-
low la riqulrad for nine
moniha from lat April, 1982
to aaalal In the preparation
or a Realder of Economic
and Social Raaaarch on
Northern Ireland. A oood
Honour* Deqreo and re-
"sarch aaparlence In a rel-
evant aodal science disci-
pline are eaaentlal. A re-
search Interest In iom>
uapect of the economy or
"rlsty or Northern Ireland
la hlnnly desirable. The pro-
ject I" funded by the SMHCJ.
Salary will be up to £6.880
par annum plua USS ben-
efit".

Application* together with
a curriculum vitae and the
namea end uddraaeea of
threa refereea, ahould be re-
turned to the Ranlatrar, The
New Univeralty of Ulatar,
Calerelne, Northern Ireland.
BT32 ISA. (Quoting Her:
8261 not later than 26th
February. 1982. (33819) HI

Apiilirntlnns rlatsa*Mm i Ii 11182. •

nil 31
HI

Thn poraon nlnrtnd will
Iin rnnu I roil lo carry out
ri.MiiuriTi In Oxford In
r thn above field",

iiiiiiiial mi I pend will bn
£4.639 plus any general
|tnr< niilnnn Increase In
ui-ailnmli' eularlen awurded
snbsrnimn tly to 1 Febru-
ary 1982, Arcammadutian
In College for one year
will ba offered ir avall-
abln. nr a houeinq allow-
uuirn In lieu euulvatnnt to
ilin current rent of single
room In College. Fellows
urn allowed "even free
meals u week on the Com-
mon Table. The Fellow
will bn permlttnd to
midnrtulce up to "lx hours'
tmTi inn per weak. The
Frllowehlp will not nor-
mally bn in noble with
uuiiihi.r "tlpnndlarv ooat-
tinn; II. exceptionally, the
Fnllowelilp Is awarded to
u person holding such a

f
iunltlon some adjustment
n the xtlpand may be
made. The Fallow will
uoriTtully be required to
rnaldr within 12 mllea of
the rnntra or Oxford. Ap-
K

1 Iin Mom. quoting “Rnr.
on thn rruitt. In dupli-

cate and 'preferable *

"liould reach '

by 9 April
diitms will
bo

OXFORD
IINIVBRHITY OF

1^8 2^

till. Ill uu p 11-
rerably typed,

lv .. 1082. Cnndl-
i" will be aspacted to
available for Interview
Oxford In mid .

Fellowships

& Studentships

LONDON
University ofBEDFORD COLLEOE

CAROLINE 8PUROEONRESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
IN ENGLISH
LITERATURE

Tenable for one year at
Bedford College from
October 1B82 to enable
either a post-doctoral
scholar to undertake re-
search In English or a
postgraduate who has
completed at least two
yearn or research towards
a higher degree to com-
plete his/her research.

STUDENTSHIP INHISTORICAL STUDIES
Tenable for one year at

Bedford
. Callage from

October 1982 to enable a
graduate with at leant a

f
ood Second Clasa degree
n History to undertake
research towards, or to

S
ompleta research for a
Iqhar degree.
.
Both at value not lass

than a DEB Major Btata
studentship.
.

Further particulars of
both the above awards
may ba obtained from tha
Registrar, Bedford Col-

3

lane. Regent* a Park. Lon-
on NWl 4N8, The cloalna
at" for appl loatlonn la 8March 1989. Hfl
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KINGSTON
POLYTECHNIC
Owing to the retirement of

'

Dr L E Lawley
applications are invited for the po$t of

which will (Ul vacant on let September 1982
Salary approximately £26,000 p.a , ^

i , 'Wft tofoU* will be sent on I5lh February 1^82
anyone>ho writes to .

Clerk lo Ihe Governors ", "

;

•’

> • Kington Polytechnic, Penrhyh Road,,
, Kingston upon ThameSi- KT1 2EE

.

Application forms should bo returned by 8th March 1982
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Newcastle; upon
TYNE

.
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ULSTER POLYTECHNIC

Faculty of Arts

LECTURER ll/SENIOR LECTURER FAStUOK
Applications are Invited (rom your

Colleges of Teehnoiogy continued

FB3hlonm8
n

meni»w'ijan ability lo Initiate and conduct Imaginative. invanOvs
Fashion illustration. Industrial experience would be an advante
The appointee wHI be expected to loach on a three veer tSuDiploma course In Fashion for which CNAA BA (Hww) reSiffi
be sought. ' '

Faculty of Social and Health Sciences

SENIOR LECTURER SPEECH THERAPY
Applications are Invited from suitably qualified men or woman wt.
post of Senior Lecturer In Speech Therapy h the^Sv
Communication Studies.

w m me school
tf

Invotvea both leaching and clinical work, wfl date tan ,

1082 or aa soon aa possible thereafter.

Salary Scales: Senior Lecturer C8624-£1t^2aiEl2,141
Lecturer II C8482-£10,431

The above salary scales wlU be under review from 1 April, 1662

The Polytechnic la a direct grant Institution with an Independent Bowld
Governors, ll openad In 1971 and hie a student population nlJ
7850. It has ejanatve new purpoaa-bullt accommodaijoo, Indtau »
residential places on the 114-acre campus overtocWng the m a
Jordanstown, a pleasant and quiet residential area. There Is a icte
of aaalstaiice.wlm removal.

particulars and application forms which must be returned byi

1882 may be obtained by telephoning Whltaabbey (0231) 6301,
or by writing to: The Establishment Officer, Ulster PoMs**,
ad, Newtownabbey, Co Antrim, BT37 006,

Further

Mart*
Ext 2
Shore Road,

The Establishment Officer,

Ulster Polytechnic, 8hore Rood,
Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, BT37 OQB.

Ulster Polytechnic

PLYMOUTH 1POLYTECHNIC
COMPUTER CENTRE

Mloro Electronic
Education Program

TUTOR/LECTURER
in

ELECTRONICS
AND CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY

Salary; EB.462-C10,431 .

{starting polnl will depend
upon qualifications and

. experience)

Applications are Invited for the
above poet (enable to 31 st
March 1884.

Plymouth Polytechnic la acting
as the South West Regional
Centre forthe In-service
training ofteaohers In Ihe
topics of electronic*and
control technology. The tutor/

leoturerWill participate In a
aaries ofspecial courses for
teachers. •

Candidatesahouldpossess a
degree In a relevant subject
and should have some
experience of teaching
preferabjy atQCE ‘O’ and 'A’

!?ppQcaMonformalobe*
.'

returned by Friday 5th March
1882cap |mobtained with
furtherparticulars from the
Personnel0ffkw» Plymouth
Polytechnic, Drake Circus,
Plymouth PL48AA.,

• j

BRI8T0L
POLYTECHNIC

DEP
ACC

Appliiatlon" ora IWg}

for tha falloWlPfl PoM ««}
“Iflf . w 1

RGIT
ROBERTGORDON'S INSTITUTE
OFTECHNOLOGY, ABERDEEN

SCHOOLOFMATHEMATICS

LECTURER
Honoursgraduate in Mathematics/
ComputerScience or related discipline

with Interest In Computer Programming,
Systems Analyala/Deslgn fordegree and
diplomacourses.

Salary range £6,884-fill ,985 perannum.

Assistance with removal expenses.

Details from the Secretary,
Robert Gordon's Institute of
Technology,
Schoolhllf,

Aberdeen, AB91FR.
(0224574511).

Administration

bBRomei
Hnplambnr 11

SlKW

f

Tha paraon bp
bn nxnrrlcd to '

Utictory uucounljri"
varlaiy Of ecjMJM*
ba offarad rnof*
work ucrardliiH ^
mtiwaaia. aXP"ri*»»
duallf lefl lions*

Tha work
mnnl Includa"
Winner and
rourxns In arcountor^.^.
nnaa "tudliui and
mnni aiudlaa.

SBBWa*-
practice
dnnraa
Bnca waul

Tha Po
tlal trainJSS^a
to .naw mjpJ^S.airlw®'
without taachlnn •

Bnlary seaiai HL

*

£0624 rbnr) i-iT
?b
n
a
n
rr- fvsfjr

- •

ma’Sn* wocala “c Crm/MP«rt«*fT|

nruln In IMP f.fc lh, [Wg

nr Education

It

r-

:i^0 Inner London
lltJCl Education Authority

The
Education
Officer
£29,334- £32,472

The ILEA’S Education Officer, Mr Peter New9am, Is to

become Chairman of the Commission for Racial

Equality from 1 September 1982. The Authority now
8eekg applications for appointment as his successor.

This is the top. Job In the country^ largest education

authority. • •

Ctosjng date for applications Is 3 March 1982.

Application forms and details of the post are obtain-

able from the Clerk to the ILEA (DGfE), The County
Hall, London SE1 7PBJelQphone 01-633 3252.

For

?«bv
8!

I ^Ueges of Hi8her Education
Lirnru of*—

• 3^2

•
. '.'.i CpUegeis of Technology

leedb''

:%i
- T^ hnbityok -

the College

ofRitKm&Vork

StJohn

im < f " -

;&

MlDUNDEE COLLSQE OF TECHNOLO^
Lectureship (A) In Mathernfljg

Lecturer. (A) scale
^

rt.894HE!l

Iflltlaljj(acmg depending uppn.appn^®?.

1.m
ijlW

~ ^PpINTMENTOF LECTURER GRADE II
.

I
^NGUAGiSTUDIES)

;

fromWl qualified nisn andwomen forthe

rB^W'nlhIS Chiiroh of England Volunlaiy College of

,

l^OfijlTOOmen and Women) whloh olfera txiUjeeS \
Vthe Unh/eralty ofUredB. The appolnUhentwillba alan
®point 'Jn (he Lecti^rQrape II scale (£8^I63-£1 0,431).

be Wallgualiflecl In UngulsUca, an

fn^aTg^eapopalblllty forooureea relating toTEFUTE8L.. ESP •

,

oSb^S^^,mftterlal8'de8|gn^ TN'Sp^nlmentwIli.-Intheflrai

ulstios, and experienced In the

ie.The Successful

Iatks courses,

Humberside ()()
Management Centre

Humberside County Council and Hull College of Higher Education have
established a Management Centre based on the College to promote

and co-ordinate management education and training within Humberside.
The Centre will have a small nucleus of full-time staff!

Applications are invited for the following key post at the new Centre:

DIRECTOR
£13,914— £16,590 per annum

(Burnham F.E Head ot Departmem Grade V/VIJ

Subject to review April 1982

Further particulars and application lorms may be obtained from:

The-Personnel. Office, Hull College of Higher Education,
Inglemire Avenue, Hull HU6 7LU. Telephone: (0482) 446506

(Applicants are advised to telephone the College lor application forms)

Closing date for receipt ol completed application lorms — 22nd February 19B2

LONDON
TAUT -TIME LECTUKEKS
Furl Him- incturor" rtlav-
tlma onlyl required I or
i>ri*re*ali»iial lourso*. ,'rim-
nicnrinu In Wurrh

"'i*
1

•Hu lit«u iliur . Iii Art ijuninn.
IV, HiialiionN Siurilr-S und
Miirkotlnn .

FHoiii*^, Cllj
Tu i or lu I Cfiliene 01
.*11137 'B.

.26$
na

LIVEItrOOL
Col logo of llliilipr Education

Llvnrpaui Rond, I'nni.it,
MirrnnyHldri L34 INP.

• ir
nnnulrml
<-orllnr.

Icir beivmmbcr

SENIOR
LECTURER/LECTI’KER II
£9A24—£1 214 1 /£6462—£0624

nridnr revlitwi

COURSE LEADER

,

11. A. HONOURS DECREE
IN MUSIC AND WORSHIP

(UNIVERSITY OF
LANCASTER l

Appllf in Ion" nro invltad
fur tii (r* knv p.eit Frum par-
-uni" with i-oitaUIi-rablir in-
*<rr*"t und finparlenro In
Mnnlr rr l.ilnd lu CMrlDlluil
Llimiiv. MUM Itavu ihe abil-
ity til l«*at 1 » hrjlh prur I |ru| | v
mid nr.nlr-inli oily Iii ilil^ urea
lit Hanaura (leuroe level.
Ornanlni/ChoImnaBtnr pre-
ferred.

Forma available from
iSAE) and raiurnable to'

H

ip
I'rlmlpal by 3ft Frbruury.

Thn City Con ne l J 1h an
Equal OnpDrlrinlll' Emulaynr
and wnlL-amnn anpllrut Ion"
Irrn4i)nrtl4ir of run. nr
martial aiatua. IIS

CANTERBURY

CHRIST CHURCH
COLLEGE OF HIGHER

EDUCATION

Applications are Invited
for the poll of Loeiurar 11/

Senior Lecturer In EDUCA-
TION. with special reference
to EDUCATIONAL BROAD-
CASTING. Candid a tea will
be required to toarh to hon-
ours degree level In both
areas with the posalbllty or
some contribution to the BA
course In Radio. Film and
Television Studies. Profes-
sional Involvement In educa-
tional broodcaatlna la essen-
tial end practical production
experience, particularly In
radio would be an advan-
tage.

In addition to the DA In
Radio, Film and Television
Stud Isa with Educational
Broadcasting, the college
offers other BA and DSc de-
nreee, the BEd degree.
POCB, advanced Diploma"
and higher degrees.

Salary: Lecturer ll/8enlpr
Lecturer £6.463 — £13.141
p.a.

Far further details Please
write to Mra Jean Long.
Col lean Secretary, to whom
appl I cet Iona Should ba sent

R?*PCr 0r t,,Bo Mo ho%oq

Colleges of Art

LEICESTERSHIRE

LOUGHBOROUGH
COLLEOE OF ART

PART-TIME LECTURER |N
MACHINE EMBROIDERY

_ Required *ror Suminer
Term. 198B to teach B.A.
(Hona) studanta for un to
nino hours par week. Well
quellfled and

.
oxporlenced

applicant" sought with an In-
teroat In aspects of Psychol-
ogy related to Ar» and De-
sign. Experience of computer
operation, especially con-
cerning the visual arta, an
advantage.

£16.84 per hour plua
assistance with travelling ex-
oenaea.

Written applicaUons ino
.formal giving details of age,
training. Qualification" and
axqsrii

”'”of~Art

Overseas

.. and
eddreaaaa of two r«forea*_to

liege

.

the Registrar, Collage of Art
and ^ Design, Radmoor,
.Loughborough. Lelcs. LEU
aBT aa soon «s pusalble.
Further details on receipt or
a.q.e. w °

SURREY
COUNTY COUNCIL

Ceramics. Lecturer II

Applicanta for thla pOst.
hid, will heMme vacant on

lat Beptsmber 1BB3. within
the Department Of Threo
Dimensional Doalgn, must noDimensional uoaign, m
WBll-versad In a ranna
of workshop tdjhnlqua".
with expertise In throwing
bolng a particular advantage.

The
satlona
1X1

lt*I

plif*
nl
|urrey *V?olohUnil-

oiperlopoa at B.A« Ibvoi ib

doslrstoic.

ary £6,464 «,„£ * 0,431

forma, and

Chfer”Aah»lB|Ar?&v6j”S^Ilo“
or. Weet Surrey College Of

Announcements

Kn^mTBtBeptertibBr,
£3ur»kb
LdX°Tl/RE "l^bfuLVy^IlL
Review's or over fD® '

atton forme may be obtained from the . ii .
"

i 6nd York St. John, Lord Msyj^a WaftjYprk ^
au p p

i

a.nani.
p
to

ri
be

4ted forms abcSild be returned to arrive nol • nature
,

"1D l

w rito °2Ifdrm8
Aarcti, 1982.
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FEDERAL UNIVERSITY

OF TECHNOLOGY
BAUCHI, NIGERIA

Applications are Invited from suitably qualified

cahdkJatee for Ihe posts Indfoated In the following

8ohools:

I. SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND SCIENCE
EDUCATION:

Professor in AppUad Mathematics
Professor In Chemlslry (preferably Organic

Chemistry)

8enlor LectursahlpB/LBciureshlpa In any of the

following fields:

(i) Experimental Phyfikre with specialisation In

Electronics or Nuclear Physics

(II) Inorgsnlo and Organic Chemistry

(III) Botany and Zoology.

II. SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING:

Professors, Readers, Senior Lectureship

K
14,280-16X100
12,732-14,052

N 10,092-1 1.352/

Nl 1,364-14,520
N9.000-10.050
N7,550-8,040

rofessors. Readers, Senior Lectureships

Lectureships In any of the following fields:

and

(0 Wafer Fiesources and Environmenial
Engineering

(B) Structural and Foundation Engineering
.

Oil) Electronic and Communications Systems
Engineering

(

(hr) Power 8yatema Engineering

(v) Design,
.
MsmifaoturB and Production

Engineering

(vl) Automotive Engineering
. .

(vU) Agricullwef Engineering.

QUALIFICATIONS:

.

Candidates for Prefasaorehlps must possess an
i'minimum often

contribution lo knowledge In appropriate dfsdptinee

and ability to load research or development teams are
an advantage.

SALARY:
Professor USB 15
Reader US8 14
Senior
Lecturer USS 12 & 13

Lecturer I USS 11
Lecturer II UBBB
CONDITIONS:

ilntment Is either permanent until retiring age,
i confirmaton Biter three year* of service, or

' contract or on aeoondmant from other

ir mutually agreed period#. Economy
otesa air or Aral class eaa passage pefd tor appointee,

wife and up to five dependent children onappoM(nwnL
home leave or non-renewal of can trad at Ihe and of

each contract period, or termination. There la a

contract addition of 26% on basic salary tor contract

appointees, 10% payable with a alary and 15%
payable at the end ot centred. In certain cases there

la, In addition, o supplementation allowance paid in

foreign currency to appalntee'a account outside

Nigeria. Academic and senior technical staff shall

normallybe entitled to partlyfumlohed accommodation
provided by the Unlvarelty al rentals nol exceeding
BVo% of bapo salary, bul not exceedIno a maximum,of
N300.00 per annum. Housing or rent fiknvaiiGe at the

of 20% of basic salaiy 6 payebti

iu ol parity furnished quarter*.
rate
tn lieu

ble to entitled atafi

honours degree, a higher degree and a'minimum ol ton

years' postgraduate experience In research and
teaching or a combination of teaching experience and
industrial ejmerienca where there f~

knowledge of veal areas of application

these positions must show evWsm
experience through scholarly artkri

journals and,
1 where appropriate,

successful development worn In indui

Industrial experience where there la evidence of

knowledge oi vaat areas of application. Candidates tor

these positions must show evidence of research
L

scholarly artidee in reputed

re appropriate, evidence ol

development worn In Industry or research

organisations. , • _ /

Candidatos for Senior Lectureships and lectureships

must possess In addition lo good honours degrees,

higher degree* and some ye are of Industrial and
teaching or research experience. Evidence of

METHOD OF APPLICATION:

Applications are requited to eubmil FOUR
TYPEWRITTEN copies of Iheir applications giving Ihe

tallowing Information: Full name, data and place of
birth,

,
permanent home address, currant postal

address, nationality, posts, tor which application la

being made, marital slalus. name and bob ol each
child, bresenl occupation, names of institutions

attended, degree or dtotomatobtained end dates, poal

held, duration and salaries earned. Names and
addressee of THREE refereea who know you
profoaalonaly. Applicants are advised to request tnalr

referees ‘to forward their reports early under
confidential cover. The refereecea and application

should be forwarded to:

The Director
Nigerian Universities Office'

160 Tottenham Court Road
London W1P 9LE

8th March, 1082. and from Whom further

nation may. be obtained.
by 8tf

Informa

IRELAND
FOR

NST1TUTE
UCATION.

BIRZEIT UNIVERSITY

Department of Civil

Engineering

Unlversltyof Alberta

Appllcaltons are Invited for a
faculty position In Ihe area of

structural steel design. The suc-

cessful applicant wU ba ex-

pected. to work at both under-

graduate and postgraduate

level9 and to be active In re*

search, Both a Ph D. and en-
gineering experience, are deslr-

. aWa. 1

Submit application, . Including

owrioukrm mao, transcripts, de-

lated expdrience.and namsp of

referaas to:

.Dr Jao P. Varsctiuren, qhair-;

man. Department , of':Gfvti :Eh-

.
gtottering, •The., . iWvemlhf . M .

Abarta, : Edmonton- Alberta!

CanadatT6G 2G7s J
- I

Appolntmenl dais' fe open.

.

TheUnh^relty of ^ittefte W ap
equal opportunity ^qrripkydrbiA

because of Canada Empfeymeot

end Immf^retion gukfeDnes, pte*

fprenw wW be gtv$n to oftiie’na

and; Mfmfi'tenl': reaidenis of

Canada..! :

,

JI

.

1 '>

TIib 'Inaiiliata
applied
nrui
naaa

emDhualxc*
riled studlra. producing
duatoB for IndUBtrv. biiBl-

,._jb end ihe public leryliB.
TIib present student body or
approximately 600 _ la plan-
nod to grow Id 9.000 by
1991 . Applications ore In-
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Qlrxaft University la a
ftiur-yaor Ar»b UnlverBlty

tbo laraoll OffupJ"tlon Ibo larnoii Offupl
jVrtt Bank of .Jordan; The
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NT
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Health' Insurance, rnlative-
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TDK TIMES HRill Eli EDUCATION

DURHAM
UNIVERSITY

Overseas continued naparlmant of BnalnBerliiii

RESEARCH ASSISTANT IN
HYBRID ELECTRIC

VEHICLES

STATE OF BAHRAIN

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

OF BAHRAIN
University Cottage ot Ms, Science end Education invites

appfccattons lor academic posts In the following subjects:

t. Arabic Linguistics

2. Classical Arabic Literature

3. Islamic Low
4. Educational Technology
5. Foundations of Education

6. Mothods and Curriculum

7. Educational Planning and Administration

8. English Rhetoric

8. Modem English or American Literature

to. EFL
11. Applied Linguistics

12. Islamic History or History Education
13. Applied Linguistics (with experience In leaching French as

a foreign language, 89 well as translation French-Arable-
French)

14. Geography Education or Economic Geography
15. Clinical Psychology or Cognition. (Required to teach In

Arabic and English, preferably with cross-cultural

educational training)

16. Taxonomy or Ecology. An Interest in desert ecology would
be an advantage.

17. Plant Physlology/Plant Biochemistry
18. DevelopmenlarBkilogy/EndrocrinoEogy
18. Biological Education
20. Physical Chemistry
21. Inorganic Chemistry
22. Analytical Chemistry or Organo-Melallic Chemistry or

Chemical Education or Applied Chemistry
23. Pure Mathematics
24. Algebra
25 Electronics

28. Physical Education

positions must show evidence of research and publications.

Appointees wHt be expected to leach from Preparatory to final
degree levels.

Language of instruction in Science. Mathematics and English
Literature Is English; in ail other fields, Arabic.

B<UV^n Dta""" Sterling Pounds 1,40,

ProteMor •
'

, BD.10.BOO * g 'lo 16,200
Associate Professor BO. 9.000 x 9 to 11,700
Assistant Prolessor BD. 7,800 X 9 to 10,500
Instructor BD. 6,800 x 0 to 8.780

and allowances Include free, furnished, alr-
condlHoned flying quarters; fun range of medical and heallh
services; substantial educational allowances for up to 3
amdren: extra month's salary for each year of service; air
WteW lo and from Bahrain each year for family; two months

w ^P
aKon

*-
altowanco ,for shipment ol personal

effecte at begfiinfng and end of appointment, etc.

Bahrain has no Income tax.

Contracts are (or two years, renewable.
Candfcfales Should apply In wrttinq, citing three references, to.
Tbe Adflng R^or, UnSrersIly Collage ol Bahrein. P.O. Box
1082, ManamS, Bahrein, Arabian GulL

'

Appflqaflons should be recefvad toy the middle ol March 188?.

UNIVERSITY OF NATAL

DEPARTMENT OF

PSYCHOLOGY

DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA

Applications are Invited from

suitably qualified persona,

regardless ol sax, religion,

race, colour or national ori-

gin far appointment to the

post of

LECTURER

Applicente should hold at

least a Masters degree (or lie

equivalent) in Psychology;

and some teaching experi-

ence In an institution of

higher education would be e
recommendation.

Salary (n the range: RIO 895
to RI9 230 per annum.

The commencing safary

notch will be dependent on
the qualifications and/or ex-

perience or the successful

appftcani. In addition, a ser-

vice bonus of 83% of one
month's salary Is payable

subject to Treasury regula-

tions.

Application forms, further

particulars ol the post and
Information on pension,

medical aid. group Insur-

ance, staff bursary, housing

loan and subsidy schemas,
long leave conditions and
travelling expenses on first

appointment are obtainable

from The Secretary, South
African Universities Office,

Chichester House, 278 High
Holborn, London WC1V 7HE
or the Registrar, University

of Natal, Kina George V
Avenue, Durban 4001

,

South Africa, with whom
applications, on the pre-
scribed form, must be
lodged not later than 16lh

March, 1982 quoting the
reference No. D7/82.

Personal

IMMBplATB ADVANCII Cl DO
*o £80 . 000 . Writtan terms on
roauast. Regional Trust Ltd..
SI Dover Street, Piccadilly,
London VV I A 4RT, Phone Ol!
481 2034 or 499 3416. LOOO

X 1 1,000 PI R ANNUM + Fed
up with innohlno? Meld back
III your rurenr? A rhanne of

• dim, lion tun now offer yon
¥P Wi!'1' I*r£?p,

“PPOrlun*
. Ily . With a major nubilecompany in

.
(Iio London

uron. If you have drive.
.nurceearii r track record and

“hHIly. phono ui nowbetween 18.00-3.00om;Anthony- Etklnd 01 -63 I
1076. K2Q

Applications are Invited
fur a Research AUlstunt for
three years from es soon as

E
oislbln for a project rundea
v SERC and Shell Research

Ltd. an the computer
simulation or dlffnrnt typos
of hybrid electric vehicles to
nasess their technical and
economic feasibility.

Candidates should hold a
nood Honours dosroe In En-
alneurtiM) or Physics and
have industrial or pontnradu-
ute research exporlonca.
Knowledae of Fortran, and
csperleni'o In the perform-
unca aspec is of electrical
machines and/or Internal
rombusilon ennlnes would
be helpful. The successful
reiiiildate may rorilater for a
hluher (loflren If appropriate.

Initial salary up to £6,880
on Ranqe I A or IB as
appropriate.

Applications < three
copies* naming three rr-
fni-nua should bn Sent by S
Mach 1 902. lo Ihe Rcn-
istrar. Science Laboratories,
Sou Hi Rond. Durham DH

I

3LE. from whom further
particulars ere available. H10

JERUSALEM
BRITISH SCHOOL OFARCHAEOLOGY

HISTORICAL RESEARCH
FELLOW

The School . Is complet-
Ine a survey oC Ayyubtd
and Memluk bulidlnps In
Jerusalem and seeks a re-
search historian to assem-
ble material from the Ara-
bic sources, published and
manuerrlpt, and to write
011 the history of the
periods

-

The Follow will be
based In Jerusalem, and
provision Is made ror
studylno sources else-
where. The appointment Is
for two yeare. Rent free
accommodation In. the
School, wUh send facili-
ties and Inexpensive
meals. Research budget
includes travel.
Salary £4,110 par annum
Applications to the

Assistant Secret ary
3. A.S.A.J.. 23 WnnUeri
Road, London. W12 9RS

H JO

LANCASTKK
TflF. IINIVTHSITV or

CENT IVV V OR Tin: ST l'OV
OF ARMS CONTROL ANIl

INTERNATIONA I

.

SEUI.'IUTY

Jl'NIOII IIEkEAllrll
I ELLOWMIII’

Application* arn invlti-d
fur 11 Junior Mnsl'iH'i ll Fnl-
Inwnliln from pc-rsuns In-
turnHtisI In iniv iirrii <if iirnix
control nr liitL-i-iiutli mill
nmc-urlty. Tin- iimiiilniiiiriit
will hr for a ih-i-I.mI ol two
vouch from I Ortulirr I'jB'J.
and will lie iiiiifla at 11 iinliit
within tlu- iiiiiiiinl mi Iniv
uciiln £3,283 - £6 . 070 . I'M-
none fnluiiilliiu to 1 i-nil lor
uii ndvniirrd ri'Ni'iin li ili.un-u
at tlir IJiilvornily am fin, 1 ,111-
nuod to applv.

Further parlh uliirs nmv
be oUtaliKul iquoilnii cofnr-
nnce L222) from llu- Uituli-
llshmont Officer. I'uiviu-sitv
Mouse. Duilrliin, I.ulli nitur.
LAI 4YW, to wlinm 11 pp!l ra-
tions irivc ropiest mi mini]
thrue referuos. should be
sent not latur ilinn R MurHi
1982. 1110

EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITY OF

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
ANTHROPOLOGY

Applications aro Invited
far two neararch Stu-
dentships In Hurlul Authro-
polony, to participate m up
othnopraphlc study locusod
on tha moral Implications of
unemployment and otlior
forms of non-work in a
small Scottish Central Low-
lands town. The Stu-
dentships. which are worth
£3.000 + Tree accommoda-
tion p.a. are tenablo from
April 198B for three years,
and successful applicants
may realatar for the daprsf
of Ph-D. with the Depart-
ment.

Applicants should have,
or expect to recolve this

J
eer, a good honours dooroc
n Sods) Anthropoloiiy or
Urban Sociology- Experience
of fieldwork In u.K. an
advantage.

Further datolle obtainable
from: The Secretary. De-
partment of Social Authro-

E
aloay, University or Edln-
uran. Adam Foruunan

Building, George Square.
Edinburgh EHS 9LL. Srot-
land.

Closlno date 19th March
1988. H 10

ROYALCOLlW
SURGEONS

[

IN IRELAND

1238tStephen'iQjeK
I

Dublin2
,Mm

The Royal Cofem -f

.

Surgeoni bi iretmTh,#*-
prlvatety owned and
ported inBtftutton

1784 governed by

The CoHege man#gw »

'

/n/efTwtfbna/Medlcd&ta
tor Ihe Ualnlng of doctors

«

Is a recognised Ccfead
Ihe National Untaftyd
Ireland. Graduates itcth L-
the M.B., B.Ch„ BAtt,*
oreas, In eufcfiUon to ti l-

historical qualifying d^ry
and fetters Mknott >

L.R.C.P. Irel. & L.R.CS. Ira. ;

The Medloal School Iy
accommodated In a modem I

•

purpose built complsxandb S
'

rated ae one of the vmtfi
k

-'

leading International medal L
centres. The College fr

mends, promotes and ariv

tains Ihe highest atandstes

In undergraduate end pod'

graduate medical eduction

A Handbook, describing the

medical curriculum, also9
plication forme and delA

concerning adriilsakm irq

be obtained, on wiHnglol*

Admissions Officer at to

College. Applicants am »
minded that Ihe final dateto

receipt of applications u

March 16th, 1982.

.

TheReoWar

TheRoydOolv
of Surgeons In Mend

Polytechnics continued

LECTURER ll/SENIOR
LECTURER in COMPUTING

PP®
8*510 ' P^erance will be given to well

qualified candidate with research or development experience In

S^‘r.
a
Ii

a~M 8taure
' °P«raUng systems, data base systems,

distributed systems or programming methodology.

Salary: £6,462*£12,141 p.a.
Detata and application lorms Irom:

Staffing Officer

The Potytechnte Wolverhampton WV 1 18B

Miscellaneous

Technician Education Council

Chief Executive Officer
The Chief Officer is due to retire from the
Technician Education Council in 1982 and
his successor isnow being sought for tliis

important position. The ChiefOfficer, as

Chief Executive, will work closely with the
part-time Chairman.

The successful candidate will bean
individual of natural authority and integrity

with a comprehensive knowledge of the

educational system in this country and a

well developed political sense and a good
understanding of Government and
experience of industry.

The position ranks for salary at the level of

Under Secretary of State in the Civil Service.

Replies, both from applicantsand others who
may wish tonominate suitable candidates,

should be addressed to Christopher Wysock
Wright, Chairman.

Colleges of Higher Education continued

LANCASHIRECOUNTY COUNCIL
EDGE HILLCOLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR
The Governing Body of Ihe College Invites applications for the
post of Director ol Edge Hill College of Higher Education on the
retirement of Miss M. W. Slanlan as Irom 1 st September, 1 9B2.

Salary Is In 'accordance with Group 7 of the Burnham Scales of
Salaries for Establishments ol Further Education.

Further details and forms ol appllcalion are available Irom the
Chief Administrative Officer, Edge Hill College ol Higher
Educaton, St Helens Road, Ormsklrk L39 4QP. to whom
completed applications should be returned by 51h March, 1982

VVWghtsonHbod

12 GrosvenorPke, London SW1X 7HJ.

FACULTYOFSCIENCE
DEPARTMENTOFBIOLOGICALANDCHEMICAL8CIENCE8

CAROIFF SCHOOL OFSPEECHTHERAPY
AjMilcailons BTB Invited for Uw bBmring fuH-Umo teaching appotalmanl 10 commanee
djBM as sawu poKlhla.

LECTURER I - SPEECH THERAPY
Teaching vrfi bo lor tha B So. Honours i

oounw and an Iniorasi in one or mora
requirod: aphasia, fluency dlsardora.

succBsaful candidate wK db axpectM
students' cdnical waik. Applicants ahaU
of Speech Therapists and addUonsJ
desirable.

Salary Seals: ES.034 CS.8SS p.a
Application lonni and furtfiBr pohlcuiarainiy ba obtain Nl liamttiB Pa isormotOfScar,

South QtaitKicon tnaiamo ol Hghar Education, Cynootd Centre. Cyncoad Road.
Canjji CF2 BXD. Computed apptiaulan forma ahouu bo returnod wbhin htutean days
at tits appsaranca ot fills advoitlaomanL
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Monday
The first tluy of the spring icrni. I

reflect <>» tlic lalwl Sprint:’ ns I step

gingerly between potholes in the

[

Hilytuimk- car park. There have
ceil attempts to landscape (he car

1

1,1 rk . bm regular subsidence leaves

>iuldleias and laurels with their feel

dangling in old cellars, and rows of

puddles tracing (he sites of tie'

imilished housing. I look forward tn

I was once in love with a columnist.

^ Among other things I admired his

H 0 inventiveness and stamina. Since

k
^ then I had not given the subject of#!M wVV/ regular column writing much furtherH H W thought, until invited to contributeIII W regular column to this paper.MM -V My first reaction was mixed. I felt

Wr flattered by the invitation and not a

_____ little daunted. But I played it cool*
.

and did not let on that this was how
mended for financial support. I inter-

j fe |,. j sa j,j j would think about it

view one young lady who is more and mUtlered something about pres-

ih;m suitable, anil young m3n nbotit
sure 0f work and finding it hard to

whom I huve reservations, but I am
find ,he ljme t0 do a || ,he things I

When asked

to write

a column

nSM
whom I huve reservations, but I am
anxious not to repeat lust year’s re-

cord of enrolling an entirely female

group. Break my second New Year’s

resolution and take some newsletters

and memos home to read in the

evening. Early evening is blighted hy

rush hour trips to collect my car.

Husband comes home announcing
that he has been invited to n confer-

tmiigs I

hail to do at present, let alone taking

on new commitments. In other

words I conveyed the rest of mv
reaction which was that this would

be just another chore, but not the

fact that I was also secretly rather

pleuscd. I did not have to spend long

thinking about it before deciding to

give it a whirl, as they say.

My biggest fear was that I would
rnpidly run out of anything to write

ahum. I thought it highly unlikely

that I would find something worth

the term with a good deal ol resign:!- cncc jn Germany. Congratulate him,
lion and sonic degree of Foreboding.

fo tu regret that f will not be able to
Due to resignations and retirement {iirninpunv him.
of staff in my suhjeil area, this term
will he very busy. Financial con-

siMinis have meant that there have
been no replacements. Work starts 'T’U 1 1 rerln \/
with n 9am lecture with our 1 UUlaUtiy

aruduuic students. I have been
. „ ....

ing litis group lust term, so we Another 9am start which heralds a

are accustomed to each others toll teaching day: I have clusscs front

iiliosviicnieies. The Monday nu.ni-
ckun to noon nncffront !pm to 4pm. I he

ing’s" lecture is Followed by three- afternoon classes are with first year

hour practical sessions on Monday undergraduates, another group which

afternoon mid 'llinrsdny morning. I have not taught before. Fresh front

Hie remainder of Monday I use to »ny Wednesday experiences of inter-

ahuut. I thought

that I would Tim

saying 13 times a year on the subject

i-w-ii t of higher education in a paper

1 nursaay already packed full of interesting
J

things about (his subject. I was reas-

Anoihcr 9am start which heralds a sured that there was no need to

fell teaching day; I have clusscs from confine myself in this way. I could-

d.un to noon andfrom Ipm to 4pm. The write about anything I wished,

afternoon classes are with first year although some pieces on higher

do mi in c planning for leaching in the
coming weeks, 'liicrc are, of course,

the usual ‘welcome bnck’ chats with
most members of staff as we pass in

the corridor. Despite regular visits to

the polytechnic during the vacation

there is still a heap of assorted pieces
of paper on my desk. I am somewhat
relieved and surprised to find that I

have disposed of the entire heap hy
the end of the morning, a morning

t

iurut link'd hy u scries of students
mocking on my office door. Person-
al tin cl's conic to collect work and
announce that they urc back after
Christmas celebrations. Other stu-
dents wave little amber slips at me
tor signatures so th.il they are able
to collect grajit cheques. At the end
of. an aiternoon of teaching, at
SiiOpm V switch- the office lights off

undergraduates, another group which
I have not taught before. Fresh from

iny Wednesday experiences of inter-

viewing I am even more aware of the

importance of first impressions. No
trouble with the availability of over-

head projectors and screens. One of

the aftermaths of the summer 1981

moves wus a dearth of such equip-
ment. After several dangerous or in-

convenient interactions with over-

head projectors and their screens, I

wus driven to indulge in Iasi year's

memo wur. Persistence was rewarded
with improved provision. Union rep-

resentative phones to discuss my
claim for overtime payment, and wc
agree to explore the matter further

next Monday morning. Arrive home
to husband vowing to “do some work
this evening’’. So. after putting baby
lo bed. do sonic work on the .salary

survey which I conduct for my pro-
fessional body. Reflect on topic for I

-A

lor signatures so th.il they are able this evening . ho. after putting baby
In collect grain cheques. At the end bed. do sonic work on the salary

of. an aiternoon of teaching, at survey which I conduct for my pro-

SiiOpm V SWftcb' tho office lights off fewtonal body. Reflect on topic for

(economize!) with n feeling of relief PhD for which l intend to study on a
ni having weathered the first day of pail-time basis. Once again . 1 pon-
term. dcr on the advisability or this course

of action In the light of ever increas-
ing leaching and administrative re-

Tuesday ipomMi...

Tuesday this week is my quiet day.
The day starts witli a 9am lec- E-jJ...
lure to our second year undergrad u- ^ 1 ILlay
ates. This is n group that 1 have hoi
taught previously and 1 am very In belter times I might have had a
much aware of the importance of whole day free from other commii-
first impressions. I lake the oppor- ments in which to pursue my re-

tiinity to do some marking ana vow search interests. This term I have 1tiinitv to do some marking ana vow search interests. This term I have
ihgt 1 must go to Ike. library to check what remains of Friday morning be-
soms references. S adhere to my fjirst tore l arrive at the polytechnic at

New Year’s resolution to lake* a' 1 1 .30am for a noon lecture.This Friday
• lunch, break, and make a brief shop- than usbal, because travel is pro*

plrtjf trip into the dty centre. - The - trailed due to an overnight fall of
main campus of the. polytechnic is in racted due to an overnight fait of
a -rather dull part of Birmingham several inches of snow. 1 abandon
which havers between suburban and my car and wait, with too many
inner dty sprawl.- Despite some others, for the bus. Nevertheless. I

attempts to make'll mdre decorative, arrive well before the start of my
the campus itself is, functional rather lecture to discover course directors
than picturesque, particularly on. a standing in corridors debating the
wintry January day. Lunch should Cancellation of classes.- ijead or de-
definitely betaken: away from the partment is supposed to authbrizd

. polytechnic if at all possible, but the cancellation of classes, but' as always
opportunities within’ travelling, dis- when Instant action is required, both
lance ar.e distinctly limited. the head of department and his de-

• • pujy are absent from the
polytechnic. Course directors take

-i . , i . i .*
.

’
i ' -inillative and cancel all classes after ;

although some pieces on higher

educution would be desirable. Fanta-

sies of becoming Walt Whitman
opened up before me. I could com-
ment on Ronnie and Leonid and
Helmut and Francois and Maggie. I

could discuss the great world issues

that confront us.

The problem was why should any-

one wish to read what I had to say

on such matters? So I forced myself

hack to reality and jotted down a list

of possible topics to which an
academic social scientist interested in

educational and social policy, with a

little experience of central govern-
ment, of broadcasting, and of party

politics might legitimately apply her-

self. It didn't come to 13 topics

and it looked pretty dull and earnest,

so conscious of my editor's reassur-

ing remarks about the possible range
of my offerings, I summoned up my
courage and broadened the list not

quite into the world of Jill Tweedie
or Hugo Young but well beyond the
.pros and cons of parutime higher
education. I found a surprising num-
ber of issues about which I have
strong views quickly came to mind.
So no problem on that front.

But then 1 wondered, what is the
point of haying general columns in a
paper of this kind? Inviting someone
to give the trade union view on high-
er education or getting spokesmen
on the subject from each of the

Getting to

grips with

numeracy ;

wmil ;••• V7
!

.

• .. .. - • -*7™ fcC7
• _

Tessa Blackstone
major political parties to put pen to

paper from time to time clearly

serves a purpose as long as those

people can write n coherent piece of

prose. But why ask four odds and
sods from various parts of the higher

education community at home and
abroad to pronounce on what they
will at regular intervals? Who reads

columns anyway? I had to admit that

in spite of my considerable admira-
tion for a number of the contributors

to this spot I have rarely read what
they have to say. It must be an
editorial device for filling space and
having a built-in guarantee against

shortage of copy.

Soon after reflecting in this way I

overheard, an eminent chief education
officer, whom I much admire, congra-
tulating the equally eminent director

of the institute in which I work, until

recently a columnist in this paper, on
one of his articles. Apparently it was
about the difficulties those with admi-
nistrative responsibilities have in ever
finding time to read books. This la-

ment was keenly felt by the education
officer who had enjoyed the article

i because he could identify so strongly
with its message. So some people wno
are clearly not wanton Idlers do read
columns.
The only column I can remember

writing before was a oite-off job for
The limes in International Women's
.Year. It was on the need to recon-

showed, people with high academic
qualifications seem to feel particular-
ly guilty about their Inability tp do
simple calculations because they feel

;
arranged .wjlh.

undergraduate*
ritfs ln which tl

they “ought" to undertand maths.
Those with less formal education

do not appear to feel guilty In the
same way. In the aftermath of the
successful nationwide adult' literacy
campaign, demand for basic numera-
cy tuition has grown enormously and
has led. to the setting up of a num-
ber of shoestring projects in the in-
formal sector ofadult education.

.
One such ventur'd (s' the Peckham

Bookplace m south-east London,
which runs, a “drop-ifi" numeracy
semce. where people can

.
get im-

vnrioty. l conscientiously

nil of them. This inaduwdffifSi=3gS ~ LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
reetly. several invitations to • . i ... -

Creating a wider liberal consensusmis or rani nssunng me thar .

idience would be bustling withl^f ' Sir, - An outsider’s view of ones tamed it for longer than its utility works by Finer and Richard Rose,
ity. and one or two intit*!* discipline is always welcome and often would have dictated. Andrew Gamble's The Politics of De-
iin men wishing to meet me owiP*' salutaiy, and Mr Burgin s article But from this system has developed dine (1981) and the work of Nevil
mk or a meal. The Salvation Ami ITHES, January 29) on the climate of most of the manifestations of postwar Johnson and Vernon Boadunor of
ll tn ri.fnrm nia n ,E ' _ I tn RritBin deserves British nnlltiml Cf-inni-n that Mr Rnrain A l: : i: mv.
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aim pm my views to our Ionite
of this or that assuring ntttff-
audience would be bustling*^
tilny. and one or two intit£!
friun men wishing to meetraeovni
drink or a men . The Snivatm.T

1

Paradox of
fringe journals

out to reform me perhaps?
Of course all this proves Ir

• nolitlcal science in Britain deserves British political science that Mr Burgin

Hnj.,1 . comment. The complacency which he refers to. The quantitative, psephoio-

k of t singles out for attack, and the fact that gical and show-biz clement which has

Oxford. And in singling out my 1979
work of historical record for the Study
of Parliament Group, he misses other

Politics of De- &
work of Nevil Sir. - Your discussion around the
Bogdunor of question of the financial problems of

the quaintly termed "fringe journals
iTHtLS. January 29) perhaps leaves

out the real nature and size dfe singles out for lP‘ B'ca! andIshow-biz clement which has of Parliament Group, he misses other juI Ihufundnmeiital reiisnn for (hem
column readership. It js pbsilbhdt nothing coherent and integrative has flourished, at the expense of deeper publications of the SPG more relevant being unviahlc financially. The reason
the people who rend colLirani jr-

appeared to match the changed cir- an alws, is the froth on the surface of to his theme - attempts to locate has to do with the paradox that the
faei a liny minority and that dine cumstances of the 1970s has roots superficial unity, an attempt to emu- parliamentary reform within a political establishment journals arc supported
(he same people who write tm • which go deeper than the Butskellism late an entirely different American and economic context. Nor can he be by the public sector, whereas these

lions of the state. Questions about the

actual use and distribution of political party has inhibited the examination of

powerwere seldom asked oranswered. the position of powerful interest

To mBny political scientists this groups in the polity, and of how to

tradition was successfully operational- create a political framework which

ised by the post-1945 political settle- might succeed in relating them to

meat, whereby a two-party system national purposes. Mr Burgin gives

appeared to meet all the requirements examples - I would add Bernard
i:i i i-._i_i.V_ r. . i -

many political scientists to the Labour
arty nas inhibited the examination of

fact ii tin v minority and that thtvr cumstances of the iv/us nas roots superficial unity, an attempt to emu-
tlic same people who write m . which go deeper than the Butskellism late an entirely different American
letters or even fan latent, which he mentions. It has been pointed situation (see Bernard Crick: The
t rangers, whom they see or bflia i out by Keith Middlemass that the American Science of Politics). That it

television or radio or whose ud inherited nineteenth-century liberal still has its dubious attractions is illus-

thev read in newspapers Bui Z tradition of British politics has consis- trated by the recent SSRC grant of an

reflections have served to remiX tenlly narrowed the concerns and hon- unbelievable £425,000 to the politics

(hat the job may not he zoos ofboth politicians and students of department of Essex University for (he

when the niece is sent off TV • ' politics, so confidently and largely maintenance of its data archive. The
may be letters to read and uum ' unconsciously did a generation take for SSRC still has to learn the distinction

Or have I been loo well brouE ' granted the continuance, without spe- between facts and knowledge.

Is there rcnlly an obligation to3L ^ arrangements, of the political But more Importantly, the system

Until now there have only been * rconsensus which underpinned the crea- has dictated the terms on which politic-

kinds of letter niv super em b lion of the modern structure of British al discourse has been conducted. It

allowed me to ignore, the Lm • P°litic
?
and B°ver™ent. provides evidence of what Mr Burgin

from the obvious “nmiorx"
1 A nineteenth century conception of calls menlalM, the inability to receive

examples STt* «« l

i
British history survived unquestioned ideas outside a limited range It is

include a Jananeve inntwtiil wS until very recently, m which it manifested in the irritation I have

apnarentty dehghts in trvinioiii'ct
1 appeared that a state of political observed at the emergence of the SDP,

ses
P
in the

y
communal chTA wax equilibrium was natural to society, and the consequent disturbance of

of women’s shops and! Kk\'
: which could only be lost by incompe- settled and cosy intellectual systems,

nsvchiatric nurse whn had dMlbl : tence on the part of the formal institu- Also, the sentimental attachment of

cone over to the other lb lloivsof the state. Questions about the many political scientists to the Labour

second are the obiectionallv abuik ;
artual ,lse Qnd distribution of political party has inhibited the examination of

The tost wamot m thkiS powerwere seldom asked or answered, the position of powerful interest

received it had dS - Tfl mBnV P°lilical scientists this &r0UPs in the polity: and of how to

rophSpic nrnuHin rh* iii!
* tradition was successfully operational- create a political framework which

Snrhs l hnB nnf * i«d by the post-1945 political settle- might succeed in relating them to

SSSJLSS meat, whereby a rwo^party system national purposes. Mr BSrgin gives

f ^ '

appeared to meet all the requirements examples - I would add Bernard
.flfVmodern liberal state -stability, Crick's recent soft-centred special

nrmprl
1

him « nuilerial growth and freedom. TTiat issue of Political Quarterly on unem-

» PpHuih ift

1 Hate of affairs and the consensus it ployment, which refused to analyse the

^ apparently commanded was essentially trade unions’ role in producing the

^ “ "™ being amply illustrated’, current level Df jobless^
every column it should d«rl)ripa .

jn ^ pr0ved dysfunctional- The omission in Mr Burgin’s account
l

i!

Q
i

B
J u

COr^°n£
i
e
J
1“

•.
ityw the management of an advanced is the work that is going on to provide

should be addresMd to tw
industrial economy. The perception of the intellectual underpinnings tor poli-

To return to the 9ues,,
f® < the voters of this deficiency has been tical realignment and fundamental

have general commns, prew
more acute than that of the political constitutional change. He might have

they may have > science profession. Only a hignly con- mentioned S. E. Finer’s Adversary
They create a little spaa wr

servntive electoral system has main- Politics and Electoral Reform, other
other than the paper s editor top :

nounce on some subject theyW ‘ . ,

important. Alternatlwly tlW Control..
local government were given the admi-

tlie writer to prod «* *
•

.
Sir. - The University Grants Commit- nistrntion of the universities they

thought processes by rauiai'P . tee is the best reason I know for would be looked after in the same way.
tions wlucli provoke. Or twy

, suiwsting that universities and in fact The great Fear of local governmeni
provide light relief by eu™1**

. . allnlgher education should be run by control was that some parochial half-

some issues in an local government. wits would have great Influence in

How tiie poor columnist < The UGC is elitist in a way that local university decision-making. This view

impact is hard to say. Instanr government could not be if they were has been presented by tne UGC to

njtion from the Dhoto dinning one or two institutions. Con- maintain its control. However, as time

by the public sector, whereas these
aware of the work of Andrew Gamble journals constitute small independent
and the writer at Sheffield on the businesses orientated towards lower
postwar political economy of Britain, income groups. Tlic traditional or
which is indirectly aimed at the same public sector journals receive direct
robjectives. indirect subsidies

Whai alt these works are attempting academic institutions in which their
is not a. rc-run of the 1960s. but the editors teach, while libraries are vir-
creation of a wider liberal consensus as tually compelled to buy them,
a basis for the hard decisions which will Where there is an economic reces-
be needed in the 1980s and beyond. It sion. the journals relying on a wider
is not soft-centred - in so far as this audience with lower incomes und so
work supports party realignment and selling through bookshops necessarily
the SDp, Mr Burgin should note (he find themselves squeezed through the
percipient remark of Alan Watkins in bankruptcy of the bookshops, decline
The Observer of January 31, to the 111 incomes, necessity for their editorial
effect that the SDP is likely to prove hoard members to spend more of (heir
nastier on many frorits than other time hunting for jobs, changing jobs,
political parties. Mr Burgin asks whut defending jobs etc.

political science can do with the Scar- The THUS would do a service to

gills of this world. The answer is simple
- there is no room for them in either

The THi£S would do a service to

knnwledgc if it campaigned for the
rational solo (ion: to place the two Lots

. _ of a modern liberal state - stability,

material growth and freedom. That
this Hate of affairs and the consensus it

. apparently commanded was essentially

illusory is now being amply illustrated,

, in particular its proved dysfunctional*

ityTor the management ofan advanced

Cricks recent soft-centred special

issue of Political Quarterly on unem-
ployment, which refused to analyse the

trade unions’ role in producing the

current level of jobless.

The omission in Mr Burgin’s account

liberal theory or practice. Sooner or of journals on an equal status. While it

later society will have to take them on would be impossible to expect actual

and beat them once and decisively into money from ncmlcmic institutions at

the ground. I prefer this to be done the present time, many lib ruricscxhibit

with the widest social and electoral h deplorable non-monetary resistance

backing. Jr will come. to (he acquisition of these journals.

One last word - about motes and which could he changed: altitudes to
beams. Mr Burgin is un economist, articles written in them differ widely
Entertaining though it may be to point with some less nnrrow-minded
out the lack of coherence and rele- academics accepting the seminal itn-

ilyfor the management ofan advanced is the work that is going on to provide
industrial economy. The perception of the intellectual underpinnings tor poli-

ce raters of this deficiency has been tical realignment and fundamental
more acute than that of the political constitutional change. He might have
science profession. Only a hignly con- mentioned S. E. Finer’s Adversary

vance in other disciplines, should he pnrtance of some articles, while others

not pay some attention to his own. dismiss them out of liund without even
where chronic intellectual disarray has troubling to rcud them . ami the change
more immediate consequences than of overall attitude could provide eon-
any shortcomings of political science? sitlerahle assistance. It amounts to

jolitical

urvative electoral system has main--

Local control .

Sir. - The University Grants Commit-
tee is the best reason I know for
suggesting that universities and in fact
an higher education should be run by
“Wl government.
The UGC is elitist in a way that local

government could not be if they were

constitutional change. He might have

mentioned S. E. Finer’s Adversary

Yours faithfully.

PROFESSOR S. A. WALKLAND,
little less than un end In ucademic
censorship, which has often brought

Politics and Electoral Reform, other
Department of Political Theory and establishment puthors into disrepute

Institutions, University of Sheffield, with most of their students, nut to

!

local government were given the admi- Surrey Statutes

nistrntion of the universities they Sir, - Contrary to your report on

would be looked after in the same way. January 29, the University of Surrey is

The great fear of local government not proposing to amend its statutes,

control was that some parochial half- The problem oftenure has been discus-

wits would have great Influence in sed openly in senate and vanous

nntwrsiiv riprisinn-makina. This view committees, and that is where the

speak rtf colleagues.

Critique, whose first large confer-

ence you reported in some detail in

1972. is probiihly hy now among the

older of the journals, one ofthe few not

wits would have great Influence in sed openly in senate and various

university decision-making. This view committees, and that is where the

has been presented by the UGC to matter rests at the moment. Obviouslv,

maintain its control. However, as time the university authorities had to obtain

Encouragingly, one of the

features about the ndvcnlFoi

Four, the IBA’s second ^
network, will.be the nuntbej ^ PJ
rammes which can bo_ gencwiy

scribed as educational. ^ .M

unbeniiies such as Salford could be ly .undemocratic. If local county struc- academic staff. The:
university also

, i

^possible if only a limited number of tures can handle services which run made enquiries from the Privj' Council

J
’ dilutions were involved. into millions of pounds and do it well to find out whether an amendment

j; ..
Itjsalsbclear that, unlike the UGC, there is no reason why the universities would be practicable.

•

“J
1 krision was made there would be shoud exist by the administration of an

_

Even if tho. statute^ here to oe

into millions or puunus unu uu u wen
L m

there is no reason why the universities would be practicable.

chniiH pykt hv the administration of an Even if the statutes .were to be

not proposing to amend its statutes.
t0 from thc south, but it has only

The problem oftenure has been discus- iust survjved over the years by making
sed openly in senate and vanous

{,s?]f |css freqdent than required, by
committees, and that is where the usjng money Collected ut conferences
matter rests at the moment. Obviously, „„d by being largely sold outside the
the university authorities had to obtain UK fhe amount of academic work
counsel’s opinion on the legal position , requested of it would need a full-time

and this was made available to all person, as would the routine servicing
academic staff. The university also of its production needs. Inevitably, the
made enquiries from the Privy Council

result reflects Itself In a financial

to find out whether an amendment problem, worsening with recession. Its

would be practicable. print ranis now down to 4,000 (former-
Even if the statutes were to be

|y 5,000) with sales of Ihe journal being
changed, nothing could remove an more like books. i:c. sellingsome 1,000

Individual's legal right to clalmdam- t0 2,000 copies over a period of four to

senueu as euiwiw1""" 1
I U| „ ,

- “w»wi«iwiuiiiub uvjv, well III uuuuuig up ,

The IBA said when Chann«
^

«rca lone, long way removed from university to be estal

was announced two yearsy . ; the shprp end of cuts, there the door is flrml

uttach(cd) a great importaw
^

remaps the strongest argument face of local democrat

reaching individuals and not
; ,

jnnst the UGC is that it can only act pity that universities

diences and this required coring ;• Government's agent carrying turn to other meai

raequate opportunities for those elitist quango. changed, nothing could remove an more like books, he. sellingsome 1,000
affected l0 influence elected repre- It seems as if local interest is all very individual’s legal right to claim dam- t0 2.(KK) copies over a period of four to

«nlaiiyes. Those who sit on the UGC well in building up the feeling for a nges for breach five years Initial sale.
.

removed from university to be established but once absolutelytondan^^a^^rtkmla^ its income needs are, in principle

1 of cuts, there the door is firmly slammed in the ly in this respect ypurnport can only greater than most jou rnals because of

gest argument face of local democracy. It is perhaps a be described as irresponsible and mis- {he need to translate Russian and East

it It can onlv act oitv that universities have started to leading. European materials, not to speak of
.
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and the means which exist
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Yours faithfully.

A. david Williams,

greater than most journals because of

the need to translate Russian and East
European materials, not to speak of

the headaches in editing and proof-

reading, which inevitably follow. At
the same time much of its natural

audience cannot read it through cen-

sorship. As the journal produces
theoretical articles on both capitalism
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Union view

Standards fall

in Sir Keith’s

madhouse
During the lost pay negotiations,

against a background of cuts in public
expenditure, increased charges for

overseas students and the Govern-
ment's policy of 6 per cent puy in-

creases in the public sector, the unions
rather meekly presented their mnnuai
and ancillury stuff members with a pay
offer exceeding the Government's
policy but extendina (he pay negotia-
tions to n date whicfi mo>,t universities

could accept os n common settlement
date for manual and ancillary staff -

April I

.

A certain euphoria was in the air that

a common settlement date for em-
ployees covered by the Manual and
Ancillary Staffs Committee, plus co-

incidentally 11 common .settlement date
with technicians und academics, would
enhance the relative position of the
exceedingly low paid manual or nncil-

Inra employee.
The testing time is Upon us. Will thc

uncuiuil sucrificc demanded nf non-
tone fling stuff rear ils ugly head once
again by nn offer being presented of 4

f

ier cent, equal to a gross increase to n

nil-time employee depending on
grade, of £2.40 per week, or wMl the
miracle of a single society within
universities start to emerge, with vice

chancellors and principals, who arc

heller able to withstuna (he effects of
thc inflationary spiral, taking some-
thing less tlmnWhat 4 pcT cent would
produce for them, to aid their lower
paid brethren in thc manual und ancil-

lary staff?

The wnec claim submitted to the

Central Council for Non-Tcacliinc
Stuffs in January sets out six quite small

and extremely reasonable targets: an
increase in basic rates not lcs& (nan thc

rale of inflation: u reduction in the

working week; improved holidays: nn
agreed supervisory structure: a revised

gTadine structure: 11 common settle-

ment date.

It is of interest to note thc massive
falling-off ofstandards of living affect-

ing tne grades concerned. To keep
pace wit h,the : Inflationary spiral since

1974 wouldtake an increase ofupprox-
. imutely Ol per w«k.

Doubtless the employers will

readily respond by asking the em-
ployees to have due regard to the

economic climate to which they and
the Government subscribe, pointing

out that someone has to pay the

price of 7.(XKJ redundancies antici-

pated up to 1983/4 and what better

way forward to prosperity than by
meeting from an anticipated £2.4U
gross increase, a £2.50 increase in

their council house rent; an increase

in gas charges of 25 per cent and
electricity charges of 22 per cent,

imposed for no other reason than to

increase the profitability of these
undertakings; increases in National
Insurance of £70 pa to the average
worker: increases in prescription

charges of 30 per cent and dental
charges of 45 per cent.

Government policies are stam-
peding universities to make cuts of this

easiest and most obvious kind without
foil and proper consideration of tlie

'long-term effects. This is highlighted

by the absence of consultations with
staff even in (hose universities that

have sonic vestige of staff consultative

procedures. . The estimated costs of
redundancy payments for academics
alone far outweigh the savings sought
by Government from universities.

It is nowmorc than ever likely that in

thc whole, of the public sector, the
manual and andllaiy sector will prove
to tie.. tho '.one jhe Government will

seek, by a|l means at its disposal, 'to

. hold at 4 per cent, using the spurious
argument so frequently advanced, that
universities are autonomous.
Hie madhouse economies universi-

ties are now reduced to by Sir Keith

'i’

J

. i !:• y' Letters for. publication should arrive

Joseph and his hatchet men, should not
be allowed to depfcss further the living-

standards of lhe lowest of the low paid,
to be found among the manual and

i ;• college, •’
.

{ Lewisham way, $E14.

ancijliiry Staff In universities.

Harold Wild

The author Is acting trade tution side
smewry of thriventrot council for
non-teaching staffs hi universities.


